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Preface
This quarterly publication provides archival reports on developments in
programs managed by JPL's Office of Telecommunications and Data Acquisition
(TDA). In space communications, radio navigation, radio science, and ground-based
radio and radar astronomy, it reports on activities of the Deep Space Network (DSN)
and its associated Ground Communications Facility (GCF) in planning, in support-
ing research and technology, in implementation, and in operations. Also included
is TDA-funded activity at JPL on data and information systems and reimbursable
DSN work performed for other space agencies through NASA. The preceding work
is all performed for NASA's Office of Space Operations (OSO). The TDA Office
also performs work funded by two other NASA program offices through and with
the cooperation of the Office of Space Operations. These are the Orbital Debris
Radar Program (with the Office of Space Station) and 21st Century Communication
Studies (with the Office of Exploration).
In the search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI), the TDA Progress Report
reports on implementation and operations for searching the microwave spectrum. In
solar system radar, it reports on the uses of the Goldstone Solar System Radar for
scientific exploration of the planets, their rings and satellites, asteroids, and comets.
In radio astronomy, the areas of support include spectroscopy, very long baseline
interferometry, and astrometry. These three programs are performed for NASA's
Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA), with support by the Office of
Space Operations for the station support time.
Finally, tasks funded under the JPL Director's Discretionary Fund and the
Caltech President's Fund which involve the TDA Office are included.
This and each succeeding issue of the TDA Progress Report will present mate-
rial in some, but not necessarily all, of the following categories:
OSO Tasks:
DSN Advanced Systems
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation
Communications, Spacecraft-Ground
Station Control and System Technology
Network Data Processing and Productivity
DSN Systems Implementation
Capabilities for Existing Projects
Capabilities for New Projects
New Initiatives
Network Upgrade and Sustaining
DSN Operations
Network Operations and Operations Support
Mission Interface and Support
TDA Program Management and Analysis
Communications Implementation and Operations
Data and Information Systems
Flight-Ground Advanced Engineering
OSO Cooperative Tasks:
Orbital Debris Radar Program
21st Century Communication Studies
iii
OSSA Tasks:
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Goldstone Solar System Radar
Radio Astronomy
Discretionary Funded Tasks
iv
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The First Geocenter Estimation Results Using
GPS Measurements
R. P. Malla 1
S. C. Wu
Tracking Systemsand Applications Section
The center of mass of the Earth is the natural and unambiguous origin of a geo-
centric satellite dynamical system. A geocentric reference frame assumes that the
origin of its coordinate axes is at the geocenter, in which all relevant observations
and results can be referred and in which geodynamic theories or models for the dy-
namic behavior of Earth can be formulated. In practice, however, a kinematically
obtained terrestrial reference frame may assume an origin other than the geocen-
ter. A fast and accurate method of determining origin offset from the geocenter is
highly desirable. Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements, because of their
abundance and broad distribution, provide a powerful tool to obtain this origin
offset in a short period of time. Two effective strategies have been devised. Data
from the first Central and South America (Casa Uno) global GPS experiment have
been studied to demonstrate the ability of recovering the geocenter location with
present-day GPS satellites and receivers.
I. Introduction
Reference frames are established in order to represent
positions and motions of objects with respect either to the
Earth (terrestrial frames) or to celestial bodies in space
(celestial inertial frames). One of the geophysical require-
ments of a reference frame is that other geophysical mea-
surements can be related to it; for example, the rcfercnce
frame used for expressing the Earth's gravity field as a
spherical harmonic expansion adopts the center of mass
of the Earth as origin. This frame must be related to the
adopted terrestrial frame as well as to the inertial frame in
1Member of Professional Staff, Sterling Software, Pasadena, Califor-
nia.
which the satellite orbits are calculated. The geocenter is
at a focus of the orbital ellipse of a geocentric satellite dy-
namical system. It is therefore directly accessible through
dynamical methods. But in practice the origin assumed by
a kinematically obtained terrestrial reference frame can be
at some location other than at the Earth's center of mass.
Any time-dependent offset in a geocentric terrestrial frame
origin from the geocenter can be misinterpreted as plate
motions. In order to avoid such confusion, it is important
to determine as accurately as possible the translational off-
set of the adopted terrestrial reference frame origin from
the geocenter.
Two effective strategies were devised to determine the
reference frame origin offset from the geocenter using
GlobalPositioning System (GPS) observations. The re-
sults of covariance analyses performed to investigate the
accuracy with which the geocenter position can be deter-
mined with these two strategies have been published in [1].
The analyses indicate that the geocenter position can be
determined to an accuracy of a few centimeters with just
one day of precise GPS pseudorange and carrier phase data
collected by a global GPS tracking network.
Several regional GPS experiments have been carried
out since 1985, but the tracking ground networks have
not been extensive enough to provide the global coverage
needed for accurate geocenter estimation. The Casa Uno
experiment, however, used a semiglobal network stretch-
ing over the South Pacific and across the continental
United States and Europe, thus providing an opportunity
to demonstrate the capability of GPS data for geocenter
determination. The analyses of the results using this set
of data show that the accuracy is strongly limited by a
nonglobal GPS constellation, the received data quality,
and the geometrical distribution of the semiglobal ground
tracking sites.
Ih Two Effective Strategies to Determine
the Geocenter
The two strategies devised in [1] to determine the ori-
gin offset from the geocenter are briefly reviewed here. A
fiducial network consists of two or more GPS tracking sta-
tions whose positions have been determined in an Earth-
fixed coordinate frame to a very high accuracy, usually
by Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) or Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR). Several GPS receivers at other, less
accurately known stations also observe the GPS satellites
along with the fiducial network. The data can be pro-
cessed simultaneously to adjust GPS satellite states and
the positions of the nonfiducial sites. The fiducial stations
established by VLBI provide a self-consistent, Earth-fixed
coordinate frame; thus the improved GPS satellite orbits
and the nonfiducial stations can be expressed with respect
to this coordinate frame to a greater accuracy. The fil-
ter process is designed so that the baselines between a
reference site and all other nonfiducial sites are adjusted
along with GPS orbits and the absolute coordinates of
the reference site. The correction to the reference site co-
ordinates infers the adjustment of the geocenter position
coordinates. This concept has been used in Strategy 1,
where one or two fiducial baselines are fixed or constrained
by their a priori uncertainties [1]. The orientation of the
adopted coordinate frame is defned by the fixed baselines,
and the absolute scaling can be fixed either by the length
of these baselines or by the Earth's gravitational constant
(GM). Both are known to an accuracy of about one part
in lO s . The absolute scale derived from the fixed baseline
length allows the coordinate frame thus established to be
consistent with the VLBI frame of the fiducial baselines.
In Strategy 2, only the longitude of a reference site is
held fixed; all other site coordinates are adjusted simul-
taneously along with GPS satellite states. The absolute
scale is provided by the Earth's GM. The geocentric ra-
dius at a station can be obtained from the adjusted periods
of GPS orbits and pseudorange measurements. The time
signature of the measurements defines the latitude. The
coordinate system thus defined will be an Earth-centered,
Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate frame.
The covariance study carried out in [1] assumed a full
constellation of eighteen GPS satellites distributed in six
orbital planes. A data arc spanning over 34 hours from a
network of six globally distributed tracking stations was
also assumed. For Strategy 1, the a priori uncertainty
for the relative positions of the fiducial sites was assumed
to be 3 cm. P-code pseudorange and carrier phase data
noise were assumed to be 5 cm and 0.5 cm respectively
when integrated over 30 minutes and corrected for iono-
spheric effects by dual-frequency combination. Carrier
phase biases were adjusted with a large a priori uncer-
tainty. The abundance and broad distribution of the GPS
measurements allow the GPS and station clocks to be
treated as white-noise processes and adjusted to remove
their effects on the solutions. Also adjusted were the zenith
tropospheric delays at all ground sites, which were treated
as random-walk parameters to model the temporal varia-
tion. Such models have proven to be effective in remov-
ing tropospheric errors without heavily depleting the data
strength [2]. The same network of six tracking sites was
also used to assess Strategy 2. The estimated quantities
were the GPS satellite states, the coordinates of all six
sites except for the fixed longitude of the reference site,
white-noise clocks, random-walk troposphere parameters,
and carrier phase biases.
Data arcs of various lengths were used in the covariance
analysis. In Strategy 1, at the end of 34 hours the formal
error in origin offset from geocenter is 4.0 cm (rms of all
three components). The dominating error is due to the
assumed error in the fiducial baselines. Any improvement
in the baseline estimates will therefore directly benefit the
geocenter determination. As the arc length of the data is
increased, the error due to data noise is reduced. On the
other hand, the systematic error due to the fiducial base-
line errors persists. The situation in Strategy 2, however,
is different. Here, under the assumptions of the study,
data noise is the primary error source, which can be re-
duced by increasing the data arc length. In reality there
will beothererrors,suchasmultipath,tropospheremis-
modeling,andhigherorderionosphericeffects.Theorigin
offseterrorfromthegeocenter--aspredictedby theco-
varianceanalysisusingthisstrategy--was2.1cmat the
endof the34hours[1].
III. Methodology for Processing Casa
Uno Data
The first Central and South America (Casa Uno) GPS
experiment was carried out from January 18 to
February 5, 1988. This experiment was the first civilian
effort at implementing an extended international (15 na-
tions) GPS satellite tracking network [3]. Twelve globally
distributed sites were selected (Fig. l) to provide improved
global coverage for the geocenter study.
The collected data are from seven GPS satellites in the
constellation, distributed in two orbital planes with a sep-
aration of approximately 120 deg in the right ascension of
the ascending nodes. Both strategies are applied to de-
termine the geocenter location. The analyses present the
achievable accuracy based upon the available suboptimal
tracking conditions during the Casa Uno experiment. For
example, the baselines known to higher accuracies are con-
centrated only within the continental United States and
are relatively short compared to the extensive area covered
by the tracking network; the seven satellites distributed in
only two orbital planes do not provide a good global cov-
erage; and the pseudorange data are not of high quality
due to the antennas and receivers used in this experiment.
For Strategy 1 the Owens Valley Radio Observatory
(OVRO)-Haystack baseline is held fixed. The other ground
station locations, the geocenter location, and the GPS
satellite states are adjusted with respect to the baseline
reference point OVRO. Thus the coordinate system has
the scale and orientation as defined by this fixed base-
line, and the adjustment to the geocenter location gives
the offset of the coordinate frame origin from the geocen-
ter. Table 1 gives the a priori uncertainties adopted for
Strategy 1. In Strategy 2, the longitude of the reference
site OVRO is held fixed, and all the other site coordinates
along with the GPS satellite states are adjusted simulta-
neously. Table 2 lists the a priori uncertainties adopted in
Strategy 2, which differ from those in Strategy 1 (Table 1).
The coordinate systems defined by Strategy 1 and
Strategy 2 have fundamental differences. In Strategy 1
the geocenter offset is determined directly while fixing one
baseline; in other words, the estimated correction to the
geocenter location represents the coordinate frame offset
implied by the two ends of the fixed baseline. In Strat-
egy 2, the coordinate offset is not directly determined. In-
stead, the corrections to all the tracking site coordinates,
except for the reference site longitude, are estimated. The
geocenter offset is inferred from these estimates through
a constrained seven parameter coordinate transformation.
The seven parameters are solved by treating filter esti-
mates of corrections to tracking site coordinates as the
measurements, whereas the measurement covariance ma-
trix is represented by the corresponding filter covariance
plus the a priori covariance of tracking sites. The arbitrar-
ily fixed reference longitude introduces a small rotation
R_ about the Z axis; this rotation is taken into account
by solving for R_ while the scale factor and the rotations
about the X and Y axes are kept fixed. The geocenter off-
set is represented by three translational parameters which
are assigned a priori uncertainty of 10 m. The Appendix
gives a full account of the method of seven parameter co-
ordinate transformation.
Since the same tracking network was used for both
strategies, they have similar a priori conditions. For ex-
ample, in both strategies, the a priori geocentric reference
frame, in which the nominal station coordinates are ex-
pressed, is derived from Goddard global VLBI coordinates
for those same sites and is rotated and translated using
the results from SLR data for geocentricity.
IV. Results
Although the Casa Uno ground network was designed
to collect a maximum amount of data with the available
seven GPS satellites, it provides only a semiglobal cover-
age. In order to compensate for this suboptimal circum-
stance, the data strength was increased by using a 5-day
data arc, and the geometrical strength of the network was
improved by constraining the well-known sites with ap-
propriate a priori uncertainties. The a priori uncertainties
assumed for Strategy 1 in this experiment are listed in
Table 1. In the covariance analysis presented in [1] the
GPS Block I ROCK 4 model for solar radiation pressure
was used, where the three parameters Gx, Gu, and Gz
were considered with 10-percent error. The constant ac-
celeration in the y axis Gy is called the y-bias parameter
[4]. In the Casa Uno multiday analysis a new approach
was adopted in which two constant solar pressure param-
eters G_ and G_ were estimated along with two tightly
constrained process noise parameters G_ and G¢ [2]. Tile
parameter Gxz is a combined effect of (Gx + Gz).
Figure 2 shows the formal rms error in the geocenter
solution using Strategy 1. The error associated with the
geocenter offset estimation due to data noise is 31 cm and
that dueto baselineuncertaintyis 7.1cm,resultingin
a total formalrmserrorin thegeocenteroffsetsolution
of 31.8cm. Theeffectdueto datanoisedominatesthe
error,showingthepoorqualityofdata;however,theerror
dueto thefixedbaselineis alsosignificant.Theseformal
errorsaresignificantlyhigherthanthe4 cmpredictedby
theearliercovariancestudybecausethegroundtracking
siteswerenotuniformlydistributed,thefixedbaselinewas
notlongenoughto provideaglobalcontrol,andonlyone-
third of tile GPSconstellationwasin placeduringthe
experiment.Theoriginoffsetsestimatedwith the Casa
UnoGPSdata,withrespectto theSLRderivedgeocenter,
are-142, -33, and-43 tin alongtile X, Y, andZ axes
(Fig.3).
Table2 lists the variationin the a prioriuncertain-
tiesfromTable1asappliedto Strategy2. Thelongitude
at OVROwasfixedandall theotherstationshadlarge
a priorisigmas.Thesametrackingstationnetworkwas
usedin both cases.The estimatedparametersinclude
all thegroundstationcoordinatesandtheGPSsatellite
states.Theformalrmserrorin thegeocenterusingthis
strategyis foundto be21.5cm,whichisdueonlyto the
datanoise.Theestimatedoriginoffsetsfromthenominal
geocenterare-96, -97, and-51 cmalongtheX,Y, and
Zaxes(Fig. 3).
Tileoriginsolutionsfromthetwostrategiesdifferfrom
eachotheralongX,Y,andZ axes by 46, 65, and 8 cm re-
spectively. The rrns of these differences is 45.7 cm, which is
the mean origin offset in each component between results
from Strategy 1 and Strategy 2. The geocenter estimates
from Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 agree at the 2-sigma level.
The apparent disagreement in X and Y components be-
tween the GPS and SLR solution is puzzling. It may be
that the baselines between European and U.S. sites are
known less accurately than the 10 cm assumed here. A
recent independent (but inconclusive) experiment gave a
baseline adjustment of up to 50 cm between the station at
Wettzell and the U.S. sites.
The anticipated improvement in data quality, better
GPS constellation, and even distribution of the tracking
stations should in the future improve the accuracy of geo-
center estimation to tile few centimeters predicted by the
earlier covariance studies.
V, Summary and Conclusion
The Casa Uno 5-day GPS data arc, despite the uneven
data quality, limited global coverage, and partial satellite
constellation, can recover the geocenter position to an es-
timated accuracy of better than 35 cm using either of two
strategies. The two coordinate frames differ from one an-
other by three translational parameters and one rotational
parameter about the Z axis. The transformation parame-
ters between the two coordinate frames are very sensitive
to the a priori values and constraints applied to the par-
ticipating sites. The discrepancy between the results from
Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 falls within their 2-sigma error.
With future superior receiver data quality, an evenly
distributed global network including longer fiducial base-
lines, and an increased number of satellites distributed in
more orbital planes, the results are expected to improve to
an accuracy of a few centimeters as indicated by previous
covariance studies. Inclusion of the Deep Space Network
(DSN) sites will provide the well determined global base-
lines that are lacking in the Casa Uno network. Longer
baseline ties to the well-known sites in North America from
Europe and the southern hemisphere will provide a much
stronger network geometry for geocenter determination.
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Table 1. The a priori sssumptlons for geocenter study using
Cssa Uno data (one baseline fixed)
Reference site:
Other fiducial sites:
Nortfiducial sites:
GPS constellation:
Cutoff elevation:
Data span:
Data intervah
Data noise:
GPS epoch state:
Geocenter position:
(each comp.)
Baseline coordinates:
(relative to OVRO,
each comp.)
Solar pressure:
OVRO
Haystack
Blackbirch, Canberra, Kokee,
Samoa, Cocos, Albrook, Mojave,
Ft. Davis, Wettzell, and Onsala
GPS 11, GPS 3, GPS 4,
GPS 6, GPS 8, GPS 10,
and GPS 9 distributed in
2 orbital planes
15 deg
up to 5 days
6 mill
175 cm pseudorange;
1 cm carrier phase
20 km and 20 m/see (adjusted)
10 m (adjusted)
Haystack 4 cm (fixed); Ft. Davis
and Mojave--4 cm (adjusted);
Wettzell and Onsala--10 cm
(adjusted); Others--1 km each
comp. (adjusted)
G_ and Gxz (adjusted)
Table 2. Variation of assumptions from Table 1 for Strategy 2
(one longitude fixed)
Reference site:
Reference site coordinates:
Other site coordinates:
OVRO
10 m (latitude)
0 m (longitude)
10 m (height)
10 m each component
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Fig. 1. The Cass Uno tracking sites for geocenter studies.
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Appendix
Seven Parameter Coordinate Transformation
The coordinates of a point in a given Cartesian reference frame can be expressed with respect to any other Cartesian
reference frame as
= Ay + (1 + AL) R
Refl Z_Z Ref2
(A-a)
where AX, Ay, and AZ are the three translational parameters, and AL is the scale difference between reference frames
Refl and Ref'2. The rotation matrix R represents the rotation required about the three axes in order to align the two
reference frames
R = R(Ru)R(Re)R(Rz)
where R(Ri) is the matrix representing a right-handed rotation about the ith axis through an angle /_. The rotation
matrix R is obtained by multiplying the three matrices in sequence, i.e.,
cos Rz cos R v - sin R_ sin Re sin R u sin R_ cos Ry + cos R_ sin R_ sin R u - cos R_ sin R u ]R = - sin Rz cos Re cos Rz cos Re sin Re [ (A-2)
[cos Rz sin Ru - sin R_ sin Rx cos R_ sin Rz sin R_j - cos R_ sin Rx cos/_ cos Rx cos/_ J
For small angle rotations and neglecting products of small angles:
1 R_ -R v ]R = -R_ 1 Rx (A-3)
R v -R_ 1
Substituting Eq. (A-3) into (A-l) and rearranging the terms gives:
AX - R_ZRer2 + RzYRer2 + (XR¢f2 + RzYRef2 - P_ZRef'2) Z_L + (XRer2 -- XRefl) : 0
AY + ReZRef2 -- /_zXlter2 + (YRa2 -- R_XR_f2 -- ReZRer2) AL + (Yrter2 - YR_fl) = 0
AZ - RxYRef2 + RyXRef2 "at.. (ZRef2 "-_ /_yXRef2 -- RxYRe_) AL + (Z_f2 - ZR_n) = 0
(A-4)
This set of equations represents the relationship between two closely oriented, closely scaled orthonormal Cartesian
reference frames. Every point appearing in both frames will generate three observation equations, where the seven
transformation parameters (AX, AY, AZ, Re, R_, Rz, AL) relating the two frames are to be uniquely estimated. A
unique solution requires two stations with their coordinates known in both reference frames and only one component of
a third station known in both frames. In practice there will be more than three stations participating and the weighted
least squares solution gives the solution for the parameters.
Let Lb represent the observations with corresponding variance-covariance matrix EL, so that the weight matrix
P = (EL) -1. Each observed quantity is expressed as a function of the parameters in the model
L_, = F(Xa) (A-5)
HereLarepresentsthetheoreticalvaluesof theobserved quantities and Xa the theoretical values of the parameters. The
Taylor series linearization gives the observation equation as
V = Ax + (Lo- Lb) = hx + L
where V is the residuals; A = 0F/0Xalxa=xo is the matrix of the partials evaluated with respect to the a priori value
Xo of the parameters; L = Lo - Lb, where Lo = F(Xo); and x = X_ - Xo. The least squares estimate of x is
:_ = _(ATpA)-XATpL (A-6)
with the corresponding covariance matrix
Zz = (ATpA) -1 (A-7)
If a priori knowledge of the covariance matrix corresponding to the parameters exists, then a constrained least squares
solution of the parameters is given by
= -(Pox + ATpA) -1ATPL (A-8)
and
Zx = (Pox + ATpA) -1
where the parameters are constrained by their a priori weight Pox.
The partial matrix A of Eq.
(A-9)
(A-3) with respect to the seven transformation parameters, when evaluated with an
a priori estimate of the parameters as zero, would become
A(3n,7) =
q
1 0 0 0 --ZIRef2 Y1Ref2 XlRef2
0 1 0 ZxRe_ 0 --X1Ref2 Y1Rd2
0 0 1 -Yaacf_ XlRef2 0 ZlRef2
1 0 0 0 --ZnRef2 YnRef2 XnRef2
0 1 0 Z,R¢C2 0 --X,Rer2 Y,rtef2
0 0 1 --YnReff2 XnRe_ 0 ZnRef2
(A-10)
Matrix A will have dimension (3n x 7) for n participating stations. The weight matrix P of the observation is a full
(3n x 3n) matrix. The vector f_ is of the form
L(3n,1) = [(XlRef2-- XlRefl),(YlRef2-- Y1Refl),(Z1Ref2-- ZlRefl),
......... (A-11)
(XnRef2 -- XnRefI), (Y.R_f_ - Y.R¢n), (ZnRef2 -- ZnRefl )]T
The least squares solution is obtained for the parameter vector
X(7,1 ) : [AX, Ay, AZ, Rx, 1_, Rz, AL] T (A-12)
- f,
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Computer Simulations of Ions in Radio-Frequency Traps
A. Williams, J. D. Prestage, L. Maleki,
J. Djomehri, and E. Harabetian
Communications Systems Research Section
The motion of ions in a trapped-ion frequency standard affects the stability of
the standard. In order to study the motion and structures of large ion clouds in a
radio-frequency (rf) trap, a computer simulation of the system that incorporates the
effect of thermal excitation of the ions has been developed. Results are presented
from the simulation for cloud sizes up to 512 ions, emphasizing cloud structures in
the low-temperature regime.
I. Introduction
The development of the trapped-ion frequency stan-
dard at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is motivated
by the potential of this device to achieve stability exceed-
ing one part in 1017 . The basis of the potential for this
remarkable stability performance is the isolation of the
trapped ions from perturbing influences that diminish sta-
bility over averaging intervals greater than several hundred
seconds. In conventional frequency standards such as hy-
drogen masers, these effects include the interaction of the
atoms with confining walls and phase-destructive collisions
of atoms of the same species that are in different energy
states.
The confinement of ions in rf traps (the type employed
in the JPL trapped-ion standard) is accomplished by ex-
posing the ions to an oscillating field, resulting in a force
that acts to direct the ions toward the center of the trap
and away from the trap electrodes. This electromagnetic
containment is dynamic in nature, as will be detailed be-
low. Therefore, since a large source of frequency offset is
the second-order Doppler or relativistic time-dilation effect
due to the motion of the ions, it is appropriate to study
the dynamic effects in the rf trap system.
Ions, of course, do not lend themselves to easy visual
observation, so the dynamics of trapped particles are often
indirectly studied through the observation of the ,notion of
micron-sized particles in a similar trap [1] or by computer
simulations of the confining fields and Coulomb interac-
tions experienced by ions in a trap. The introduction of
computer simulations to the field of trapped-ion dynamics
brings with it a new set of results, which are not from a
laboratory experiment but from "computational" studies
of a model. Naturally, if the model is an accurate represen-
tation of the real system at hand, a computer simulation
using that model should duplicate behavior seen in experi-
ments and that predicted by an accurate theory.
This article presents a study that uses computer simu-
lation to examine the motion of ions confined in rf traps
to determine possible influences on the frequency stability.
While similar studies have been carried out for the case of
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afewionsconfinedin rf traps,thepresentworkincludes
resultsfor clusterswithasmanyas512ions.TMs, this
studyis amorerealisticmodelfor actualfrequencystan-
dards,wherethetypicalnumberof confinedionsranges
from 10 3 to 106 .
After a brief review of trapped-ion theory in Section II
and a description of the simulation ill Section III, the com-
putational results are compared with theory ill Section IV
and with experiment in Section V. In Section VI, the JPL
simulation is compared to the results from trapped-ion
simulations carried out by other groups, and Section VII
outlines the plans for using this simulation to further in-
vestigate trapped-ion dynamics.
II. Trapping Theory
The detailed theory of rf ion traps has been treated
previously [2,3,4]. An outline of the theory is presented
here to support the discussion of the computer model.
A Paul-type rf trap consists of three hyperbolic elec-
trodes, as shown in Figs. l(a) and (b). 1 Typically, these
electrodes are arranged so that the radius of the trap cavity
r0 is V_ times the height of the cavity. An ac voltage with
angular frequency f_ is applied in series with adc voltage
between the ring electrode and the two endcap electrodes.
Another type of trap, known as the Penning or dc trap,
is described later in this article. Since a full development
is not necessary in this discussion, the reader is referred
to [2] and [3]. The Penning trap uses the same electrode
configuration as the Paul trap, but the rf portion of the
electric field is replaced by a static magnetic fiekl in the
z-direction. IIence, neither of the fields in this trap is
time-varying.
Applying the Paul trap potentials produces a potential
inside the trap of the form
v_ + v_ cos(nO (,..__ 2_)¢(_, z) : _r_ (1)
The electric field components are obtained by differen-
tiating Eq. (1) as
n = - _ + = (_.- 2_) (2)\ "0 r_ /
I The linear rf trap described in [8] employs fields sinfilar to the Paul
trap, but consists of four cylindrical rods rather than the hyperbolic
electrodes.
The trapping effect of this field configuration can be
understood as follows. A node exists at the center of the
trap (r = z = 0) where the electric field is zero; thus, there
is no force on a charged particle located there. Depending
on the sign of the rf term, at any given time the field is
pointing toward the node in one direction and away from
the node in the other. It can also be seen in Eq. (2) that the
field magnitude increases with increasing distance from the
node. This behavior of the field in the interior of the trap
leads to a net force that, when averaged over one rf cycle,
is directed toward the node [1]. This "ponderomotive" [5]
force is what draws charged particles toward the node,
trapping them inside the electrodes.
The equations of motion of a single ion subject to the
force due to the electric field in Eq. (2) can be expressed
using the two dimensionless constants
4eVDc 2eVAc
. - .,., q = - ., ,.--_-; (3)
ml2-r 5 7nl?-r 5
t,o represent the trapping parameters, and a dimensionless
time parameter
f2
, : -t (4)2
In this fornmlation, the equations of motion become forms
of the Mathieu differential equation
d2r
- (. - 2qcos(2_)),. (s)dr 2
for either radial dimension (x or y), and
d 2 z
: 2(a - 2q cos(2r))z (6)
for the axial dimension z. In the expressions for a and
q, e and m denote the charge and mass of the contained
particle, respectively.
The solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6) reveal that an ion
influenced by the fields of a Paul trap undergoes a f_t
rf motion with the same frequency f2 as the driving ac
potential, and a slow "secular" oscillation, which in the
one-dimensional case carries it back and forth through the
trap node.
When more than one ion of the same charge-to-mass
ratio is present in the trap, each ion has its own equation
of motion, consisting of a trapping term as above and a
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Coulomb term containing the electrostatic interaction of
all other ions. The motion in Cartesian coordinates x, y,
and z of singly ionized atoms of mass m is described by
the set of differential equations
_2_, = _ (a - 2qcos(2T))_,
dr _
e 2
_o,.f_ ]_. (_ _: _,)
- _ _ (7)
e2 (y_ - y;)
dr2 j
and
e2 (z_ - zi)
d2z-----J-dr2 - 2(a- 2qcos(2r))z, ;'reo"m_-':' E. T (9)
3
Here, xi, Yi, and zi are tile Cartesian coordinates of tile
ith ion, and rij signifies the distance between ions i and j.
III. Model for the Simulation of Trapped-Ion
Dynamics
Equations (7), (8), and (9) completely describe the
trapping and interparticle Coulomb effects on each ion in
a cloud of arbitrary size. Because the interest here is the
low-temperature behavior of collections of ions, a damp-
ing that is proportional to particle velocity is introduced
in order to cool the ions. This adds a final term to the
differential equations
d2xi
dr _ - (.-2q¢os(2_))_;
e 2 v" (x_- x,) 2v dx, (10)
J r 3 _2 dr
d_'Y' -(.- 2_cos(2_))y,
_=
_ (y__ u,) 2v @, 01)
_eomfP" _ -- f_ drj ro
and
g_' 2(a - 2qcos(2_))..,
-3-7=
e 2 (zj _=i) 2Ddzi (12)
7reomf_ 2 E. ri j f2 dr
3
where 7) is a coefficient of the damping. Once again, the
factor of 2/Q in the third term of each of these equations
appears because of the change of variable to dimensionless
time r. The inverse of the damping coefficient 1/7) is
known as the damping time rd of a system with damping
D.
In a manner similar to the case of particles undergoing
Brownian motion, a random walk in velocity is introduced,
which simulates the process that sustains ion motion in
the presence of damping, thus preventing the temperature
from reaching zero. The growth in kinetic energy stem-
ming from this random-walk step in velocity is balanced
by the velocity damping introduced in the above equations
of motion. This balance determines the size of the random-
walk step that yields the desired final temperature.
The signature of a random-walk progression is that the
mean square of the quantity in question increases linearly
with the number of steps A/" in the walk [6]. Here, this
quantity will be a velocity in the space of the dimensionless
parameter r, denoted as
dx
vr --- udr
Thus, the magnitude of the random-walk step in the di-
mensionless time space Av_ must obey
2 Af(Av,)2 (13)<v r >=
or in terms of the usual velocity v,
< k,_r/ > = -_ < k, di / > (14)
4
= _ < v" > -- 2¢'(Av_) 2 (15)
Introducing a short dimensionless time interval h be-
tween random-walk steps so the A/" steps of length h rep-
resent a span of dimensionless time r,
4 v_ .__ = _ (16)5z < >= (_)2 (A_)2h
and, hence,
2>'_ _a_(ao) _ (17)dr ] rw 4 h
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whererw suggests that this is due to the random walk.
This is no more than a restatement of the fact that the
mean square of the velocity grows linearly in time in the
random walk. The growth of < v 2 > due to the random
walk is balanced by the damping of velocity per the damp-
ing terms in Eqs. (10), (11), and (12). The term due to
damping becomes
d(v 2)
- 4Vv_ (18)
dr
For this damping term, it can be shown that when the
interval over which v 2 is averaged is small in comparison
tord/2, <v 2>=v 2. Then
(6< v'>) =
"d-r d, mp \ dr ]d,mp
4
= -_79 < v 2 > (19)
Setting the sum of the two terms to zero to balance the
effects yields
(.<0,>)dr dr rw + dr damp
f2_ (Av_.) _ 4 v2
4 h f_'D < > = 0 (20)
To get a random direction of the change in velocity,
a separate random walk is taken in each of the Cartesian
directions x, y, and z. Therefore, the Av_ in Eq. (20) is the
size of the step in any one of these dimensions, and v 2 is the
velocity squared in any one dimension. The temperature
T of the system is introduced by use of the equipartition
of energy
_kBT = lm< v 2 >
Making this substitution for < v 2 > and solving for
Avr in Eq. (20) yields the magnitude of the random-walk
step in one dimension:
/161)hkBT
Av,- = V _ (21)
The sign of this velocity boost is determined by using a
random-number generator that chooses each sign 50 per-
cent of the time.
The approach to simulating a system described by these
equations is obviously to determine the time evolution of
the position-momentum states of the particles. The ne-
cessity of a constant small time step h in the random-walk
formulation of temperature creates an ideal situation in
which to use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration, with
a constant time step, of the differential Eqs. (10), (11), and
(12). The time between the random-walk steps h will also
be the time step of the integration routine, so that the ran-
dom walk can be executed at each integration step. The
only requirement on the size of h is that it is small enough
so that the errors (of the order h s) are "small enough." In
the case that the Runge-Kutta integration is calculating a
specific numerical solution, one checks the solution by cut-
ting h in half and checking that the two solutions agree [7].
In the case described here, where the integration is pro-
ducing the motion of the ions in time, tile appropriateness
of the size of h can be checked by determining that halving
h does not produce any noticeable increase in smoothness
of the motion. In the cases examined, it was found that an
integration step of 1/20 the period of the rf-driven motion,
h = 2_r/20F_, gives the desired precision.
The integration will give the three components of po-
sition and velocity for each particle at each step of the
integration. This position-momentum state contains all
the information about the system; other descriptions of
the system are just obtained from the position-momentum
state as appropriate. For instance, to obtain a kinetic en-
ergy for the entire cloud at any given time, the velocities
of each particle are used to compute my2 2, and summing
this quantity over each particle in the cloud gives an in-
stantaneous total kinetic energy.
IV. Comparison of Results of the Model
With Theory
Verification that the modeling of trapping voltages and
Coulomb interactions is an accurate representation of a
system of ions in a trap can be performed by checking
the behavior of ions in situations readily calculable from
the equations of motion. For instance, it was previously
mentioned that an ion in the rf field oscillates with a slow
secular motion in addition to the fast driven motion (the
"micromotion"). The secular frequencies are given by [8]
as
2 _2V_c eV_c
_r - 2,n2e2ro4 + taro2 (22)
and
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2e v c (23)
m2 2 .o4 taro2
These quantities are easily calculated for any combina-
tion of the trapping voltages. In particular, if either VAC
or VDC is zero, the expressions for secular frequencies re-
duce to a single term. Another simple case for which this
happens is the so-called "spherical" case often employed in
2an d 2trap operation, in which wr w_ are chosen to be equal
by setting
eY c (24)
VDc(sph)- 2m_2r2 °
which gives
2 5= e2V_c (25)
Wr :W z m2_2r_
To isolate the trapping and Coulomb forces, the pa-
rameters O and T in Eqs. (10), (11), (12), and (21) are
simply set to zero. Then a simulation of a single ion in
the trap clearly shows the micromotion (if Vac ¢ 0) and
the slower secular oscillation, as in Fig. 2. The period of
the oscillation can then be found by measuring the time
between three successive zero-crossings of the position ver-
sus time graph. Since the position data exist only at each
integration step h, the location in time of a zero-crossing
is determined only to the accuracy of +½h.
The values obtained from the simulation of the peri-
ods T corresponding to these frequencies and the corre-
sponding values from the above theory are summarized in
Table 1. The agreement of the periods and the smooth si-
nusoidal motion seen in Fig. 2 indicate that the integration
of the trapping and Coulomb terms is working properly.
If the temperature parameter accurately models ordi-
nary temperature in kelvins, then, as previously suggested,
the particles should have a thermal energy of ½kBT per de-
gree of freedom. This can be checked in the sinmlation by
computing the mean-square velocity of the guiding center
of motion, that is, a < v 2 > that does not include the
driven micromotion of the particles. This is done by com-
puting the motion in time of the average position of each
particle over a micromotion period, and then averaging the
square of this quantity over all ions and over a satisfactory
span of time.
For various degrees of damping and number of ions
Nio,,s, the computational value of v 2 is in agreement with
the theoretical value given by the equipartition of energy,
as summarized in Table 2 for T = 0.005 K and m = 137
atomic mass unit (amu). The uncertainties reported are
computed as the standard deviation in the N measure-
ments.
The theoretical value is within the uncertainty range of
each of the computational values. This indicates that a
random walk in velocity space is a valid model of temper-
ature.
V. Comparison of the Results of the Model
With Experiments
Another way to examine the validity of using this simu-
lation is to compare the ion dynamics with results observed
by experimenters who have trapped charged micron-sized
particles in an rf trap. Using a suitable magnification
method, these particles can be observed visually or pho-
tographed. Thirty-two particles trapped with an rf field
only (VDc = 0) have been seen to have a "crystalline"
state where the particles arrange themselves in three con-
centric circles containing 4, 14, and 14 particles [4]. This
photograph is shown in Fig. 3(a); the appearance of each
particle as a line is due to the fast micromotion. Simulat-
ing this situation gives a similar "photograph" when the
x-y positions of all particles are plotted over one period of
the micromotion, Fig. 3(b).
When VDC ¢ 0 and there are many (_100) charged
particles in a dust trap, experimenters have seen a char-
acteristic picture in which the large micromotion of the
particles farthest away from the node maps out the elec-
tric field pattern of the trap, as shown in Fig. 4(a) [4]. In
a simulation of 128 particles, the plot of their motions in
three dimensions yields a similar picture, Fig. 4(b).
Experiments in which small numbers of ions in an
rf trap are caused to visibly fluoresce have been carried
out [9]. These experiments indicate that with VDC = 0, a
pair of ions has a stable configuration in which the pair is
situated symmetrically about the node in the z = 0 plane,
Fig. 5(a). With VDC > VDc(,ph), however, the z direction
is preferred, and the most stable configuration is with the
pair centered about the node in the r = 0 plane, Fig. 5(b).
These results may be understood from the use of a har-
monic pseudopotential that is derived through the force
on a trapped particle averaged over one rf cycle [2]: ill
the first case, with VDC = O, the restoring force in the
pseudopotential well is four times as strong in the r di-
rection as in the z direction. However, in the case that
VDC > VDc(_ph), the force is stronger in the axial (z) di-
rection.
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Duplicating these situations in the simulation produces
the same most stable configuration in each case. Further-
more, the nature of the potential well is evident in noting
the progress of the system toward this configuration when
the initial conditions are far from it. For instance, the ions
may be started on the z -- 0 plane, with the voltages set in
the VDC > VDc(sph) case. Note that by Eq. (2), there is no
trapping force in the z direction on a particle situated at
z = 0. Hence, the trapping force alone would never bring
the particles out of the z = 0 plane no matter how deep
the well in the z direction! In the actual system, of course,
collisions with the atoms of the buffer gas will knock the
ions off the plane, allowing the force to have nonzero com-
ponents in both directions. The ions can then drop into
the well.
It is evident that in a computer model, some noise that
can mix the r and z directions in this way must be in-
cluded [10]; in the simulation described here, the random
walk in velocity provides this noise. Starting the ions cen-
tered about the node on the z = 0 plane produces motion
as shown in Fig. 6, which is obtained by plotting the po-
sitions of the two ions when they are near the maxima of
their secular oscillation for several secular periods. Ini-
tially the ions oscillate only in the r direction; then the
random-walk step moves the ions off the z = 0 plane.
Note the symmetry of the system: the ions stay oppo-
site one another as if connected by a spring, as suggested
by the dashed lines between the pairs of ions. Now that
the trapping force has both r and z components, the ions
can move toward their most stable configuration along the
z axis. They "overshoot" the z axis due to the angular mo-
mentum they have from being drawn toward the axis, and
then return, precessing about the axis in this manner (sug-
gested by the solid arrows) until the motion is damped out
and the ions sit quite stably along the axis with only slight
vibrations around their equilibrium positions (Fig. 7).
VI. Comparison to Other Simulations
Although there are no other large-scale simulations of
rf traps, simulations [12] of large numbers of ions in a
Penning trap have been conducted. These are based on the
notion that, disregarding the motion due to the confining
fields, confined ions are regarded as thermal particles with
a mutual Coulomb repulsion in either type of trap. This
repulsion keeps the ions quite far apart from one another,
similar to states observed in a one-component plasma [11].
A useful way to describe the energy state of a plasma is
by its coupling constant F, which is the ratio of Coulomb
energy to thermal kinetic energy, or e2/akBT. Here a is
an average distance between the ions, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is temperature.
If F is << 1, the thermal energy is much greater than
the Coulomb energy, and the ions may be expected to
move quite freely as thermal particles without much regard
to the comparatively weaker Coulomb force. However, if
F >> 1, the Coulomb energy exceeds the kinetic energy,
and less thermal motion would be expected in the ion sys-
tem. The theory predicts a solid-like state with very little
thermal motion for F > 180, and a liquid-like state with an
intermediate level of thermal diffusion for 2 < F < 180 [5].
The Penning trap simulations have shown that in the
spherical case, when the coupling F between the ions is
large, the ions form into concentric spherical shells cen-
tered on the trap node. Qualitative agreement, with the
exception in some cases of the presence of cylindrical shells
rather than spheroids, is seen in actual experiments on
many Penning-trapped ions, which can be visually ob-
served by causing the ions to fluoresce [13].
The simulation described here has also shown this be-
havior for ion clouds of up to 512 ions. This is shown in
Figs. 8(a), (b), and (c) for several cloud sizes by plotting
the positions of the ions in two dimensions as Izl versus
V/_ + y2. This picture has the effect of sweeping around
all ¢ (the longitudinal angle in spherical coordinates) and
folding into one quadrant. Using this representation, tile
adding of additional shells with increasing numbers of ions
due to their Coulomb repulsion is clear: 128 ions arrange
themselves in three shells, 256 ions in four shells, and for
512 ions a fifth shell is necessary. By taking the "photo-
graph" during the crystallization process, information is
gained on the process itself. It is seen in Fig. 9 that in this
512-ion case, the ion density begins to build up on what
will be the fifth (outer) and the fourth shells in Fig. 8(b)
while the ions are still mixing with respect to one another.
It has been reported that for very large F, the ions on
the outer shell of a large ion cloud will have very little
thermal motion, in accordance with the strongly coupled
plasma theory. Furthermore, these ions arrange them-
selves into a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice on the sur-
face of the shell [12]. The simulation described here also
produces this result in both 128- and 256-ion clouds. The
lattice itself can be examined in a polar plot (0 versus ¢) as
in Fig. 10(a), or in a "time-lapse" three-dimensional plot
of ions on the hemisphere, Fig. 10(b).
The lattice can also be examined in a more quantitative
fashion by considering the spatial correlation of the ions on
the outer shell. The coordination number function C(s)
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describes the average number of ions within a distance s of
one ion, and the correlation function c(s) is given in terms
ofC(s) as [12]
" 2rrsc(s)ds = C(s) (26)
A regular two-dimensional hexagonal lattice has six
nearest neighbors to any one point, and eighteen next-
nearest neighbors, so the function C(s) when plotted
against s should show horizontal shoulders at C(s) = 6
and C(s) = 18. The correlation function can be obtained
from C(s) by Eq. (26).
For the 128-ion cloud in Figs. 10(a)-10(d), which is at
F = 556, the highly regular hexagonal lattice is evident
in the polar plot and the three-dimensional plot, and sup-
ported by the shape of C(s), Fig. 10(c). The correlation
function itself, c(s), has three smooth, well-defined peaks,
Fig. 10(d), which also indicates a large degree of order.
At F = 139, some changes in the lattice are evident in
the three-dimensional plot (Fig. 11). This time-lapse plot
shows that over a length of time, the ions wander quite a
bit more from their positions in the hexagonal lattice, but
there is still a fair degree of order and there is not much
exchanging of positions between ions.
When F is lowered to 65, the time-lapse plot shows that
the ions are wandering quite randomly over the surface of
the sphere, Fig. 12(a). Indeed, the second shoulder of C(s)
has been virtually wiped out, Fig. 12(b), indicating that
order exists only on the scale of the first unit cell. The plot
of e(s) has similarly degraded, Fig. 12(c). The simulations
that have been done on Penning trap systems also show
this effect, in which the ions are crystallized into shells but
diffuse freely over the surface of the shell, for low (but > 1)
values of F [12].
VII. Conclusions
It has been shown that this model of the Paul trap
system gives results that agree with trapping theory, vi-
sual observations of trapped particles, and other computer
simulations of trapped charged particles. Armed with this
model, questions that are important to the trapped-ion fre-
quency standard can now be examined, such as the effect
of "rf heating," in which a large ion cloud may gain extra
energy from the effects of the trapping rf field [14]. Clearly,
the normal modes of oscillation of a system of N ions in
this rf quadrupole field have not been solved analytically;
the simulation may be an excellent way to understand the
oscillations of such a large system. Also, by simply revis-
ing the differential equations in the computer program, rf
simulations of other trap geometries (such as the linear ion
trap described in [8], which is now in use) can be done.
To the authors' knowledge, there have been no simu-
lations of ions in such a linear trap, and although ex-
periments have been done at JPL on the confinement of
micron-sized particles in a linear trap, they are not nearly
as detailed as the studies in [4], and little is known about
the crystalline structures that may form in a linear trap.
Therefore, it is indeed important to have confidence in the
integrity of the simulation by examining a system that has
been widely studied (the hyperbolic trap) before progress-
ing to less understood systems.
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Table 1. Comparison of secular oscillation periods
Computational Theoretical Computational Theoretical
VAC VDC Tr Tr Tz T_
120 0 1048 4- 1 1048.0 523 4- 1 524.0
0 40 211 4- 1 210.9 149 4- 1 149.1
120 VDC(.,ph ) 740 4- 1 741.0 740 + 1 741.0
Note: Voltages are reported in vo]ts, and periods in integration steps, h.
Table 2. Comparison of thermal energies
Computational Theoretical
Nion_ fairs v 2 v2 N
128 9.77 0.30079 4- 0.01475 0.301231 2,t
128 26.6 0.27942 4- 0.02556 0.301231 26
256 4.9 0.29976 4- 0.00576 0.301231 19
Note: The value rd/rs is a measure of the relative amount of damping: the ratio of the damping
time to the single-particle secular period.
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Fig. 1. A hyperbolic trap: (a) the three electrodes, consisting
of one ring electrode and two endcaps, and (b) the assembled
hyperbolic trap in cross section.
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Fig. 2. One-dimensional single-particle trajectory in a Paul trap,
showing the fast driven micromotion superimposed on the slower
secular motion.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of rf-trspped macroparticles
with simulation: (a) photograph from [4] showing
the "crystalline" state of 32 particles, and (b) re-
sults from the simulation of 32 trapped particles.
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Fig. 5. Photograph from [9] showing two trapped
ions whose preferred configuration is to be situ-
ated (a) symmetrically about the node in the radial
direction, and (b) symmetrically about the node in
the axial direction.
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Fig. 6. Simulation of a pair of ions whose preferred configuration
Is to lie on the z-axis; when placed on a radial axis, they are drawn
toward the vertical and precess about the z-axis.
z
Fig. 7. The system of Fig. 6, alter
much of the precessional motion has
damped out, sits stably along the
z-axis.
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Fig. 11. Time-lapse plot similar to Fig. lO(b),
showing the outer hemisphere of a 128-1on
cloud at 1" -" 139. More thermal motion is seen
here than in Fig. lO(b).
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Design of a Fiber-Optic Transmitter for Microwave Analog
Transmission With High Phase Stability
R. T. Logan, Jr., G. F. Lutes, L. E. Prirnas, and L. Maleki
CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection
The principal considerations in the design of fiber-optic transmitters for highly
phase-stable radio frequency and microwave analog transmission are discussed. Cri-
teria for a fiber-optic transmitter design with improved amplitude and phase-noise
performance are developed through consideration of factors affecting the phase
noise, including low-frequency laser-bias supply noise, the magnitude and prox-
imity of external reflections into the laser, and temperature excursions of the laser-
transmitter package.
I. Introduction and Overview
Phase-stable transmission of analog signals is crucial for
ultrastable frequency-reference distribution, phased-array
antenna synchronization systems, and radio science ex-
periments. Better phase-noise performance from directly
modulated semiconductor laser-diode fiber-optic systems
is compulsory for precise distribution of next-generation
frequency references with frequency stability of 10-15/r
[1], and for improved synchronization of large phased-array
antenna systems.
It has been shown [2] that the phase noise of a radio-
frequency (RF) signal transmitted over a fiber-optic link
via direct modulation of a semiconductor laser diode is
equal to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the link, de-
termined by the intensity noise of the laser diode. While
this is true at high offset frequencies (f > 1 MHz) from the
RF carrier, the results of this study indicate that RF sig-
nals transmitted through a fiber-optic link by direct (cur-
rent) modulation of a semiconductor laser diode acquire
close-to-carrier phase noise (from 0.1 lh to 10 kHz offsets)
which can be much larger than the SNR of the link. Thus,
it is noted that the recent dramatic improvements in the
high-frequency noise characteristics of semiconductor laser
diodes have not produced commensurate improvements in
close-to-carrier RF phase-noise performance. Also, it ap-
pears that close-to-carrier RF phase noise is not deter-
mined by the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the laser in
the modulation band, since lasers with widely varying lev-
els of RIN have been found to yield similar close-to-carrier
phase-noise performance.
In this article, characterizations of the close-to-carrier
RF phase noise of fiber-optic links employing both Fabry-
Perot (FP) and distributed-feedback- (DFB-) type laser
diode transmitters are presented, as well as a discussion
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of the effects of bias current fluctuations, optical reflec-
tions, and temperature variations on the magnitude of the
RF phase noise. From these findings, a set of specific cri-
teria have emerged for the design of fiber-optic links with
improved RF phase-noise performance.
II. Characterizations of Additive RF
Phase Noise
Tile additive RF phase noise of two different fiber-optic
links was measured using the phase-detector technique [3]
driven by a 100-Mtlz signal from a hydrogen-maser fre-
quency standard. The measurement system is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The results of phase-noise measurements of fiber-
optic systems employing both a multi-longitudinaMnode
FP laser diode [4] and a single-longitudinal-mode DFB
laser diode [5] are presented in Fig. 2. Both systems were
operated with a 4-km length of fiber and low-reflection
expanded-beam optical connectors. Tile DFB package in-
corporated a 30-dB internal optical isolator. The most
surprising result is that the phase noise of the isolated
DFB transmitter at 1 IIz is identical to that of the non-
isolated FP transmitter, even though the SNR of the DFB
laser is 15 to 20 dB better than the FP laser at 100 MIIz.
Initially, it was suspected that the close-to-carrier
phase-noise floor would be set by the magnitude of the
low-frequency fluctuations of the laser-diode bias current.
To quantitate this effect, the sensitivity of the RF phase
noise to laser bias-current fluctuations was calculated by
adding a small 5-Hz current modulation to the 31-mA
direct-current bias [6]. This current modulation induced
a phase-noise sideband at 5 Hz from the 100 MHz car-
rier, from which a bias current-to-phase noise conversion
constant was derived.
The bias-current source noise was then measured from
1 Hz to 100 kHz, and the expected level of phase noise
due to tile bias-current fluctuations was calculated. This
value is compared to the actual measured phase noise of
tile DFB laser-diode fiber-optic link in Fig. 3. The mea-
sured phase noise of the fiber-optic link is 35 dB above the
theoretical minimum level set by the bias-current source
noise. Therefore, it was concluded that bias-current source
fluctuations are not responsible for the residual phase noise
of the DFB laser link.
An investigation of tile sensitivity of the phase noise
and SNR to both optical reflections and temperature ex-
cursions was performed for the DFB laser link. Figure 4 il-
lustrates tile apparatus used for measuring the phase noise
and SNR versus back-reflected power and laser-chip tem-
perature. Tile laser was operated at a constant current
of 31 mA for an optical power output level of 1.7 mW,
2.3 dBmo (dBmo = dB with respect to 1 mW of optical
power). The temperature of the thermoelectric cooler in-
side the isolated laser package was maintained to within
0.01°C, adjustable in 0.1 o steps [7].
Figure 5 illustrates the results of measurements of the
RF phase noise at 100 MHz as a function of back-reflected
power for the DFB link. The noise appears to depend lin-
early on the amount of back-reflected optical power. The
top curve in Fig. 5 represents the effect of a reflection of
-18.5 dBmo (return loss = 20.8 dB). These results suggest
a simple relation which describes the amount of isolation
required to render the laser insensitive to a reflection of a
given power level, PR,
I(PR) = S_(1 Hz, PR) - S¢(1 Hz, 0)
= -65- (-115)
= 5o dB (1)
where I(PR) is the additional isolation (in excess of the
30-dB internal isolator) in dB, S¢(1 tlz, PR) is the phase
noise measured at the maximum reflected power level of
PR = -18.5 dBmo from Fig. 5, and S, (1 Hz, 0) is the
phase noise measured with no reflected power (return loss
= cx)) from Fig. 3. Therefore, to achieve the optimum
phase-noise performance at 1 tIz with a reflection of PR,
it appears that 50 dB of additional isolation is required
in addition to the 30-dB internal isolator, for a total of
80 dB.
The effect of back-reflected power on the high-fre-
quency-intensity noise of the laser was investigated by
looking at the wideband noise on a spectrum analyzer
display while changing the amount of back-reflected op-
tical power. However, the laser-intensity noise did not
change linearly over the entire range of back-reflected
power. For the same 30-dB increase in reflected power
from PR = -45 dBmo to -15 dBmo, only a 10-dB increase
in the SNR was observed. The low-frequency roll-off of the
optical receiver did not permit study of the intensity-noise
at frequencies below 10 MHz, but the laser-intensity noise
appeared to increase as 1If.
Using the results of the RIN measurements to deter-
mine the isolation required to render the laser insensitive
to optical reflections, the following is obtained:
I(PR) = NmN(100 MHz, PR) - NRIN(100 MHz, 0)
= 10 dB (2)
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where NnIN(IO0 MHz, Pn) is the RF noise-power level
measured with the maximum optical reflection, and NRtN
(100 MHz) is the RF noise-power level with minimum op-
tical reflection.
The value I(Pn) obtained from the SNR measurement
at 100 MHz is very different from the value obtained from
the phase-noise measurement at 1 tlz from the carrier.
Since the laser-intensity noise increases as 1/f at lower fre-
quencies, a simple measurement of the intensity noise ver-
sus reflected power at the RF modulation frequency leads
to a grossly incorrect estimate of the amount of isolation
required for good close-to-carrier phase-noise performance.
The phase-noise level and SNR were found to be ex-
tremely sensitive to variations of the laser chip tempera-
ture, as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. Both the phase noise
and RIN showed a periodic dependence on the chip tem-
perature with a 3- to 5-dB amplitude over a period of I°C.
Figure 8 vividly illustrates the periodic variation of the rel-
ative group delay for the 4-km link as the laser-diode tem-
perature was swept slowly from 250 to 50°C. The trend
of the data follows the expected parabolic group delay-
versus-wavelength characteristic for single-mode fiber with
linear dispersion, but the rapid periodic fluctuation in the
group delay is unexpected and, at present, unexplained.
III. Relationship of Laser-Intensity Noise
to RF Phase Noise
In [2], it is shown that the intensity fluctuations of
the laser will appear as close-to-carrier phase noise on an
RF modulation signal. However, the more fundamental
problem concerns the cause of the increased laser-intensity
noise at low frequencies. Present theoretical models for
semiconductor laser noise [8,9] predict laser-intensity noise
to be white at low frequencies, tIowever, a 1If dependence
of the low-frequency intensity noise has been observed in
the optical output of DFB lasers [10,11], in agreement with
the observations.
If the low-frequency laser-intensity noise were white,
as predicted by theory, the close-to-carrier phase noise
of fiber-optic links would also be white, and would have
the same value as the SNR at larger offset frequencies.
At present, however, it appears that the unexplained 1If
character of the laser-intensity noise limits the close-to-
carrier phase-noise performance of analog fiber-optic links.
Therefore, further research efforts to understand and re-
duce this noise are imperative for improved close-to-carrier
phase-noise performance of fiber-optic links.
Other research [10] corroborates the measurements of
this study, which indicate that optical reflections cause an
increase in the magnitude of the 1If component of the
laser-intensity noise. Therefore, it would seem that any
reflections in the coupling optics, insufficient antireflection
(AR) coating on the collimating lens, or reflections from
the optical-isolator components will cause increased low-
frequency laser-intensity noise. Thus, the residual level
of close-to-carrier RF phase noise from Fig. 2 measured
with minimum reflected power may be caused by reflec-
tions from the optical surfaces between the laser and the
optical isolator. This may explain why lasers with different
magnitudes of RIN can display equal phase-noise magni-
tudes when no excess reflections are induced. More study
of the effect of residual reflections from coupling optics is
required to quantify their contribution to low-frequency
intensity noise.
Finally, it was observed that the conversion of low-
frequency intensity noise to close-to-carrier RF phase noise
may possibly be used to advantage to stabilize the output
of laser diodes. Since laser intensity is coupled to laser fre-
quency and phase through tile carrier-density of the gain
medium, the phase noise induced on an RF modulation
signal represents a "probe" of the laser carrier density
fluctuations. Consequently, it may be possible to use a
continuous RF phase-noise measurement to generate an
error signal to feed back on the laser bias current, thereby
stabilizing the laser intensity, frequency, and phase fluctu-
ations. These ideas are the subjects of ongoing research
by the authors.
IV. Design Considerations for Phase-Stable
Semiconductor Laser Transmitters
To obtain optimum phase-noise performance from fiber-
optic links subjected to unpredictable amounts of optical
reflection, a fiber-optic transmitter package should incor-
porate tile elements outlined in tile preceding sections:
high optical isolation, low-reflection coupling optics, and
excellent temperature control. Conceptually, a transmitter
employing these elements is illustrated in Fig. 9. It em-
ploys a wide-bandwidth, low-noise laser chip, a molded-
glass aspheric collimating lens (AR-coated and located
close to the laser-diode output facet), and two optical iso-
lators in series to provide at least 60 dB of isolation. Even
this amount of isolation may not be adequate for some ap-
plications where extremely high levels of reflected power
are present. In these cases, additional external isolation
could be added, provided the return loss of the external
isolator is adequate and the intervening fiber is not sub-
jected to flexure.
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The key features of this design are that the laser beam
is collimated and expanded using a single lens, and that
the only back-reflection into the laser occurs within a few
millimeters of the laser facet. It has been found [12] that
optical reflections which occur within 5 mm of the laser-
diode facet degrade noise performance very little. Then,
the reflection from the first surface of the 60-dB isolator
can be practically eliminated by an AR coating and a slight
off-axis tilt. Following the isolator, a second molded lens
would then focus the beam into a single-mode fiber.
The key component for the realization of this design is
the molded glass aspheric lens, which provides the highly
collimated beam necessary for maximum isolator perfor-
mance. These types of lenses are currently used to focus
the laser outputs in compact disc players, and represent
a mature technology; however, the beam parameters of
tile laser must be tightly controlled in processing to insure
efficient power transfer through the lens. An added bene-
fit of using multiple isolators is reduced sensitivity of the
isolation to fluctuations in ambient temperature.
V. Summary and Conclusions
In the study described here, tile close-to-carrier phase
noise added to RF modulation signals by fiber-optic links
based on direct current modulation of a semiconductor
laser diode was characterized. This additive RF phase
noise is due to the low-frequency laser-diode intensity
noise, and can be significantly larger than tile signal-to-
noise ratio of the link at the RF modulation frequency.
Thus, tile recent improvements in semiconductor laser-
noise performance have not necessarily resulted in fiber-
optic links with improved RF phase-noise performance.
It has been determined that tile magnitude of tile RF
phase noise due to the laser-intensity noise is sensitive to
the amount of optical power reflected into the laser cavity.
Also, the phase-noise magnitude, SNR, and relative group
delay of fiber-optic transmitters have been found to be ex-
tremely sensitive to laser-chip temperature. At present, it
appears that the intensity noise generated in the semicon-
ductor laser diode is the principal limitation of close-to-
carrier phase stability in analog fiber-optic systems, but
this point requires filrther study.
The results of the study suggest several key features
which appear to be prerequisites for achieving improved
RF phase stability in a fiber-optic transmitter. The key
features are
(1) greater than 60-dB optical isolation of the laser
diode from all reflections
(2) less than 5 mm of distance from the laser-diode facet
to tile first optical reflection
(3) excellent temperature control of the laser chip, to
better than 0.1°C
Such a design should permit phase-stable RF transmis-
sion over fiber-optic links subjected to time-varying reflec-
tions due to vibration and flexure of the fiber-optic cable.
Work is in progress by the authors to characterize the per-
formance of fiber-optic systems which incorporate these
features to various degrees.
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Navigational Utility of High-Precision Radio Interferometry
for Galileo's Approach to Jupiter
W. M. Folkner
Tracking Systems and Applications Section
The effect of very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) measurements of
2-nanoradian (nrad) accuracy has been studied for use in Galileo's approach to
Jupiter's moon Io. Of particular interest is reducing the error in the minimum al-
titude above Io's surface. The nominal tracking strategy includes Doppler, range,
and onboard optical data, in addition to VLBI data with 25-nrad accuracy. For
nominal data, the altitude error is approximately 250 km with a data cutoff of 19
days before closest approach to Io. A limited number (two to four) of 2-nrad VLBI
measurements, simulating a demonstration of improved VLBI data, were found to
reduce the altitude error by 10 to 40 percent. Improving the accuracy of the VLBI
measurements of the nominal tracking strategy to 2 nrads, to simulate the results
from an operational few-nrad VLBI capability, was found to reduce the altitude er-
ror by an approximate factor of four. This reduction in altitude error is attributed
to the ability that VLBI data give to help determine the along-track component of
Jupiter's ephemeris. This capability complements the ability of the onboard optical
data to determine the radial and cross-track components of Jupiter's ephemeris.
I. Introduction
Angular tracking through very long baseline interfer-
ometry (VLBI) has been routinely performed for the Voy-
ager spacecraft [1] and is planned for tile Galileo space-
craft. Using a technique called delta differential one-way
ranging (ADOR), the geometric delay of a radio signal
from the spacecraft between two tracking stations is dif-
ferenced with the delay of the signal from a nearby natu-
ral radio source. This difference provides a measurement
of the angle between the spacecraft and tile radio source.
A ADOR measurement along one baseline determines one
component of the angular plane-of-sky spacecraft position.
Measurements on two nearly orthogonal baselines can
provide complete plane-of-sky position information. The
accuracy of tile ADOR measurement is about 50 nrad for
the Voyager spacecraft and is expected to be about 25 nrad
for the Galileo spacecraft using the present operational
VLBI system) An angular accuracy of 25 nrad corre-
sponds to about 20 km over tile Earth-Jupiter
distance.
lj. B. Thomas, "An Error Analysis for Galileo Angular Position
Measurements with the Block I ADOR System," JPL Engineer-
ing Memorandum No. 335-26 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November 11, 1981.
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Improved VLBI technology promises to provide more
accurate angular-position measurements. Specifically, the
local-reference-frame technique [2] uses scans of the space-
craft and multiple radio sources to cancel many error
sources. The resulting angular accuracy could reach the
2-nrad level. This order-of-magnitude improvement in
VLBI measurement capability will not necessarily result in
a similar orbit determination improvement. Other data,
such as onboard optical data, may provide information
that makes the VLBI data redundant. Random forces,
due to solar pressure or gas leaks, may limit the utility of
tile improved VLBI data.
In order to study quantitatively the effect of high-
precision VLBI measurements on orbit determination, a
covariance study was performed on the approach of the
Galileo spacecraft to Jupiter. This case was chosen since
earlier analyseQ [3] indicated that the VLBI data could
improve orbit determination by reducing uncertainty
about the Jovian ephemeris. This is accomplished by
detecting the planet's gravitational signature on the mo-
tion of the spacecraft. The present study, while specific,
extends the previous analyses by utilizing the full Orbit
Determination Program (ODP), including random-force
models and onboard optical data.
Starting from the previous work of Pollmeier, z co-
variance analyses were performed to examine how high-
precision ADOR measurements might affect the expected
orbit-determination accuracy. For this study, the high-
precision ADOR measurements were treated as regular
ADOR measurements with improved accuracy. Three
groups of cases are presented here. The first group ex-
amines the effect of a limited number (two to four mea-
surements per baseline) of high-precision ADOR measure-
ments. These are in addition to the nominal radio met-
ric and optical data on the standard Galileo orbit deter-
mination. These few measurements could be included
in an orbit analysis to provide a demonstration of the
local-reference-frame technique. They also could be in-
cluded in a post-encounter analysis to evaluate the accu-
racy of the local-reference-frame technique for spacecraft
navigation. One ease considered by Pollmeier includes in-
creased Doppler accuracy, which would be attained using
R. N. Treuhaft and J. S. Ulvestad, "Using Gravitational Sig-
natures for Target-Relative Angular Tracking During Planetary
Approach," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.3-88-76 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July
11, 1988.
z V. M. Pollmeier, "Io Delivery Uncertainties and Parametric Varia-
tion Studies for the Jupiter Approach of tile October 10 Gaspra Ida
Trajectory," JPL Interoffice Memorandum GLL-NAV-89-31 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
March 16, 1989.
an X-band (8.1-Gttz) uplink instead of the nominal S-band
(2.3-Gllz) uplink, for improved orbit determination. Tile
second group of cases included in this study evaluates the
effect of adding a limited number of high-precision ADOR
measurements to this improved Doppler data. For tile fi-
nal cases, all normally scheduled ADOR measurements
are treated as high-precision measurements, as though tile
local-reference-frame technique was an operational capa-
bility. While this is not likely to be true of Galileo's
Jupiter approach, it serves to show the potential of im-
proved VLBI-tracking data.
II. Trajectory and Mapping
These analyses are based on the trajectory for the Io
encounter, scheduled to take place on December 7, 1995. 4
Figure 1 is a plot of the approach trajectory in the ecliptic
plane as seen by an inertial observer. Jupiter is travel-
ing from left to right catching up to the spacecraft. Tile
points are shown at four-hour intervals. Figure 2 is a plot
of the approach trajectory in the ecliptic plane centered on
Jupiter with points at one-hour intervals. Galileo makes a
close encounter with Jupiter's moon Io approximately five
hours before closest approach to Jupiter. The Io encounter
is used to provide a gravitational assist in establishing the
Jupiter-centered orbit. A major navigation requirement
is that Galileo remain 500 km or higher above the sur-
face of Io to avoid possible collision with volcanic ejecta.
The trajectory design has Galileo pass 1000 km above Io.
Consultations with the Galileo orbit determination team
of F. T. Nicholson, D. W. Murrow, and V. M. Pollmeier
suggest that there are two times when additional accuracy
will be desired, namely at the 26-hour data cutoffs pre-
ceding trajectory correction maneuvers TCM-27 and -28.
These cutoffs occur at Io-19 days 2 hours and at Io-11 days
2 hours.
For local-reference-frame measurements, a number of
quasars are needed about the spacecraft. Figure 3 is a plot
of the spacecraft trajectory in the plane of the sky with
points at four-day intervals. The low declination of the ap-
proach trajectory will cause observations at the Goldstone
and Madrid sites to be at low elevation. This will restrict
the choice of quasars for the local reference frame and may
reduce the accuracy of local-reference-frame ADOR mea-
surements. Three of the radio sources shown in Fig. 3
4 j. R. Johannesen, "Reference Integrated Interplanetary, Probe,
and Orbiter Trajectories for the 1989 VEEGA with Gaspra and
Ida Asteroid Flyby," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 312-88.4-1461
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, April 25, 1988.
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are from tile Magellan catalog 5 with the remainder from a
VLBI survey [4].
The initial spacecraft state was specified at Io encounter
minus 142 days, which is after the separation of the probe
from the orbiter and after the orbit-deflection maneu-
ver (ODM). Maneuvers included in this analysis are the
ODM-cleanup maneuver (TCM-26) at encounter minus
100 days and trajectory-correction maneuvers, TCM-27
and -28. The orbit-determination results are mapped to
the Io-centered B-plane coordinate system 6 referred to the
Jupiter mean equator of 1950 at time of closest approach to
Io. Since the spacecraft trajectory lies mainly in Jupiter's
equatorial plane and is not greatly deflected by Io, the B-
plane component B .T corresponds within a few percent to
the distance from the center of Io. The B • T error corre-
sponds to the error in altitude above Io, which is the error
of interest.
III. Error Modeling
The error modeling used here is adopted from
Pollmeier. 7 In the covariance analysis, many parameters
are estimated along with the spacecraft state while other
parameters are considered. In a consider analysis [5], er-
rors in estimated parameters due to (nonestimated) con-
sidered parameters are added (ill quadrature) to the com-
puted error (which resulted from data noise and a priori
errors in the estimated parameters) to form the total er-
ror. An error from a considered parameter which forms
a large portion of the total error may indicate a need for
a different error modeling for that parameter. The esti-
mated and considered parameters for the standard cases
are listed in Table 1 along with a priori error informa-
tion. The diagonal components of the covariance matrices
for the Earth-Jupiter ephemeris, s the Galilean satellite
5 j. S. Ulvestad and O. J. Sovers, "Preliminary VLBI catalog for
Magellan," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.3-89-14 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Jan-
uary 30, 1989.
0 For a description of the B-plane coordinate system, see G. W. Spier,
"Design and Implementation of Models for the Double Precision
Trajectory Program (DPTRAJ)," JPL Technical Memorandum 33-
451 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, pp. 103-116, 1971.
7 V. M. PoUmeier, op. cit.
8 E. M. Standish, "The Covariance of Venus, Jupiter, and the
Earth," JPL Inteix_ffice Memorandum 314.6-969 (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, June 1,
1988.
ephemerides, 9 and the station locations 1° are listed in Ta-
ble 1. Since the ephemerides are estimated and only one
quasar is used for ADOR measurements, the quasar can
be used to define the orientation of the reference frame. If
more than one quasar were used, a relative quasar location
error would have to be included.
The standard data types are S-band two-way Doppler
and range, X-band VLBI data, and onboard optical data.
The nominal data schedule is outlined in Table 2. The
minimum elevation for radio metric data is 15 deg for
range and Doppler and 7 deg for ADOR. Radio metric
data are taken more often just after the probe release
(Io-142 to Io-136), around the ODM-cleanup maneuver
at Io--100 days, and from Io-60 days to encounter.
For the purpose of the local-reference-frame ADOR
demonstration, an additional set of measurements was
scheduled with two points for each of the Goldstone-
Canberra and Goldstone-Madrid baselines in the week
preceding TCM-27 and two more per baseline between
TCM-27 and -28. The times, shown in Table 3, were
chosen to allow about two days of processing time prior
to the data cutoffs. When included, these measurements
were independently weighted and merged with the rest of
the data set. Tile high-precision ADOR measurements
were weighted at either 3 cm or 1 cm (corresponding to a
100-psec or 33-psec delay error). Tile plane-of-sky angular
error depends on the projected baseline length. For exam-
ple, a 1-cm ADOR error and a 5000-km projected baseline
correspond to 2-nrad angular accuracy.
Station-location and media errors, which are treated
as consider parameters for ADOR measurements, are es-
timated in the local-reference-frame technique. For cases
which included only a limited number of high-precision
ADOR measurements, the station-location and media er-
rors did not significantly contribute to the total orbit-
determination error. But when all ADOR measurements
were treated as high precision, analyses were done both
with the standard considered-error models (with
station-location and media errors for the ADOR mea-
surements considered) and with modified error modeling
(with station-location and media errors for ADOR mea-
surements removed).
D. W. Murrow, "A Covariance for the Galilean Satellites for ODP
Analysis," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 314.3-771 (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November
5, 1987.
10 D. W. Murrow and F. T. Nicholson, "Station Location Covari-
ance," JPL Interoffice Memorandum GLL-NAV-88-50 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Sept-
ember 2, 1988.
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IV. Standard Case Results
Table 4 lists three sets of orbit-determination results at
the Io-19- and -ll-day cutoffs. All three sets include the
standard error models and the nominal data outlined in
the previous section. The set labeled Nominal includes 16
ADOR points per baseline for the Io-19-day cutoff and 18
ADOR points per baseline for the Io-ll-day cutoff, but
does not include high-precision ADOR data. The Demo-
3-cm set includes the demonstration measurements from
Table 3 weighted at 3 cm. The Demo-l-cm set includes
the same demonstration measurements weighted at 1 cm.
The errors are tabulated in the Io-centered B-plane co-
ordinate system for completeness. The impact parameter
/_ has components B .T, in the plane of the trajectory, and
B. R, perpendicular to the trajectory plane. Of particular
interest is the error in altitude above Io, which corresponds
to the column labeled B.T. The iinearized time of flight
(LTOF) parameterizes the position along the trajectory.
The LTOF error (in seconds) can be multiplied by the
velocity at infinity, 11 14.9 km/sec, to compare it to the
impact-parameter errors B. R and B.T. The LTOF error
is thus the largest error by about 15 percent. Inclusion
of more or better ADOR data will result in a comparable
improvement in B • T and LTOF. That is, a reduction of
20 percent in the LTOF error is accompanied by a cor-
responding 20 percent reduction in the B • T error. This
is because the dominant error is the Jupiter along-track
error which projects by a fixed amount in the B • T and
LTOF directions. The B- R, which is perpendicular to the
along-track error, is not affected nmch by improvements
in the ADOR data since the onboard optical data provide
better information in the cross-track direction.
The important error is the error in altitude above Io
(B .T error) at the Io-19- and -ll-day cutoffs. The Demo-
3-cm set shows an altitude error improvement of 19 percent
over the Nominal set at the Io-19-day cutoff and a 21
percent improvement at Io-ll days. The Demo-l-cm set
shows an improvement of 36 percent over the Nominal set
at Io-19 days and 38 percent at Io-ll days.
V. Demonstration of High-Precision ,_DOR
with Improved Doppler Data
Since improved orbit-determination accuracy is desired
over standard results, a case with improved Doppler data
accuracy is being considered. 12 The improved Doppler ac-
curacy would be achieved through use of an X-band uplink
11 Spier, op. cit.
12 Polhneier, op. cit.
and downlink instead of the nominal S-band frequency.
The cases presented here examine whether a demonstra-
tion of the high-precision ADOR system could yield a sig-
nificant improvement in orbit-determination accuracy in
tile presence of improved Doppler data.
For these cases, Doppler accuracy was improved from
1 mm/sec to 0.2 mm/sec due to reduced instrumental er-
rors for the higher-frequency link. The ionosphere errors
were reduced by a factor of ten (from 75 to 7.5 cm) due to
the 1If 2 behavior of the ionosphere delay. The improved
Doppler accuracy increased the sensitivity of the orbit de-
termination to station-location uncertainty. Rather than
include a large considered station-location error, these
cases used the improved Doppler data to estimate station
locations. Tile data schedule was the same as for the stan-
dard cases.
Table 5 lists tile results for the improved Doppler cases.
The altitude error for Demo 3 cm is 14 percent lower than
the Nominal case at I0-19 days and 11 percent lower at
Io-ll days. The Demo-l-cm results are 29 percent lower
than the Nominal at I0-19 days and 30 percent lower at
Io-11 days.
VI. High-Precision _DOR as an
Operational Data Type
If high-precision ADOR is demonstrated to be a viable
navigational tool, it will be possible to schedule such mea-
surements regularly during the approach phase of a mis-
sion. For the cases presented in Table 6, the ADOR mea-
surements from Table 2, comprising VLBI measurements
scheduled for mission navigation, were included with 1-cm
weight. Demonstration measurements from Table 3 were
not included. The weights for other data types were tile
same as in tile standard case. The AII-ADOR-I-cm set
with standard models retains the same considered-error
models for media, station locations, and quasar location a.s
the regular ADOR measurements. Tile computed B.T er-
ror at the Io-19-day cutoff shows improvement by a factor
of three over the standard-case result with Nominal data.
The contribution of media errors for this case is nearly
as large as tile computed error. For local-frame measure-
ments, media effects can be estimated separately and in-
eluded in the measurement error. For the AII-ADOR-I-cm
case with modified models, the ODP was modified to ig-
nore the considered media and station-location errors for
the ADOR measurements while retaining those considered
errors for the range and Doppler measurements. In this
case, the considered errors are reduced and the total B. T
error is smaller than tile standard nominal case error by
nearly a factor of four.
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Figure 4 shows the projected altitude error at Io versus
data cutoff time for three specific data sets. The curve
labeled Nominal is based on the standard S-band data
models. The filled squares at the bottom of the plot de-
note days when pairs of regular ADOR measurements are
scheduled, one measurement per baseline. The orbit analy-
sis includes seven pairs of ADOR measurements prior to
lo-50 days. The curve labeled Demo I cm includes the
extra A DOR measurements listed in Table 3 (denoted
by filled triangles in Fig. 4). The projected altitude er-
ror is reduced after the Io-50 days. The curve labeled
Demo 1 cm includes the extra A DOR measurements listed
in Table 3 (denoted by filled triangles in Fig. 4). The
projected altitude error is reduced after the demonstra-
tion measurements until a few days before Io encounter,
when the onboard optical data become dominant. The
curve with All ADOR 1 cm is for the case where the regu-
larly scheduled measurements are treated as high-precision
measurements. The projected altitude error is reduced
from the Nominal curve until the final few days.
error by 20 to 30 percent depending on the data. But
the stochastic radial acceleration is not the dominant er-
ror and does not prevent improved ADOR data from im-
proving the orbit determination. The fourth and final line
in Table 7 shows the effect of deleting the joint Earth-
Jupiter ephemeris from the estimation list, while retain-
ing the stochastic and satellite ephemeris. The computed
errors are drastically reduced and improved ADOR data
have little effect on the solution.
Examination of tile estimated Earth and Jupiter state
errors shows that the main error is in the down-track
Jupiter error. Figure 5 shows the estimated Jupiter down-
track error at several times. The nominal data improve
the down-track error by 35 percent at the Io-19-day cut-
off. Improved ADOR data significantly improve the down-
track error but have almost no effect in the out-of-plane
error. The estimated Earth state is better known than the
Jupiter state and is not affected by the improved ADOR
data.
VII. Effect of the Jupiter Ephemeris Error
Inclusion of the Earth-Jupiter and Galilean satellite
ephemerides in the estimation list makes it difficult to
see what improvement is taking place with changes in
data. Analyses were performed with some of the estimated
parameters removed to discover which estimated error
sources were most important. Table 7 lists the computed
errors when one of the following was removed from the
estimation list: the Earth-Jupiter ephemeris, the radial
stochastic spacecraft acceleration, or the Galilean satellite
ephemerides. The data sets used were from the Nominal
S-band, Demo-l-cm S-band, and All-ADOR-l-cm cases.
The considered errors are not listed since changing the
estimation list also changes the computed error and the
effect of considered parameters.
In Table 7, the standard set estimates all parameters
listed in Table 1. The next line lists the computed er-
rors with the Galilean satellite ephemerides parameters
removed from the estimation list. This produced little
change in the B • T and LTOF errors, but the B • R er-
ror is reduced by a factor of two, although this error is
not significant. The third line differs by the removal of
the stochastic radial acceleration from the estimation list.
11owever, it does include the satellite ephemerides. Drop-
ping the stochastic acceleration improves the computed
VIII. Conclusion
This study has treated local-frame ADOR measure-
ments as regular ADOR measurements with improved ac-
curacy. It has shown that more accurate VLBI data im-
prove orbit-determination accuracy. For the Galileo ap-
proach to Io, the errors in both the LTOF and B. T compo-
nents are reduced significantly, with the latter
error corresponding to the error in altitude above Io. Two
ADOR measurements per baseline, with an accuracy of
1 cm, can produce an altitude accuracy improvement from
250 to 150 km at 19 days before Io encounter. A larger
number of high-precision ADOR measurements can pro-
duce a factor of four improvement in altitude determina-
tion. Thus, improved ADOR measurements have the po-
tential to greatly improve spacecraft navigation. Galileo's
approach to Io provides a good opportunity to demon-
strate that capability. The proper treatment of errors for
high-precision VLBI measurements has yet to be deter-
mined. That includes determining which parameters are
estimated as part of the measurement and which are in-
eluded in the orbit-determination estimation. And there
are still outstanding questions to be answered regarding
reference-frame definition, nutation-series compatibility,
and treatment of media and station errors, among other
concerns.
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Table 1. Estimated end considered error terms
Estimated parameters
Parameter a priori error
Spacecraft position
Spacecraft velocity
Constant radial acceleration
Stochastic radial acceleration
CotTection maneuvers
Earth ephemeris
Jupiter ephemeris
Io ephemeris
10 8 km
10 8 km/sec
10 -a2 km/sec 2
10 -12 km/sec 2
(a 5-day time constant)
10 -5 km/sec each direction
24 m radial
21 kin down track
28 km cross track
15 _ radial
140 km down track
162 km cross track
5 kna radial
36 km down track
22 km cross track
Considered parameters
Parameter a priori error
Station locations 75-cm spin radius
1-m longitude
10-m z-height
10-cm baselines
Radial solar pressure 0.171
\Vet troposphere 4 cm
Dry troposphere 1 cm
Day ionosphere (S-band) 75 cm
Night ionosphere (S-baald) 15 cm
Optical centerfinding errors 0.5 pixel, 0.5 line
Table 2. Nominal data schedule for Galileo approach
Data type \Veight Time period Schedule
Optical 0.5 pixel Io-57 to Io
Range 1 knl Io-142 to Io-136
lo-136 to lo-110
Io-ll0 to lo-98
Io-97 to Io-60
Io-60 to Io
Doppler 1 mm/sec Io-142 to Io-136
Io-136 to Io-llO
Io-110 to Io-98
Io-97 to Io-60
lo-60 to Io
ADOR 14 cnl Io--146 to lo-136
Io-136 to Io-60
Io-60 to Io
Approx. 1 per satellite per day
DSS 14,43 1 per pass
DSS 43 1 every other pass
DSS 14,43 1 per pass
DSS 43 1 every other pass
DSS 14,43 1 per pass
DSS 14,43,63 1 per hour per pass
DSS 43 1 per hour every other pass
DSS 14,43,63 1 per hour per pass
DSS 43 1 per hour every other pass
DSS 14,43,63 1 per hour per pass
1 per baseline per week
1 pet" baseline per month
2 per baseline per week
4O
Table 3. Schedule of extra _DOR measurements tor local
reference frame demonstration cases
Baseline Date Time Cutoff
14-43 12-Nov-1995 23:36
14-63 13-Nov- 1995 17:,12
14-63 16-Nov-1995 17:32
14-43 16-Nov-1995 23:23
18-Nov-1995 15:45
14-43 20-Nov-1995 23:10
14-63 21-Nov-1995 17:16
14-63 24-Nov-1995 17:07
14-43 24-Nov-1995 22:57
26-Nov- 1995 15 '.45
Io-19d 2h
Io-lld 2h
Table 4, Orbit-determination results for the Standard cases
Error breakdown for Io-19-day 2-hour cutoff
Nominal Demo 3-cm ADOR Demo 1-cm ADOR
B •/t, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B • T, LTOF,
km km sec km km sec km km sec
Computed 20.0 248.4 18.9 19.3 199.0 15.2 19.3 157.9 12.1
Solar 0.4 12.6 1.0 0.3 9.5 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.5
Station 0.6 13.7 1.0 0.7 16.4 1.2 0.6 1.0 1.0
Media 0.9 50.5 3.8 1.1 52.9 4.0 1.3 37.5 2.8
Optical 3.1 6.8 0.7 3.2 11.6 1.1 3.3 12.8 1.2
Total 20.3 254.7 19.4 19.9 207.4 15.8 19.6 163.7 12.5
Error breakdown for Io-ll-day 2-hour cutoff
Nominal Demo 3-cm ADOR Demo 1-cm /XDOR
B • R, B • T, LTOF, B. R, B - T, LTOF, B. R, B • T, LTOF,
km km sec kin km sec km k m sec
Computed 16.1 119.5 9.2 15.4 93.8 7.2 14.9 71.9 5.5
Solar 0.1 1.3 0.1 0.1 1.6 0.1 0.0 1.7 0.1
Station 0.3 8.1 0.6 0.4 4.1 0.3 0.4 5.6 0.4
Media 0.7 15.7 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.1 22.0 1.7
Optical 3.8 46.7 3.8 3.8 35.5 3.0 3.9 26.5 2.3
Total 16.6 129.5 10.0 15.9 102.2 7.9 15.5 80.0 6.2
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Table 5. Orbit determination results for the Improved Doppler cases
EITor breakdown for Io-19-day 2-holu: cutoff
Nonfinal Demo 3-cm ADOR Demo 1-cm ADOR
B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B - T, LTOF, B • R, B. T, LTOF,
kin km sec km km sec km km sec
Computed 19.7 219.0 16.7 19.4 183.4 14.0 19.2 150.7 11.4
Solar 0.2 8.1 0.6 0.2 7.1 0.5 0.2 5.8 0.4
Media 1.0 30.3 2.3 1.3 52.3 4.0 1.2 41.4 3.1
Optical 3.3 29.1 2.4 3.3 24.3 2.0 3.3 19.3 1.7
Total 20.0 223.1 17.0 19.7 192.4 14.7 19.5 157.6 12.0
Error breakdown for Io-ll-day 2-hour cutoff
Nolnlnal Demo 3-cln ADOR Demo 1-cm £xDOR
B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B - T, LTOF, B • R, B • T, LTOF,
km km sec km km sec km kill sec
Computed 16.0 86.9 6.7 15.3 77.5 6.0 14.9 61.8 4.8
Solar 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 1.3 0.1 0.1 1.7 0.1
Media 0.6 4.9 0.4 0.9 11.3 0.9 0.9 15.5 1.2
Optical 3.7 42.7 3.5 3.7 35.0 2.9 3.8 23.5 2.0
Total 16.4 97.0 7.6 15.8 85.8 6.7 15.4 67.9 5.3
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Table 6. Orbit determination results for the AII._1DOR.I.cm cases
Error breakdown for Io-19-day 2-hour cutoff
Standard models Modified models
B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B . T, LTOF,
km km sec km km sec
Computed 18.8 65.4 5.0 18.8 65.4 5.0
Solar 0.2 6.9 0.5 0.2 6.9 0.5
Station 0.4 14.2 1.1 0.0 1.3 0.1
Media 2.7 42.3 3.2 0.0 0.4 0.0
Optical 3.1 16.2 1.4 3,1 16.2 1.4
Total 19.3 81.2 6.2 19.1 67.8 5.2
Error breakdown for Io-ll-day 2-hour cutoff
Standard models Modified models
B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B • T, LTOF,
kin km sec kln km sec
Computed 15.0 41.9 3.2 15.0 41.9 3.2
Solar 0.1 5.4 0.4 0.1 5.4 0.4
Station 0.6 9.7 0.7 0.0 0.4 0.0
Media 1.2 36.3 2.8 0.0 0.4 0.0
Optical 3.9 15.7 1.4 3.9 15.7 1.4
Total 15.5 58.7 4.6 15.5 45.1 3.5
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Table 7. Computed errors with individual variables removed
Computed errors for Io-19-day 2-hour cutoff
Nominal Demo 1-cm ADOR All ADOR 1 cm
B • R, B. T, LTOF, B. R, B. T, LTOF, B • R, B. T, LTOF,
krn kin sec "krn km sec km km sec
Standard set 20.0 248.4 18.9 19.3 157.9 12.1 18.8 65.4 5.0
No satellites 11.6 247.3 18.8 10.2 155.9 11.7 9.3 57.0 4.7
No stochastic 19.3 171.0 13.0 18.9 115.9 8.7 18.7 52.9 4.0
No Jupiter 18.3 ,14.7 3.3 17.9 38.0 2.8 17.9 37.6 2.8
Computed errors for Io-ll-day 2-hour cutoff
NominM Demo 1-cm ADOR All ADOR 1 cm
B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B • T, LTOF, B • R, B • T, LTOF,
km kin sec _n km sec km kin sec
Standard set 16.1 119.5 9.2 14.9 71.9 5.5 15.0 41.9 3.2
No satellites 8.8 113.2 8.7 6.0 67.1 5.3 5.9 34.0 2.8
No stochastic 15.9 61,8 4,6 1,t,9 39.1 2,9 14.9 33.4 2.4
No Jupiter 15.7 31.9 2.2 14.3 21.9 1.4 14.4 22.2 1.5
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Linear-Phase Approximation in the Triangular Facet
Near-Field Physical Optics Computer Program
W. A. Irnbriale and R. E. Hodges
Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section
A n alyses ofreflec t or an ten na surfaces use a comp u ter program based on a discrete
approximation of the radiation integral. The calculation replaces the actual surface
with a triangular facet representation; the physical optics current is assumed to
be constant over each facet. This artic]e describes a method of calculation using
linear-phase approximation of the surface currents of parabolas, ellipses, and shaped
subreflectors and compares results with a previous program that used a constant-
phase approximation of the triangular facets. The results show that the linear-phase
approximation is a significant improvement over the constant-phase approximation,
and enables computation of IO0-1,000A reflectors within a reasonable time on a
Cray computer.
I. Introduction
One of the simplest reflector antenna computer pro-
grams is based on a discrete approximation of the radia-
tion integral. This calculation replaces the actual reflec-
tor surface with a triangular facet representation so that
the reflector resembles a geodesic dome. The physical op-
tics (PO) current is assumed to be constant in magnitude
and phase over each facet, so the radiation integral is re-
duced to a simple summation. This program has proven to
be surprisingly robust and useful for the analysis of small
reflectors, particularly when the near-field is desired and
surface derivatives are not known.
It is natural to inquire whether a more sophisticated
approximation of the PO surface current will yield more
accurate results or permit the use of larger facets. In this
article, a linear-phase approximation of the surface cur-
rent is made. Within each triangular region, the resulting
integral is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the
projected triangle. This triangular-shape function inte-
gral can be computed in closed form [1]. The complete
PO integral is then a summation of these transforms.
Once the current on tile triangle is determined, the
linear-phase approximation takes about three times longer
to compute a field point than does the constant-phase ap-
proxilnation. Thus tile time savings depend on reducing
the number of triangles required to achieve convergence.
Examples are given for scattering from parabolas, el-
lipses, and shaped surfaces. The general trend is similar
for all cases in that, depending upon the size of tile tri-
angles, there is an angular limit over which the solution
is valid. This angular limit is significantly larger with the
linear-phase approximation than with the constant-phase
approximation. Thus the linear-phase approximation can
be used to solve larger problems if core limitations are a
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problem, or alternatively, a smaller number of triangles
can be used to solve the same size problem.
II. Analytical Details
The PO radiation integral over tile reflector surface E
can be expressed [2]
1 e -jkR
H(r)- 47r j_ (jk+ 1)"x J_(r')----ff-ds' (1)
in which r designates the field point, r' the source point,
R = Ir - r' I is the distance between them, and R =
(r - r')/R is a unit vector. The PO surface current on
the subreflector surface Js is expressed
Js(r') = 2fi x H,(r') (2)
For the purpose of analysis, the true surface E is re-
placed by a contiguous set of N-plane triangular facets.
These facets, denoted Ai, are chosen to be roughly equal
in size with their vertices on the surface E. Figure 1 shows
a typical facet and its projection onto the x-y plane. Let
(xi, yi, zi) represent the centroid of each triangle where the
subscript i = 1,..., N is associated with a triangle. Then,
the field obtained by replacing the true surface E by the
triangular facet approximation is
e-JkR
1 k/A. (jk+l)_txJ(r,)_ds, (3)H(r)- 47r i=t
In Eq. (3), a is now the equivalent surface current evalu-
ated on the triangular facets. Since the triangles are small,
it is expected that R and /_ do not vary appreciably over
the area of a given facet. Thus, let Ri and Ri be the
value obtained at the centroid (xi, Yi, zi) of each facet and
approximate Eq. (3) by
1 k(Jk+'-_il)RixTi(r) (4)H(r) = -_'r i=1
e-jkR
T/(r) = Ja, Ji(r')---_i ds' (5)
Assume that the necessary transformations have becn
performed so that the incident field H, is given in terms
of the reflector coordinate system. Then
ai(g) = 2fii x H,(r') (6)
Next, assume that the incident field can be represented by
a function of the form
e-Jkr,
H, = as(r/) 7"--- (7)
where r_ is the distance to the source point. Then, Eq. (5)
can be written
Ti(r) - fii × h,(ri) fa e-Jk(R+r')ds' (8)2_rRirsi
To simplify the form of the integration, the surface Jaco-
bian is introduced within each triangular facet Ai. For a
planar surface zi = fi(z, y), a normal is given by
where
Ni = -fc.f_:i - :Yfyi + _"
Ok Ok
I.i - Ox Iui - Oy
and a unit normal is given by
This permits the explicit evaluation of the Jacobian as
(9)
(10)
]t/2Ja, =lNil= f_i+ f_2/+ l (11)
Making use of the Jacobian then allows Eq. (8) to be
rewritten as
Ti(r) -- fii x hs(ri) JA,/A e-Jk(n+r')dx'dY'
2rr Rirsi ,
(12)
in which A_ represents the area of tile ith triangular facet
projected onto the z = 0 plane. Now, make a Taylor-series
expansion of the exponent in Eq. (12). Retaining only the
first-order terms, one can formally write
1
R(x,y) + rs(x,y) = -_(ai - uix - viy) (13)
in which ai, ui, and vi are constants. This approxima-
tion corresponds to a far-field approximation on the ith
triangle. With this approximation, Eq. (12) reduces to
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Ti(r)- fii x hs(ri)jA,e_ja,/& eJ(U,x,+v,u,)dx,dy, (14)27rRirsi ,
It may now be observed that this integral is the two-
dimensional Fourier transform of the ith projected triangle
A_, expressed as
S(u, v) = [ eJ(":+VU)dxdy (15)
J _x
In order to explicitly evaluate the constants in Eq. (13),
note that the equation of a plane can be expressed as
z = (x - x,)fx, + (y - y,)h, + z,
This can be used to obtain
ai -- kR(xi, Yi) + kr,(x_, Yi) + uixi + viyi (16)
u_ (_p - _) + (zp- z_)y_ (_, - _) + (z, - z_)yx_
T = R(Yi, Yi) "F rs(Yi, Yi)
Placing the result of Eq. (16) into Eq. (14), and recall-
ing Eqs. (6) and (7), yields
Ti(r) -- Ji(ri)JA, e-J(u'x'+v'Y')S(ui, vi)--
e-jkR,
Ri
This is the final form of the linear-phase approximation
over each triangular facet. This expression can be used in
Eq. (4) to compute tile radiation integral once the Fourier
transform of a triangular shape function S(u, v) is known.
Fortunately, this transform can be computed in closed
form [1] from the expression
n=l
Pn- 1 -- Pn
(u + p._lv)(u + p.v)
in which (x,_, yn) are the coordinates of the triangle ver-
tices numbered in a clockwise direction. The slope of the
nth side (between corners n and n + 1) is given by
Yn+l -- Yn
Xn+l -- Xn
Some attention must be given to the following special
cases. First, if u = v = 0, the transform reduces to the
formula for the area of a triangle
l [xl(Y2--Y3)-I-x2(Y3--Yl)-Fx3(Yl--Y2) ] (22)s( o,o) = --_
Next, if u/v---,-p,, then
Pn+l -- Pn-1
S(u, v) = v2(p.+ 1 _ Pr_)(Pn-1 - pn)
+ (_+_ - _"'d(_-+_y-)_ (23)
jv
i11.Numerical Results
A FORTRAN subroutine was written to perform the
(17) linear-phase calculations indicated above. Test cases were
run for parabolas, ellipses, and shaped subreflectors, and
the results were compared with the previous program,
which used a constant magnitude and phase approxima-
tion on the triangular facets. A focused parabola is nei-
(18) ther an interesting nor a challenging case for the algo-
rithm, since the phase variation over the facet is small.
As a simple test case, the far-field pattern and gain of a
1,000,_-diameter parabolic reflector with a focal length of
F = 400)_ was calculated. The reflector is illuminated by a
linearly polarized horn with a cos 0 pattern function. Fig-
(19) ure 2 compares the linear- and constant-phase approxilna-
tion for a roughly equally spaced 80-by-80 rectangular grid
of points divided into triangles over the reflector surface
(approximately 10,000 triangles). The running time on a
Cray X-MP was less than one minute. It has been previ-
ously demonstrated [3,4,5] that, once sufficient triangles to
converge the solution have been utilized, the results of the
constant-phase algorithm are valid, so only comparisons of
the two teclmiques are presented.
(20) A more interesting example is the ellipse shown in
Fig. 3. The projected aperture of the ellipse is about 3 m,
illumination function is a cos 42 0 pattern function (22.3-
dB gain), and the frequency is 31.4 GtIz. The ellipse is
about 350,_ along the major axis. Figure 4 compares the
constant-phase approximation for different grid densities
of approximately 4,000, 10,000, and 23,000 triangles and
(21) illustrates a general trend of the method, i.e., depending
on the size of the triangles, there is an angular linfit over
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which the solution is valid. Figure 5 compares the linear-
phase approximation with the constant-phase approxima-
tion for the 4,000-triangle case and demonstrates that the
angular range is larger with the linear-phase approxima-
tion.
A third example is the shaped subreflector shown in
Fig. 6. The diameter is 3.42 m (135 in.), and it is fed
with a c0s2330 pattern function (29.7-dB gain). Fig-
ure 7 compares the results of a 4,000- and 10,000-triangle
grid constant-phase approximation with a 4,000-triangle
linear-phase approximation. The frequency of operation is
2.3 GHz, hence, the subreflector is about 26,_ in diameter.
The 10,000-triangle constant phase is the converged result,
and the 4,000-triangle linear case gives the same result.
A very good approximation is also obtained with a 1,400-
triangle grid for the linear case, but no meaningful results
are obtained with the constant-phase case. Figure 8 gives
the linear-phase result for 31.4 GItz (360)_ subreflector]
using 23,000 triangles. No meaningful result is obtained
for the equivalent constant-phase case.
Most of the examples given are for large reflectors to il-
lustrate the robust character of the technique. For smaller
reflectors (< 100_), meaningful results can be obtained on
a PC in a reasonable time.
IV. Conclusions
The linear-phase approximation is a significant im-
provement over the constant-phase approximation and en-
ables the computation of fairly large (100 to 1,000)_) re-
flectors in a reasonable time (on the order of minutes) on
a Cray computer.
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Site Comparison for Optical Visibility Statistics
in Southern Arizona
K. A. Cowles
Communications Systems Research Section
One of the best locations in the continental United States for astronomical tele-
scopes is southern Arizona. The mountains surrounding Tucson have clear skies 80
percent of the ),ear, with image quality generally better than Z _ on peaks. Two of
the existing observatory sites in this area are being considered as locations for one of
the three Atmospheric Visibility Monitoring (AVM) observatories. These sites are
Mount Lemmon and Mount Hopkins. A comparison of the characteristics of each
of the sites is made here to identify the more desirable of the two locations. It is
recommended that Mount Lemmon be selected as the Arizona site for this project.
I. Introduction
Tile Atmospheric Visibility Monitoring (AVM) project
is designed to create a model for cloud-cover correlation
and atmospheric transmission in the southwestern United
States for deep-space optical communications stations. By
setting up three automatic telescopes to detect and mea-
sure light from selected stars, these atmospheric effects
can be determined. A preliminary model has predicted a
9.l-percent probability of joint visibility from three sites
located at least a few hundred kilometers apart in areas
with at least 60 percent annual clear skies [1]. The moun-
tains surrounding Tucson have clear skies 80 percent of
the year, with image quality generally better than 2" on
peaks [2]. This article describes the process for choosing a
site in southern Arizona.
II. Site Characteristics
Five major site characteristics were considered, each
with a weighting for its importance to AVM. These char-
acteristics are the probability of clear skies (weighted at
30 percent), low particle scattering (20 percent), suitabil
ity for a future large optical-reception station (20 percent),
availability of security and maintenance (15 percent), and
low turbulence (15 percent) [3]. Each site was rated on
a 1-to-10 basis for each characteristic. The ratings were
then weighted and summed to give an overall rating for
each site. This process is described below and was used to
discriminate between Mount Lemmon and Mount Ilopkins
for the southern Arizona AVM site.
A. Probability of Clear Skies
Mount Lemrnon lies to the north of Tucson and Mount
Ilopkins to the south; they are within 130 km of each other.
Satellite and ground statistics do not indicate a difference
in the probability of clear skies for the two. Because Mount
Lemmon is 0.5 km higher than Mount llopkins, it is pos-
sible that Mount Lemmon may experience more clouds
"clinging" to its peak at a higher altitude. IIowever, it may
also be above fog that can exist at the lower elevation of
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Mount Hopkins. Local astronomers relate no appreciable
difference in the number of cloudy or clear days between
the two sites. Since they are both located in the area of
the continental United States with the highest percentage
of clear skies, both are rated as 9. A higher rating is not
given because places such as Hawaii receive a higher annual
percentage of clear skies.
B. Low Particle Scattering
Low particle scattering is typically exhibited in areas
with appreciable vegetation, which keeps dust down, and
areas with little precipitable water vapor. Research at
Mount Lemmon has shown precipitable water vapor to be
very low (1.4 mm) [4]. Records of precipitable water vapor
measurements at Mount Hopkins are not available. Vege-
tation is adequate at both locations for minimizing dust
particles in the atmosphere. Winds from the southwest
(the direction of Tucson) blow particles and smog toward
Mount Lemmon. However, the peak of Mount Lemmon at
2.791 kin [4] is protected by an inversion layer at 2 km,
which confines valley haze and smog. This elevation also
helps decrease particle scattering, since the atmosphere is
less dense and there is less of it to look through. Mount
Lemmon's higher elevation and reputation as a good in-
frared site make it rate slightly better (9) for scattering
than Mount Hopkins (8).
C. Suitability for a Future Large Optical
Reception Station
Locating future 10-m receiving stations at AVM sites
is also an important consideration in site selection. The
AVM project will provide data on conditions that will be
useful for such stations. Relations with the site manage-
ment will be developed, and a working knowledge of the fa-
cilities and operations specific to a site will be gained. The
management of Mount Lemmon is very receptive to the ad-
dition of a larger optical station, and there are several large
areas where one could be located. There is a plateau at the
peak, whereas Mount Hopkins has a ridge; Mount Lemmon
thus has more space available. Mount Hopkins has a lim-
ited amount of space for large structures and, at this time,
the management of Mount Hopkins would not approve the
addition of a large telescope for communications. It is
reserving the remaining sites for projects in astronomy.
Five years from now the management might change its
position, but there are no predictions) Mount Hopkins is
therefore rated very low for future suitability (2); Mount
Lemmon is rated high (10).
D. Availability of Security and Maintenance
The availability of security and maintenance at a site
is also a consideration in order to make frequent visits by
3PL personnel feasible. Security is necessary to protect the
observatories from vandalism and prevent accidents caused
by hikers who might get in the way of a moving telescope
or roof. Both Mount Hopkins and Mount Lemmon are
surrounded by gates and do not experience a large number
of visitors. An additional fence around the AVM enclosure
may be necessary at any site.
Necessary minimal maintenance would include snow re-
moval and checks for weather damage and mechanical fail-
ure. It would also be useful to have someone at the site
to receive calls from JPL personnel and respond appro-
priately to problems detected. The frequency of required
periodic checks has not been determined.
Mount Lemmon has personnel available for daily checks
on all the buildings on the peak. While these people are
willing to make minor adjustments, they prefer not to be
responsible for solving large problems. Mount Hopkins,
however, has limited human resources. Support personnel
are on the mountain from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays. Two
people are usually there, although additional people are
available if snow needs to be plowed. However, the man-
agement of Mount Hopkins is hesitant to add to the duties
of the support people. 2 On clear nights, only observers are
on the mountain, and no one is on the mountain on cloudy
nights. For the months of July and August, the observa-
tories are closed for the rainy season.
Lou Boyd of Fairborn Observatory is in charge of main-
taining the automatic telescopes for the Automatic Pho-
toelectric Telescope Service on Mount Hopkins. He has
offered to make routine checks of those AVM observato-
ries located near Fairborn on Mount Hopkins. He is on
the mountain only two or three days a week, but he is
very familiar with automatic telescopes. He could fix any
problem with the hardware, but he prefers not to have to
change any software. This should not be a problem.
Mr. Boyd gets $15,000 a year from Vanderbilt Univer-
sity for his services, and would consider a similar arrange-
ment with JPL. He would not be available in the case of
an emergency; in fact, no one at Mount Hopkins would be
available for such a response.
Since both sites have about the same degree of security,
and maintenance would be available at all times on Mount
1 From a conversation with John Huclu'a, Center for Astrophysics,
Caanbridge, Massachusetts, November 14, 1989. 2 ibid.
Lemmon, Mount Ilopkins was rated lower (15) than Mount
Lemmon (7).
E. Turbulence
Turbulence causes blurring of an image. Sites with low
turbulence usually have a steep slope that rises from a val-
ley in the direction of the wind source. Also, for low tur-
bulence, there should be no peaks in that direction higher
than 1 km for at least 30 kin.
In Tucson, the winds come from the west and southwest
for most of the year. Mount Lemmon is the highest peak in
the Santa Catalina Mountains and has a medium slope up
from lower parts of the range; the top of Mount Lemmon
is a plateau. Mount Itopkins has a ridge geometry, which
produces lower turbulence.
Turbulence is often measured by rms image motion. All
average measurement of about 2" is considered excellent
for optical communications. The rms image motion aver-
ages 2.1" on Mount Lemmon [5]. Typical rms image mo-
tion measurements are 0.6" at Mount IIopkins [6]. (Mauna
Kea exhibits rms image motion _< 1" only 33 percent of
the nights [7].) Mount IIopkins is therefore rated higher
(10) for low turbulence than Mount Lemmon (8).
III. Rating
Tile ratings for Mount Lemmon and Mount Ilopkins in
each characteristic are given in Table 1.
There is also a cost consideration. The Steward Obser-
vatory, University of Arizona, which runs Mount Lemmon,
has given a cost estimate for services as shown in Table 2.
The total fee includes daily site security checks, win-
ter snow removal, general (light.) maintenance, and lim-
ited use of the machine shop and dormitory facilities. Not
included are electricity, telephone, or installation charges.
The Steward Observatory explained that this is a fair share
of the costs necessary to keep the mountain operating and
includes road and power-line maintenance.
Mount IIopkins would not charge for site rental, but
would not provide much in the way of service. Mainte-
nance at Mount Itopkins performed by Lou Boyd wouhl
cost $15,000 annually.
IV. Conclusions
Both Mount Lemmon and Mount IIopkins are high-
quality astronomical sites. Based on this comparison
study, it was recommended that Mount Lemmon be
selected for the Arizona AVM site. The cost of operating
at Mount Lemmon is a drawback, but it will cost less than
$6,000 a year more than at Mount IIopkins, and the bene-
fits outweigh this cost. The minimum amounts of mainte-
nance provided will be adequate since the observatories are
autonomous. Contract negotiations with Mount Lcmmon
have begun.
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Table 1. Ratings
Characteristic, Mount Mount
weight Lemmon Hopkins
Clear skies (30 percent) 9 9
Low scattering (20 percent) 9 8
Future suitability (20 percent) 10 2
Security and maintenance (15 percent,) 7 5
Turbulence (15 percent) 8 10
Rating 8.75 6.95
Table 2. Annual expenditures at Mount Lemmon
Item Fee
10 percent resident engineer salary $4,039
10 percent forest service lease $6,500
10 percent site maintenance costs $9,800
Total $20,339
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The Theoretical Limits of Source and Channel Coding
S. J. Dolinar and F. Pollard
Communications Systems Research Section
This article presents the theoretical relationship among signal power, distortion,
and bandwidth for several source and channel models. It is intended as a reference
for the evaluation of the performance of specific data compression algorithms.
I. Introduction
The theoretical limits on the performance of source and
channel coding are well known for several source and chan-
nel models [1,3]. In this article these limits are calculated
for the Gaussian channel, used as a model of the deep-
space channel, and for some simple sources, potentially
useful as models of planetary images. The formulas un-
derlying these calculations are well known; the aim of this
article is to collect and graphically display the results. The
performance of specific data compression algorithms can
be compared to the ultimate limits shown in these graphs.
Similar results were presented in [2] for a binary symmetric
source with probability of error distortion criterion.
The results show tile basic tradeoffs that must be made
among signal power, distortion, and bandwidth, assuming
that the system designer is free to design encoders and
decoders but has no control over the source, tile channel,
or tile user. These results also suggest that improvements
in information transmission in future missions should be
sought primarily through better source encoding rather
than by pushing channel coding gain closer to its limit.
II. The Communication System
Consider a conmmnication system as shown in Fig. 1.
The source produces source symbols x with average en-
ergy £_ at the rate of Rx source symbols per second. The
source encoder outputs bits b with average energy Cb at the
rate of Rb bits/see. The channel encoder produces channel
symbols y with average energy Ev at the rate of R v channel
symbols per second. The channel produces noisy outputs
_); the channel decoder and source decoder produce out-
puts b and _, attempting to reproduce the values of b and
x, respectively.
A. Channel Models
Channel capacity is defined as
C(.) = max I(y; fl) (1)
where I(y; [1) is the average mutual information provided
by the output _) about the input y. The maximization is
performed over all probability densities q(y) satisfying the
desired cost constraint Ely 2] < £v" The capacity is written
as a function of au unspecified argument; it depends on the
energy constraint C_ and the transition statistics P(YlY)
that characterize the channel.
Case C1. For a discrete-time additive white Gaussian
noise channel with continuous amplitude input and out-
put, and with noise distribution N(0, E,,), Eq. (1) yields
the capacity function in bits per channel symbol [3]:
1
C(p) = 7 l°g2(1 + p)
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where p = gvlg. = 2£v/No, and No12 is the two-sided
spectral density of the noise.
As a comparison consider two additional channel mod-
els obtained by constraining the input and/or the output
of the additive white Gaussian noise channel. One chan-
nel, Case C3, is obtained by restricting the channel in-
put to binary symbols, while leaving the channel output
unconstrained. The other ease, Case C2, is obtained by
constraining the channel output as well as its input to be
binary, that is, by hard-quantizing the Gaussian channel
output to two levels.
Case C2. A hard-quantized Gaussian channel with bi-
nary signaling and signal levels +V_v is a binary symmet-
ric channel (BSC) with crossover probability e = Q(v_),
where Q(x) = t oof_ e-U212du. The capacity for such a
channel in bits per channel symbol is [3]
c(p) = 1 - 7 [q(vS)]
where 7-/(c) = -elog_ c - (1 - e)log_(1 - e) is the binary
entropy function.
Case 03. For the binary input Gaussian channel, the
capacity can be written [2]
C(p) = 1 - E,[log2(1 + e-e")]
where u is a random variable with distribution N(p, p),
and Eu represents expectation over u.
B. Source Models
A discrete-time, continuous-amplitude stationary
source is considered. Its rate distortion function is defined
as
R(-) = min I(z; _)
The minimization is over all conditional probability den-
sities p(i:[x) satisfying a distortion constraint E[d(x, _?)] <
D, where d(.,.) is a distortion measure. As with channel
capacity, R(.) is written as a function of an unspecified
argument; it depends on the distortion constraint D and
on the source statistics p(x).
Case $1. For a Gaussian memoryless source with mean
square error (MSE) distortion constraint E[z 2] < _z,
where z - _ -x, the rate distortion function can be
expressed in bits per source symbol as [1]
1
R(6) = 7 log=,(1/3), 0 < 8 < 1 (2)
where 8 = E_/E._ is tile normalized MSE distortion.
Case $2. As a comparison consider a memoryless binary
symmetric source (BSS) under the probability of error dis-
tortion measure, Prob(i" # x) < P_. This source has the
rate distortion function [1]
R(P_) = 1 - 7t(P_), 0 <_ P_ < 1/2
Case S3. A simple example of a source with memory is a
stationary Gaussian source with MSE distortion constraint
as in Case SI. In this case only a parametric form for R(6)
is known [1]:
?1 mini0, (b0(_)]d_8(0) =
F1 max[0, log s (b0('.') ]dwR(O)= , o "
c_ O(k) -jkw and elk)
where (I)0(w) = _-_=__ _-_se , _ is the nor-
malized autocorrelation function of the Gaussian process.
Of particular interest is the case of a first-order Markov
source with autocorrelation ¢(k) = £_t Ikl, 0 < 7 < 1,
which provides a good approximation to the autocorrela-
tion function of actual images, as shown in the example of
Fig. 2. The rate distortion function for a Gauss-Markov
source is shown in Fig. 3 for several values of 7- Note
that, at any given distortion level, the rate R varies in-
significantly with 7 for moderate values of the correlation
coefficient (7 < 0.5) but is reduced dramatically as 7 ap-
proaches 1.
III. The Source-Channel Coding Theorem
Shannon's channel coding theorem and source coding
theorem can be merged into the source-channel coding
theorem [3], which is the central result of information the-
ory. The source-channel coding theorem answers the fol-
lowing fundamental question: Given a source with rate
distortion function R(.) and a channel with capacity func-
tion C(.), under what conditions is it possible, with suffi-
cient coding, to achieve source distortion and channel cost
that do not exceed the constraints used in the definitions
of R(-) and C(.), respectively? According to the theorem,
this is always possible if the capacity C(.) is greater than
the rate distortion R(.) (where the two functions must be
measured in consistent units), and never possible if the
rate distortion is greater than the capacity.
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In general, the source symbol rate Rx need not corre-
spond to the channel symbol rate /_. Therefore the re-
quirement on the information transmission system is nor-
malized as
> R(.)R,
or
c(.) > (3)
where r = P_/R_ is the number of source symbols per
channel symbol. A large r corresponds to a small channel
bandwidth requirement relative to the bandwidth of the
source. To get an idea of the practical range of interest of
r, consider the following examples: A system with an 8-
bit/symbol source and no source compression on a channel
encoded with code rate 1/6 yields r __ 0.02; at another
extreme, the same source with a source compression ratio
of 8 : 1 and no channel coding yields r = 1; the Voyager
concatenated system with a source compression of 2 : 1
yields r __ 0.11.
This requirement can now be applied to all the combi-
nations of source and channel models introduced in Sec-
tion II. For all three channels considered in Section II,
the capacity C(.) is a function of a single variable p,
which is a signal-to-noise ratio involving the energy per
encoded channel symbol. Usually it is more meaning-
ful to measure the channel cost in terms of a signal-to-
noise ratio, Pb = Cb/_, = 2Cb/N0, involving the energy
per channel encoder input bit, or a signal-to-noise ratio,
Px = Er/Cn = 2_:r/N0, involving the energy per source
symbol. The variables p, pb, and p_ are related by
R_ Rb
rpr = -A--Pr = P = "-_'-Pb = rcpb = rrspb
ID n_
where rc = Rb/R_ is the rate of tile channel code, and
rs = Rb/Rx is the rate of the source code. Therefore the
capacity constraint, Eq. (3), can be equivalently written
in terms of px as
c( px) >
or, in terms of Pb as
> ,.n(.)
With r_ taken to equal its minimum allowable value, R(.),
the latter requirement is
C(,R(.)pb) > ,R(.)
These formulas give the required relationships among r, pb
or p_, and the unspecified distortion variable in R(.).
Case S1.C1. h Gaussian channel and a Gaussian memo-
ryless source under the MSE distortion measure gives the
requirement
p > 8-r _ 1 (4)
For a given source and channel the designer seeks a
realization with small 6 and p, and large r. Of course
these are conflicting requirements, limited by Eq. (4), and
illustrated in Figs. 4(a), 4(5), and 4(c), where the feasi-
ble region is above each curve with a given parameter r.
When the source and channel have the same clock rate
(r = 1) and p + 1 = 1/_, the source and channel are per-
fectly matched, and ideal performance C = R is obtained
without any need for source or channel coding, assuming
proper scaling of the signal levels. If the channel clock rate
is much higher than the source clock rate, the required
Eb/No approaches the well known infinite bandwidth ex-
pansion limit of-1.59 dB.
Case S2.C1. For a BSS and an unconstrained Gaussian
channel the following requirement, shown in Figs. 5(a),
5(b), and 5(c), is obtained:
p > 22r[1-x(P¢)] - 1
In this case tile distortion P_ is extremely sensitive to small
changes in g_b/No or r. Conversely, extremely low error
probabilities can be obtained as long as Cb/No is greater
than the channel capacity limit for any fixed channel code
rate, re = r.
Case S1.C2. A Gaussian memoryless source and a BSC
gives the requirement
2[1-7-/(e)] _> _-r/2
which relates the channel cost e = Q(vt_) to the normal-
ized MSE distortion _, as in Figs. 6(a), 6(5), and 6(c).
The asymptotic behavior of these graphs for large signal-
to-noise ratio is due to the hard quantization introduced by
the BSC. The quantization loss can be seen by comparing
Fig. 6(a) to Fig. 4(a), Fig. 6(b) to Fig. 4(b), or Fig. 6(c)
to Fig. 4(c). The required Cb/No at infinite bandwidth
expansion is 0.37 dB, or 1.96 dB higher than the corre-
sponding requirement for the unquantized channel.
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Case $2.C2. For a BSS and BSC under the P, distortion
measure, the requirement is
1 - > -
as illustrated in Figs. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c). When r = 1 and
c = Pc, another case of perfect matching between source
and channel is obtained, which yields ideal performance
C = R without any need for source or channel coding.
The loss due to the hard quantization of the channel can
be seen by comparing Fig. 7(a) to Fig. 5(a), or Fig. 7(5)
to Fig. 5(5), or Fig. 7(c) to Fig. 5(c).
Case $2.C3. The cases involving the binary input Gaus-
sian channel do not yield a simple analytical expression.
The results are shown in Figs. 8(a), 8(5), and 8(c), for
this channel combined with the BSS. This source-channel
combination is the same case considered in [2], and
Fig. 8(c) is directly comparable to Fig. 1 of [2]. (Note
that Eb/No in [2] refers to the source symbol signal-to-
noise ratio denoted Ex/No in this article.)
Case $3.C1. Finally, the case of a Gauss-Markov source
and Gaussian channel is shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, for
three selected values of the rate r and several values of
the correlation coefficient 7. It is apparent that a Gauss
Markov source with 7 = 0.99, which is a good model for
some highly correlated planetary images, offers large sav-
ings in signal power due to the high redundancy of the
source.
IV. Conclusion
The results presented provide a reference against which
the performance of specific data compression algorithms
can be measured. Choosing an appropriate model from
Figs. 4-11, and a desired ratio r of source symbol rate
to channel symbol rate, one can determine the minimum
channel symbol signal-to-noise ratio £u/No, bit signal-to-
noise ratio £b/No, or source symbol signal-to-noise ratio
Cx/No required to produce a normalized source distortion
that is less than 6 or P_.
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This article introduces a high-speed distortionless predictive image-compression
scheme that is based on differential pulse code modulation output modeling com-
bined with efficient source-code design. Experimental results show that this scheme
achieves compression that is very close to the difference entropy of the source.
I. Introduction
Digital data compression is the conversion of a stream
of high-rate data (digital or analog) into a stream of rela-
tively low-rate quantized data for communication over a
digital communication link or storage in a digital memory.
The goals are to reduce the volume of data for transmission
over a digital channel and to archive to a digital medium.
As the volume of speech and image data in the foreseeable
future becomes prohibitively large for many communica-
tion links or storage devices, the theory and practice of
data compression are receiving increasing attention.
Many data sources contain significant redundancy--
symbol distribution, pattern repetition, and positional re-
dundancy. Data compression schemes work by removing
redundancy and encoding the new information. They can
be broadly categorized into two classes: lossless and lossy.
A lossless coder operating on a digital data source achieves
compression without losing any of the digital source infor-
mation, hence, tile decoded image is no different from the
original one. A lossy coder reduces the data rate by sac-
rificing some information that is, or is thought to be, of
little relevance to the user. As a result, the decoded data
from a lossy coder show some coding noise, or error, when
compared to the original data.
hnage data are a typical example of a data source with
significant redundancy. Image-compression techniques are
used to reduce the volume of raw image data, which is usu-
ally too large for many communication links and storage
devices. In the past 30 years, there has been a consid-
erable amount of activity in image coding. Much of this
research centers around the theme of using elegant com-
pression algorithms to achieve a better compression ratio
in the lossless compression scenario, and to achieve a better
compression-distortion trade-off in the lossy compression
scenario. Due to the recent advances in very large scale
integration (VLSI) technology, it is now feasible to imple-
ment these algorithms in practical situations, e.g., differen-
tial pulse code modulation (DPCM) coding [1], runlength
coding [2], the Rice machine [3], and arithmetic coding [4].
DPCM schemes predict the present sample value based
on the previous samples and send an encoded version of
the difference between tile predicted and actual values.
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Because of its simplicity, compression efficiency, and ease
of implementation, DPCM has become quite common in
compressing speech and image data for transmission and
storage. In digital processing, the input sequence to the
DPCM scheme is generally digitized at the source itself
by a fixed number of bits (typically 8 for images). Be-
cause predictor values are required to be integer values,
tile DPCM output sequence will take integer values hav-
ing a skewed probability distribution. The integer values
can then be entropy-coded without distortion using an en-
tropy coder such as the Iluffman code [5] or the Rice al-
gorithm [3]. A schematic diagram of a DPCM/entropy
coding scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
This article introduces a high-speed distortionless pre-
dictive image-compression scheme that is based on DPCM
output modeling and efficient source-code design. In gen-
eral, this scheme is extremely simple to implement and,
hence, has potential for high-rate, low-complexity appli-
cations. This scheme is particularly useful for spacecraft
imaging data, where exact reproduction is a requirement.
Other uses include medical image data, where high speed
and good quality are both extremely important. The re-
mainder of this article is organized as follows: Section II
describes two probabilistie models for the DPCM output
integers and Section III outlines the compression algo-
rithm that is based on the models proposed in Section II.
Section IV describes the experimental results. Section V
discusses the implementation issues. Section VI discusses
the entropy and redundancy analysis for this scheme, Sec-
tion VII addresses the source-model mismatch, and Sec-
tion VIII gives the concluding remarks.
II. DPCM Output Modeling
This section describes two probabilistic models for the
output samples of a simple DPCM scheme as shown in
Fig. 1. To simplify the discussion that follows, a simple
predictor consisting of a single delay is chosen. However,
the results derived in this article are quite general and
apply to DPCM coding schemes with other predictors.
A. The Modified Laplaclan Model
The Laplacian distribution of tile form
1 -v_l=-#l
fL(x) = _ exp - (1)
v'Ztc,
where /J denotes the mean and _ denotes the standard
deviation, is traditionally used to model the unquantized
output samples of a DPCM scheme [6,7]. By requiring the
input sequence and the predictor output samples to be in-
teger values, the DPCM output sequence will take integer
values. The probability of the DPCM output integer i,
which is denoted by p(i), can be evaluated by integrating
from i - 0.5 to i + 0.5. In most well-behaved speech and
image sources, /_ is very close to zero.
To simplify the discussion that follows, it is assumed
that # = 0. To verify the validity of the Laplacian model,
four images with 8-bit pixels are selected, and tile afore-
mentioned simple DPCM coding scheme is applied to en-
code the images. For each image, the frequency distribu-
tion of the DPCM output samples is tabulated and com-
pared to the corresponding hypothetical distribution given
in Eq. (1). The comparisons are shown in Fig. 2. The
results were found to be unsatisfactory. The Laplacian
distribution was then modified by adjusting the standard
deviation a to )_r such that )ur = -1/(v_log(1 - r(0)),
and r(O) is the ratio of the number of zeros in the DPCM
output stream to the total number of DPCM output sam-
ples. The zero-mean modified Laplacian distribution is
given in Eq. (2) as
1 exp=__ (2)fAIL(X)- V_)_o"
The introduction of ,_ corresponds to adjusting the
standard deviation _ of the hypothetical distribution by
matching the frequency of occurrences of tile most prob-
able event in tile experiment, namely the integer zero, to
the frequency of occurrences of zero predicted by the hy-
pothetical Laplacian model. The comparisons between the
experimental frequency distribution and the hypothetical
distribution of the images are shown in Fig. 3. The dif-
ference entropy, defined as the entropy of the differences
between adjacent pixels, is derived from the DPCM output
samples and the entropy calculated from the hypothetical
modified Laplacian model of the images. The comparisons
are shown in Table 1. This modified Laplaciau model can
be used (1) to simplify the performance analysis of the
DPCM scheme and (2) to design an optimal scalar quan-
tizer (e.g., a Lloyd-Max quantizer) for the DPCM output
samples.
B. The Two-Sided Geometric Model
The above continuous modified Laplacian distribution
can be shown to provide a good foundation for efficient
source-code design. However, this article deals with dis-
crete (integer) DPCM outputs rather than a continuous
random variable. The probability distribution of DPCM
output integers derived from the modified Lapla_ian distri-
bution is geometric for all integers except zero. To circum-
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vent these problems, a simple single-parameter discrete
probability distribution for the DPCM output integers is
introduced:
1-0 i'
pa(i) = 1----_0 Vi (z)
where
1 - r(0)0-
1 + r(0)
As in the modified Laplacian model introduced in Sec-
tion II.A, the frequency of occurrences of the most prob-
able event in the experiment, namely the integer zero,
matches that predicted by the hypothetical two-sided geo-
metric model. The comparisons between the experimental
frequency distribution and the hypothetical distribution
of the images are shown in Fig. 4. The two distributions
are almost indistinguishable. The difference entropies de-
rived from the hypothetical two-sided geometric model of
the images are shown in Table 1. The two-sided geomet-
ric model will be used in later sections to derive a simple
and efficient lossless coding scheme for the DPCM output
samples.
III. Efficient Coding Based on the
Two-Sided Geometric Model
Constructing an optimal prefix code, by using the Huff-
man algorithm for example, is quite a complex operation
in hardware. This section presents efficient techniques to
design a near-optimal prefix code to encode images with
8 bits/pixel using the two-sided geometric model intro-
duced in the previous section. In contrast, this code is very
simple to implement in hardware. For most well-behaved
images, frequency(i) _ frequency(-/) for i = 1,2,..., 255.
Thus, in order to construct a code for the DPCM output
samples, which have values ranging from -255 to 255, one
can construct a prefix code for the integer set with val-
ues from 0 to 255. An additional bit is then appended to
each codeword, except the codewords representing 0, to
indicate whether integer i or integer -i is sent.
Gallager and van Voorhis presented an optimal binary
prefix code for the set of geometrically distributed non-
negative integers (single-sided geometric) [8]. This tech-
• nique is adapted and modified as discussed above to en-
code the two-sided geometrically distributed DPCM out-
put integers. The Gallager and van Voorhis optimal source
code for geometrically distributed integer alphabets is a
concatenation of a unary and a Huffman code; here it is
named the Gallager-van Voorhis-Iluffman (GVtI) code.
Let l be the integer satisfying
0 t+o _+1<1<0/+0 t-' (4)
where
as defined in Section II.B. It is easy to see that for any/9,
0 < 0 < 1, there is a unique positive integer I satisfying
Eq. (4). Let a non-negative number i be represented by
i = lj + r where j = Li/lJ, the integer part of i/l, and
r = [i] mod I. Gallager and van Voorhis showed that an
optimal code for the non-negative integers is the concate-
nation of a unary code that is used to encode j, and a
Huffman code that is used to encode r, 0 < r < l- 1.
Each integer r, 0 < r < 1- 1, represents an equivalence
class modulo I. Gallager and van Voorhis showed that the
integer set {r : 0 < r < l- 1} has a distribution
and the sum of the two least likely letters exceeds tile
probability of the most likely. The length of the optimal
codewords can differ by at most 1. It can be shown that
the optimal coding for this integer set is to use codewords
of length Llog2 lJ for i < 2 j-l°g2/+lJ _ 1, and codewords of
length llog2 I] + 1 otherwise.
In this article, a simple construction is proposed to gen-
erate a Huffman code for the integer set {r : 0 < r < l- 1}.
The construction algorithm is as follows:
(1) Generate the preliminary list L of 2Uog_q binary
sequences {00...0,..., 11... 1}, each of which has
length [log 2 1].
(2) Append to each of the last l - 2 [l°g21j binary se-
quences in L either a 0 or a 1 to generate two binary
sequences of length [log_ lJ + 1, and call tile new list
Z I"
It is not hard to see that L' has a list of 1 prefix-
conditioned codewords, with 2Ltog_z+xJ _ I codewords of
length [log 2 lJ, and tile rest of length LIog_ lJ + 1; L' is an
optimal Huffman code for {r : 0 < r < I- 1}. Thus, each
DPCM output integer i can be efficiently encoded using
a concatenation of a unary code, a tluffman code, and a
sign bit (except for i = 0).
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IV. Experimental Results
A number of images with 8-bit pixels were selected,
including both planetary and nonplanetary images. The
difference entropy of these images was evaluated, and the
images were compressed using the Rice algorithm and the
DPCM/GVH code. The difference entropy and the av-
erage numbers of bits/pixel used to encode the images
using the Rice algorithm and the DPCM/GVH code are
shown in Table 2. Experimental results show that in all
cases the DPCM/GVH scheme achieves compression that
is very close to the difference entropy of the sources, and
the compression performances of the Rice algorithm and
the DPCM/GVH code are almost indistinguishable.
V. Some Implementation Issues of the
DPCM/GVH Scheme
Like the Rice algorithm [3], the DPCM/GVIt code
yields a performance (average number of bits per pixel)
that approaches the difference entropy of the source. As
shown in Sections III and VI, the mathematical theories
required to derive this algorithm and to show its efficiency
are quite elegant. Its implementation, however, is very
simple. This section describes some practical implementa-
tion issues of the DPCM/GVII coding scheme.
As discussed in Section III, the decoding process re-
quires finding a unique integer l such that 0z + 0t+l < 1
< 0z+O t-1. The range of 0, and thus r(0), that gives a
certain l can be precalculated, and 1 can be found easily
by using a table look-up on r(0). The maximum value for
I is arbitrary; here it is chosen to be 16. Table 3 gives
the ranges of v(0) for I = 1,...,16. Note that this table
look-up on l's is optimally designed for the single-sided
geometric distribution [5], and there is no guarantee that
it is optimal for the two-sided geometrical distribution de-
scribed in this article. A look-up table that minimizes the
redundancy of the code for the two-sided geometric model
can be constructed by direct search, and it is given in Ta-
ble 4. This is discussed further in Section VI. Once l is
established, the rest of the encoding is trivial. For each
DPCM output integer i, -255 < i < 255, one expresses
Ill = lj + r. Since 0 <Ii[ < 255, this operation of fnd-
ing j and r given Iil can be implemented using a table
look-up on 256 entities. Since 1 < I < 16, there are 16
tables. The total memory size required is 256 x 16 x 2 =
8192 bytes. Once j and 7"are found, j is encoded using a
unary code (a runlength code with j zeros followed by a
1), and r, 0 < r < I- 1, is encoded using a trivial Iluffman
code with codewords of lengths [log 2 lJ and [log_ lJ + 1.
The lluffman codes corresponding to different I's can be
generated easily, and they may be stored in a read-only
memory (ROM). For 1 = 1, Iil rood/ = 0 for all Iil and
no tluffman code is needed. For 2 < i < 16, the Huffman
codes are stored in a ROM with only (2 + 16) x 15/2 =
135 entities, each of which is at most 4 bits long. This
is shown in Table 5. Finally, a 0 or 1 is appended to the
concatenated codeword to indicate the sign of a nonzero
i. Of course, it is obvious from Table 4 that some values
of I in the range 1 < l < 16 will never be used. The to-
tal memory size can be reduced further by omitting those
entities that correspond to the unused l's.
In summary, this scheme involves first counting the
number of occurrences of identical consecutive digits in a
block (a line or the whole picture) of pixels. A table look-
up operation is then performed to find l, which charac-
terizes the subsequent encoding of the pixels in the block.
Each pixel in the block is then encoded with one subtrac-
tion operation (difference between the present pixel value
and previous pixel value) and two table look-ups.
This scheme can be modified to fit different needs. In-
stead of encoding the whole image using one l, one can
encode one line at a time. This has the following advan-
tages:
(1) It makes the encoding more adaptive to local statis-
tics.
(2) It reduces the buffer size (buffer for one line instead
of the whole picture).
(3) It allows on-the-fly encoding.
(4) It complies with the fixed-line rate format.
Itowever, a potential disadvantage is that the estimate
of 0 is based on fewer samples and may not be as robust as
when the estimate is taken over a large number of samples.
As the number of samples used n is reduced, the possibility
of having a mismatch between the model and the actual
data is increased.
VI. The Redundancy of Gallager-
van Voorhis-Huffman Codes
It has been demonstrated empirically that the GVII
coding scheme yields prefix codes whose average length
is very close to the difference entropy of the source, i.e.,
whose redundancy is quite small. The performance of the
GVIt codes is now analyzed in more detail, deriving closed-
form analytic expressions as a function of 0 for the redun-
dancy, the mean codelength, and entropy of both single-
sided and two-sided integer geometric distributions.
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It is both instructive and convenient to first analyze the
redundancy for a single-sided integer geometric source, i.e.,
a source where the letters are labeled i, 0 < i < oc, where
p(i) = (1 - o)oi
The infinite source is treated (rather than the trun-
cated source where 0 < i < 255), since the difference that
results from the truncation is negligible. In Gallager and
van Voorhis's original paper [8], results were stated for the
entropy, mean codelength, and redundancy of the GVH
code for this source. Define the entropy of the DPCM
source to be H(X1) (where Xx is the discrete random vari-
able corresponding to the single-sided geometric source),
the mean codelength of the GVH code for X1 to be 11,
and the redundancy of said code to be el. Furthermore,
let ll(i) be the length of the ith codeword, as determined
by the GVH procedure. As described in Section III,
ll(i) = jt + ri
where
ji = Li/tl + 1
and
r_ = Llog2(t)J, if i mod l < 2 Ll°g2(/)+U - l
= [log2(I)J + 1, if i mod 1 > 2 0°g_(0+xj - 1
where l is a function of 0 as described in Section III.
Appendix A shows that the entropy of this source can
be written as
H2(O)
H(X1) - 1 - 0
where H2(p) = -plog2(p ) - (1 -p)log2(1 -p) is the bi-
nary entropy function. It is also shown that the mean
codelength 1 is
Ok
[x = [log2(l)J + 1 + 1 - 0--- ---7
where k is defined as
k = 2 [l°g2(l)+lj - l
1 This result is different from that given in [8]. There appears to
be a typographical error in their equation for il, as they have the
term [|og2(/)] instead of Llog2(/)J.
Hence, the result is
rl = [1 - H(X1)
= Llog2(/)J+ 1+ 06 H2(O)1-0 _ 1-0
Since this is an optimal prefix code, ra < 1; and indeed,
for most values of O, rl is quite small.
Next, the topic of relevance to DPCM image coding is
addressed, namely the coding of the two-sided geometric
model introduced in Section II.B, where for each letter i,
-oo < i < oo, and
1 -0 i'
p2(i) = 1-"_ 0
Once again, for convenience the infinite source alphabet
(rather than the truncated case) is treated: the truncated
case differs by additive terrrLs on the order of 0255, which is
vanishingly small for all values of 0 encountered in practice.
It has been found that for planetary images, the difference
entropy tends to be in the range of 2.0 to 4.5 bits [3], which
corresponds to 0 in the range from 0.3 to 0.8 bits.
The GVH code for the double-sided model is defined
as described earlier, i.e., for i # 0, an extra sign bit is
appended to the equivalent codeword for a single-sided
source. Define [_ as the mean codelength of such a coding
scheme, and r2 as the resulting redundancy. If 12(i) is
defined as the length of the codeword assigned to letter i
by this scheme, then
12(i) =/1(i) -4- 1, i # 0
= l,(0), i = 0
First derive an expression for tile mean codelength _,
as a function of 0 and I. Note that I need not strictly be a
function of 0 as before, i.e., there is no guarantee that the
condition described in Section III, namely that I uniquely
satisfies
1
l+O<O-t <l+-_
leads to an optimal code for the two-sided source, llence,
one may treat the optimal selection of I as a separate prob-
lena; the derivations to follow are quite valid for any choice
of I. The question of how to find the l's that minimize r2
will be discussed later.
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i -_ O0
[2 = Z p_(i)12(i)
i=-oo
in'CO
= p2(0)/1(0) + E p2(i)(lx(i) + 1)
i=1
+ _ p2(i)(lt([il)+ 1)
i=--oo
co
= 2 Ep_(i)ll(i) + 1 - p2(0) - p2(0)/2(0)
i=0
But by definition
which leads to
_
= 1---_-fflx+l -p2(0) -p2(0)12(0)
Since, in general
l_(O) = 1 + [log_(l)J
and
1-0
p2(0) =
1+0
and it has been derived earlier, one can write
i_ = 1 +----_[log_(OJ+ 1 +
+1 1 - 0 1 - 0 (1+ Llog2(t)J)
1+0 1_0
2( ok )= 1 + Llog2(/)j+ _ 0 +
Hence, it is seen that the mean codelength for the two-
sided GVH coding scheme is quite similar in form to the
one-sided GVH result. Clearly, however, the difference in
the two forms may lead to different optimal values of the
parameter I for fixed 0, i.e., it and i2 may be minimized
by different values of I over certain ranges of 0.
It is shown in Appendix B that the entropy of the two-
sided source can be written as
H(X2) = E p2(i)12(i)
i= -co
(1+0_ 20 log2(O )
= log_\_--_] - (f¥0--_- 0)
where X2 is the discrete random variable corresponding to
the double-sided geometric source. Hence, one can write
down a closed-form expression for the redundancy of the
coding scheme as a function of 0 and l, namely
,'_ = t2 - u(x_)
= 1 + Llog2(/)J+ _ 0+
(1 +0_ 20 log2(O )
- l°g2 \ 1----S-OJ + (1 + 0)(1 - O)
One can find the value of I that minimizes r2 for a given
0 by minimizing the terrrts in r2 that depend on l, namely
f(I) = Llog2(l)J + _
The optimal l values (over all ranges of/9 of interest)
can be found by direct search. Table 4 shows the ranges
of
for which each value of I is optimal, 1 < l < 30. Note
in particular that some values of I are not used in Table 4
and that the ranges are different from the single-sided case
(for small values of I) as given by Table 3.
Using the optimal l values, one can plot r_ as a func-
tion of entropy of the two-sided geometric source, with the
results shown in Fig. 5. This characteristic of decreasing
redundancy as a function of increasing source entropy is
quite general and has been bounded by Smyth [9] for arbi-
trary distributions. The redundancy of this codiag scheme
yields only a fraction of a bit of inefficiency for ranges of
the source entropy of practical interest. The redundancy
of the Ituffman code as a function of the source entropy for
the two-sided geometric model is also plotted in Fig. 5 for
comparison. Clearly, the GVH code is near optimal over
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all ranges of the source entropy and, from a practical view-
point, the redundancy improvement by using a Iiuffman
code over the GVtt code is negligible.
VII. Source-Model Mismatch
An obvious topic of interest for further investigation is
the robustness of the coding procedure subject to devia-
tions of the true source from the parametric model, i.e.,
one would like to know how the statistical variations that
can be expected in practice will affect the actual number
of bits sent back. The mean codelength for the model
will not be exactly equal to the mean codelength trans-
mitted for the data. Of course, as described earlier, ex-
cellent empirical performance in the actual encoding of
planetary images has been observed, but a more quan-
titative understanding of the trade-offs involved is desir-
able. Gilbert [10] looked at techniques for designing codes
that avoid having very long codewords and, hence, mini-
mize worst-case performance in the case of source-model
mismatch. Longo and Galasso [11] looked at very gen-
eral cases for the minimum deviations required before a
probability distribution is "nearer" another optimal code.
tIowever, their bounds generally depend on the smallest
differences between source probabilities and, as such, are
not of practical use for DPCM models (where some of the
source probabilities are very small). Since neither of these
approaches is quite appropriate for this problem, there is
considerable room for further work. For flight project ap-
plications in particular, it will be very important to under-
stand and quantify the robustness of this type of model-
based coding prior to practical implementation.
VIII. Conclusions
Tile DPCM/GVII coding scheme described in this arti-
cle effectively replaces the optimal IIuffman coding scheme
with a near-optimal look-up table operation for the special
case of DPCM noiseless coding of inaage data. Thus, tile
scheme is eminently suitable for applications that require
very high-rate noiseless coding and/or a very simple hard-
ware implementation of the same. IIence, for example,
future NASA flight projects such as the proposed Presi-
dential Lunar-Mars Space Initiative 2 may find this scheme
very attractive. In addition, very high-rate, ground-based
data communication applications such as video conferenc-
ing and medical imaging may also be suitable areas for
applying this approach.
_E. C. Posner, "Implications of the Presidential Lunar and Mars
Space Initiative for the DSN," JPL IOM ECP 89-67 (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califorifia, Februaa'y
1990.
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Table 1. Comparison of the difference entropies of the images,
modified Laplacian model, and two-sided geometric model
Difference Difference entropy Difference entropy
Images entropy of modified of two-sided
Laplacian model geometric model
Saturn 6 2.945 2.877 3.041
Mercury 4.059 3.976 4.069
Moon 5.504 5.790 5.822
Baboon 6.348 6.387 6.409
Table 2. Comparisons of the compression performances of the
Rice algorithm and the DPCM/GVH code in terms of blt/pixel
Difference Rice DPCM/GVHhnages
entropy algorithm code
Sat/n'n 6 2.958 3.030 3.281
USC girl 5.061 5.102 5.272
Lena 5.673 5.812 6.010
Moon 5.514 5.663 5.645
Air scene 6.153 6.268 6.174
Peppers 5.094 5.162 5.215
Baboon 6,352 6.339 6.354
Mercury 4.092 4.234 4.162
Table 3. Optimal I values for a single-sided geometric dlstrlbu-
tion as a function of r0, the proportion of zeros in the
difference-statistic histogram
Start of range rl (0) End of range r2(0) Optimal 1
1.000000 0.23609,1 1
0.236094 0.140251 2
0.140251 0.099505 3
0.099505 0.077586 ,t
0.077586 0.063264 5
0.063264 0.053741 6
0.053741 0.046572 7
0.046572 0.041124 8
0.041124 0.036807 9
0.036807 0.033058 10
0.033058 0.030397 11
0.030397 0.027749 12
0.027749 0.026167 13
0.026167 0.024066 14
0.024066 0.022495 15
0.022495 0.021450 16
0.021450 0.019888 17
0.019888 0.018849 18
0.018849 0.017812 19
0.017812 0.017294 20
0.017294 0.016260 21
0.016260 0.015744 22
0.015744 0.015228 23
0.015228 0.014199 24
0.014199 0.013685 25
0.013685 0.013171 26
0.013171 0.012658 28
0.012658 0.012146 29
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Table 4. Optimal I values for s double-sided geometric dlalrlbu-
tlon as s function of ro, the proportion of zeros in the
difference-statistic histogram
Start of range rl (0) End of range r2(0) Optimal 1
1.000000 0.296176 1
0.296176 0.140251 2
0.140251 0.126126 3
0.126126 0.077586 4
0.077586 0.063264 5
0.063264 0.055966 7
0.055966 0.041124 8
0.041124 0.036807 9
0.036807 0.033058 10
0.033058 0.030397 11
0.030397 0.027749 12
0.027749 0.026167 15
0.026167 0.021450 16
0.021450 0.019888 17
0.019888 0.018849 18
0.018849 0.017812 19
0.017812 0.017294 20
0.017294 0.016260 21
0.016260 0.015744 22
0.015744 0.015228 23
0.015228 0.014199 24
0.014199 0.013685 25
0.013685 0.0_3171 26
0.013171 0.012658 28
0.012658 0.012146 29
Table 5. Codeword tables for 1 = 1,...,16
Codewords Table number Codewords Table number
0 2
1
0
10
11
O0
O1
lO
11
O0
Ol
lO
110
111
O0
Ol
10o
lOl
11o
111
O0
010
Oll
lOO
101
110
111
oo0
001
010
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Table 5 (conld)
Codewords Table number
011
10o
101
110
111
00o
0Ol
o10
011
10o
101
110
1110
1111
0oo
001
010
011
100
101
1100
11Ol
1110
1111
10
ooo
001
010
011
100
1010
1011
11oo
11Ol
1110
1111
11
000
0Ol
o10
Oll
1000
1001
101o
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
12
00o
o01
010
0110
13
Code words Table number
0111
1000
1001
lO10
loll
11oo
11Ol
111o
1111
13
oo0
OOl
OlOO
01Ol
OllO
o111
1000
lOOl
lOlO
lOll
1100
1101
111o
1111
14
00o
o010
0011
0100
01Ol
o11o
o111
lO00
lOOl
101o
lOll
11o0
1101
1110
1111
15
oooo
OOOl
0010
0011
OlO0
o101
o11o
0111
1000
1001
lOlO
lOll
11oo
1101
lllO
1111
16
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_+ t PREDICTOR
Fig. 1. A DPCM/entropy coder.
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Fig. 2. Comparisons between empirical distributions and simple Laplaclan distributions.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons between empirical distributions and modified Laplaclan distributions.
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Appendix A
Mean Codelength of GVH Code for Single-Sided Geometric Distribution
This Appendix gives an expression for the mean code-
length of the GVH code for a single-sided geometric dis-
tribution as defined in Section V. One has
oo
11 : Epili
i=0
Looking at the first sum,
i--_CO
i=O
=0(0°+01+02+...0 I-1)
i-_O0
= (l-0) _ 0'li
i=0
= (1 - O) Oiji + Oirl
\i=0 i=0 /
\ i=0 i--0
where
+ 1(0 t + 0a+l + 0 t+2 +...02_-1)
+ 2(021-4- 0 2/+1 -_- 0 2/+2 "4- ... 0 3/-1)
Jl" ,. •
i 0 ;_ 0-/
i=0
o,
1 0 i=o
_i-----1 if/ (modl)>__k Since
and
and so one has
= 0 otherwise
k = 2 Ll°g2(O+U - i
one gets
i_O0
ic_i -- i "_'ot_
i=O
0<_<1
1 - 0 t 0 t
$1 --
1 - 0 (1 - 0) 2
Clearly
[1 =(1-0) OiL J + y_o i
\ i=0 i= 0
i_oo
+ _ °iLl°g_(/)J + _ 0i6,
i=0 i=0 /
= $I + $2+ Sz + $4
$2 + $3 - l + [log2(/)J
1-0
0 I
(1 - 0)(1 - 0')
For the fourth sum, 5;4, one gets
i=o0
$4 : E Oi 6i
i=0
= (Ok + 0k+z + ...+ 0t-z)
+ (0 k+t + O_+t+_ + ...+ 0_z-z)
"Ji- ...
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= E 0/: 0"i
i=0 \j=k
= Ok _ 0"
i=0 \ j=O /
( )= Ok 1 - 0 t-k] -_ (o')_
=O.( 1-o'-' 1 )i"--0 1-0 t
Adding $1 + $4, one gets
S1 + $4 --
1 0_
1-01-0 t
Hence
Ok
/1 = Llog2(l)J + 1 + 1 - 0--- ----7
where k is defined as
k = 2 Ll°g2(I)+lJ -- I
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Appendix B
Entropy of a Two-Sided Geometric Source as a Function of o
This Appendix gives an expression for the entropy of a two-sided geometric source as a function of 0. One has
I-----OO
g(x,)=- _ p,log_(p,)
'=°° (1-0_
(1_o) 1_o _zo, ,o_o_
= _ l°g2 1-_ 1+ i=l --
_-- (1____) (log2 (1_._) (1 +1285 1-0 1-0 2 log_(0)O"(_-- _'_)2 )
1-0
= log2(1-'-_)- 20l°g2(O)(f: e--_i¥o)
))iOi
i=1
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The Nan_ay decimetric Radio Telescope (NRT) in Nan_ay, France, is described,
and its potential use for SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) observations
is discussed. The conclusion reached is that the NRT is well suited for SETI obser-
vations because of its large collecting area, its large sky coverage, and its wideband
frequency capability, llowever, a number of improvements are necessary in order
to take full advantage of the system in carrying out an emcient SETI program. In
particular, system sensitivity should be increased. This can be achieved through a
series of improvements to the system, including lowering the ground pickup noise
through the use of ground reflectors and more emcient feed design, and by using
low-noise amplifer front ends.
I. Background
The Nan_ay Radio Telescope (NRT) is a large astro-
noinical telescope located in Nan_ay, France, 200 km south
of Paris. Figure 1 shows an aerial view of the instrument.
The telescope has been in operation since 1964. Admin-
istratively, it is operated by the Observatoire de Paris,
D_partment de Radioastronomie D_cimetrique.
The configuration of the NRT derives from the concept
formulated by J. D. I(raus and used in the construction
of the Ohio State University Radio Telescope (OSURT) in
the United States, but the NRT is much larger and has
better tracking capability. It is made of two reflecting sur-
faces, one fixed and one movable. The movable surface is a
plane, and can be rotated about a horizontal east-west axis
to move the telescope beam in declination. The tiltable
surface is 40 m x 200 m (east-west), made up of ten inde-
pendent elements, each 40 m x 20 m. The fixed reflector
is curved in the shape of a portion of a sphere, with a ra-
dius of 560 m. Its dimensions are 35 m (vertical) x 300 m
(east-west). The spherically shaped reflector facilitates the
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Table 1. Telemetry-bit SNR degradation for uncoded random NRZ data (representing the
change tn decibels) with p = Pt = 1/2
rt, percent
e_
2 5 10 15 20 25
10 -2 0.09 0.24 0.53 0.87 1.26 1.69
10 -3 0.09 0.26 0.60 1.00 1.46 1.94
10 -4 0.1 0.28 0.66 1.13 1.65 2.19
10 -5 0.1 0.30 0.73 1.25 1.83 2.42
10 -6 0.1 0.31 0,79 1.38 2.00 2.63
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Since the NRZ data stream is asymmetric with p as the
probability of occurrence of the +A symbol and (1 - p) for
the -A symbol, the output of the matched filter depends
on the polarity of the symbol over which it is integrating
and that of the preceding and succeeding symbols. Thus,
the mean value of the matched filter output can be com-
puted by examining eight possible three-symbol sequences.
From Appendix A, Fig. 2, of [6], the mean of the matched
filter output signal in the presence of data asymmetry can
be easily shown to have the following form:
p- Ev/-_bT_{p3÷(1-p)[p(3-2rl)+(1-p)2]) (48)
If Eqs. (47) and (48) are substituted into Eq. (46),
With equiprobable symbols, i.e., p = 1/2, Eq. (49) be-
comes
(50)
The telemetry-bit SNR degradation due to data asym-
metry is defined as the sum of the degradations due to un-
desired spectral components, the spectral distortion and
the matched filtering loss. From Eqs. (38), (42), and (49),
the bit SNR degradation is given by
A = A u + Ad + Am (51)
Here Au, Ad, and Am are defined in Eqs. (38), (42),
and (49), respectively.
Equation (51) is used to calculate tile telemetry-bit
SNR degradation for the specified amount of data asym-
metry with bit-error probability (P_) as a parameter. For
p -- pt = 1/2, the results of these calculations are given in
Table 1.
A plot based on the results in Table 1 is illustrated
in Fig. 7. Here the bit SNR degradation as a function
of data asymmetry with probability of error (P_) as a
parameter is illustrated. This figure clearly shows that
the telemetry-bit SNR degradation increases as the data
asymmetry increases. This figure also shows that, for a
fixed data asymmetry, the bit SNR degradation increases
as the error probability decreases.
In Figs. 8 and 9, the analytical results found in Table 1
are compared with the results presented in [2]. Figure 8
illustrates the bit SNR degradation versus data asymme-
try along with the comparable results obtained from [2]
corresponding to no dc restoration (direct coupling, Eq. 3
of [2]) and dc restoration by capacitive coupling (Eq. 15
of [2]). In addition, Fig. 8 also shows the test results for
BT = 1.125 taken in the ESTL [2] for the sake of com-
parison, where BT denotes the product of channel band-
width and nominal data period. For data asymmetry of
less than 20 percent, the results obtained using the simple
technique presented in this article are very close to the re-
sults obtained from Eq. 15 of [2] for a capacitively coupled
matched filter.
The results presented in Table 1 are further compared
in Fig. 9 with the results obtained in [2] for a specific imple-
mentation of the symbol synchronizer with dc restoration
based on symbol timing (Eq. 17 of [2]). The test results
taken at ESTL for BT = 1.125 and 0.75 are also shown in
this figure for the sake of comparison. Again, these results
are in good agreement. However, it is to be noted that the
analytical results predicted by Eq. (51) were derived for a
special case where the one-sided channel bandwidth BW
is equal to the data bit rate Its, i.e., BT = ].
V. Conclusions
The impact of the data asymmetry on the performance
of a space telemetry system has been investigated based on
the derived spectral density of an asymmetric NRZ data
stream. The derived power spectrum is also used to in-
vestigate how rapidly the data bandwidth increases as the
amount of data asymmetry increases. It was shown that
the data bandwidth increases exponentially as the amount
of data asymmetry increases. An analytical model to pre-
dict the threshold levels of undesired spectral compolJents
that fall into the carrier-tracking-loop bandwidth was de-
rived, and a simple model to predict the telemetry-bit SNR
degradation due to data asymmetry was developed. It_ was
shown that, for a specific operating condition, the carrier
tracking loop does not drop lock at any value of Tl. the
data asymmetry, and that tim simple model develop,_d in
this article can be used to accurately predict the bit SNR
degradation.
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sources of degradation that the data asymmetry created,
namely:
(1) Undesired discrete spectral components
(2) Continuous spectral distortion
(3) Matched filtering loss
The undesired discrete spectral components created by
data asymmetry can cause potential interference to tile
telemetry data channel. If one denotes A_, as the bit SNR
degradation due to the presence of the undesired spectral
components, then it is straightforward to show that
1 f0-WAu = 101og1011+go(BW) S,(I)ai] (38)
where No is the one-sided noise spectrum density, BW is
the one-sided data bandwidth, and St(f) is the interfer-
ence power spectrum density.
The above equation assumes that the total noise spec-
tral density seen by the telemetry data channel is the ther-
mal noise plus the interference spectral density. If the one-
sided bandwidth is equal to the bit rate, i.e., BW = R,,
then, from Eq. (18),
222A
St(f) = Sac(f)+_C(1,p,_)6(f-R,) (39)
where Sdc(f) is defined in Eq. (18), and Ct(1,p, 71)is given
in Eq. (24) with m = 1.
For p = Pt = 1/2, Sale(f) = S_1¢(f), see Eq. (30). Thus,
from Eq. (30), Eq. (39) can be rewritten
A 2
St(f) = A2(O.5q)26(f) + _'_r2C(1, 1/2, q)5(f - R,) (40)
In this case, C(1,1/2, q) = (1/4) sin2(2rr/) is given iu
Eq. (31) with m = 1.
Therefore, for p = p, = 1/2, from Eq. (40), Eq. (38)
can he written as
Eb C(1, 1/2, rl)
Ilere, Eb = A2Ts = bit energy. As an example for Cate-
gory B, the bit energy is found to be: Eb = (A_.T,)
sin2(mT), see Eq. (34).
Equation (41) assumes that all the harmonics with fre-
quency components greater than R,, i.e., f > Rs, have
been filtered out by the predetection filter (assumed to be
of the brick-wall type).
Figure 2 shows that the continuous component of the
telemetry spectral density is distorted by data asymmetry.
Spectral distortion can cause further degradation in bit
SNR. If Ad is the bit SNR degradation due to spectral
distortion, then A a can be defined as
Aa = 10 log10 (42)
where
_t
al = Sen(f)dr (43)
R,
Here, S_.(f)=Se(f)/Eb, with S_(f) as defined in Eq. (18).
For p = Pt = 1/2, S¢(f) = S°(f). tlere, S°(f) is given in
Eq. (30). Then
#a2 = Sud(f)df (44)
R,
tIere, S_,a(f) is the undistorted normalized (by Eb) spec-
tral density, which is given by [3]
[sin(rrf / Rs) ] 2Sun(f) = [ (rf/n,) (45)
It is well known that for binary NRZ data signals, the
matched filter is an integrate and dump filter. Since the
binary NRZ data stream is distorted by the rising and
falling voltage transitions, the integrate and dump filter is
no longer the matched filter for detecting the binary NRZ
data signal. If Am is the bit SNR degradation due to the
matched filter, then Am can be defined as
(40 
tIere the mean value of the matched filter output signal of
the undistorted signal is represented by p, and the mean
value of the matched filter output signal of the distorted
signal is represented by
.o = (47)
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is straightforward to show that the power spectral density
of the deep-space telemetry signal is equal to
st(y) = A=_cos2(mr)_(f - f_)
4 2
-1- _-_A T sin2(rnT)
k=l -- 1)2
(34)
Here, Sd(f) is given in Eq. (18) with A -- 1.
The index value k, see Eq. (34), denotes the kth har-
monic due to the subcarrier, and m, see Eq. (18), denotes
the ruth harmonic due to data asymmetry. When mix-
ing the ruth harmonic with the kth harmonic, a "third
harmonic" is produced. This third harmonic can have a
spectral component that falls into the carrier-tracking-loop
bandwidth. It is desirable to locate this third harmonic by
examining all possible combinations of the index values k
and m. Prom Eqs. (18) and (34), it is easy to show that
when
m = 2nk - n (35)
for k and n are integers. The harmonics Sh(f), from
Eq. (18), when mixed with the subcarrier signal, will pro-
duce spectral components that fall on the top of the car-
rier spectral component. Here, n is the ratio (assumed to
be an integer) of the subearrier frequency-to-bit rate, i.e.,
n = fat R,. The number of subcarrier cycles per symbol
is chosen so that the interaction between data sidebands
and the residual RF carrier is minimum. In practice, f,¢ is
usually chosen to be three times the data rate, i.e., n = 3.
The plot of Eq. (35) is shown in Fig. 4, which illus-
trates the functional behavior of the kth harmonic due to
subcarrier versus ruth harmonic due to data asymmetry.
From this figure, for a given k, one can determine the cor-
responding ruth harmonic that, when mixed with the kth
harmonic, will produce a spectral component that falls on
the top of the carrier spectral component causing poten-
tial interference to the carrier tracking loop. Knowing the
values of m and k, the interference-to-carrier power ratio
I/C can be calculated. From Eqs. (18) and (34), it is easy
to show that
I/C = 8p2t tan2(mT)C(m' p' rl)
7r4m2(2k - 1)2 (36)
For m = 2nk - n, k and n are integers.
For p = Pt = 1/2, Eq. (34) becomes
I/C = 4 tan2(mT)C(m, 1/2, ?)
7r4m2(2k_ 1) 2 (37)
For m = 2nk- n, k and n are integers, and where
C(m, 1/2,,1) is given in Eq. (31).
Tile plot of Eq. (37) is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for various
values of n, k, and m. As expected, Fig. 5 shows that the
I/C increases as the telemetry modulation index increases.
This occurs because less power is allocated to the carrier
component as the telemetry modulation index increases.
Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows that the I/C decreases as both
k and rn increase. Figure 6 shows that the I/C decreases
as n, the subcarrier frequency-to-bit rate, increases.
Figures 5 and 6 can be used to determine the criti-
cal amount of data asymmetry that will produce the
threshold level of I/C. As an example, from Fig. 5, for
mT = 1.35 rads, n = 3, k = 1, and m = 3, one finds
that I/C = -19.46 dB for q = 8.27 percent. Ilowever,
for a deep-space mission, the maximum allowable CW in-
terference for the carrier tracking is (I/C)max = -15 dB
[5]. Thus, for this particular case, the undesired spectral
component generated by data asymmetry does not exceed
the maximum allowable interference when the data asym-
metry 7/is equal to 8.27 percent. Figure 5 shows that, for
mT= 1.35 rads, 0.95 rads, n = 3, k = 1,2, and m = 3, 5,
the interference-to-carrier power ratio does not exceed tile
maximum allowable interference, i.e., I/C < (//C)max, for
any value of r/.
IV. Telemetry-Bit SNR Degradation Due to
Data Asymmetry
To quantitatively determine the telemetry-bit SNR de-
gradation due to data asymmetry, one must define all the
degradation sources created by tile data asymmetry. In
this section, it is assumed that the telemetry BER degra-
dation due to imperfect bit synchronization is negligible
(only on the order of a few tenths of a dB) [2]. Further-
more, the telemetry BER degradation due to imperfect
subcarrier tracking is also ignored. This is the case because
the subcarrier frequency is usually much higher than the
data symbol rate; hence, the subcarrier tracking loop will
not be affected by the data asymmetry. This is particularly
true for a specific implementation of the subcarrier track-
ing loop described in [4]. Thus, there remain three major
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as(p, pt) = 0.5pt(1 - p,)(1 - 2p) (23)
r
Sill2 (Tn/r ?_)
1
C(m,p, r/) = [cos2(mTrq) - (1 - 2p) _sin2(m,,,1)J
(24)
A
= - (25)2
Equation (18) shows that tile spectrum of the asym-
metric NRZ data stream is a function of the probability of
occurrence p of the positive symbol, the transition density
Pt, and the amount of data asymmetry q. lIowever, the
power spectral density can be expressed in terms of the
transition density by solving Eq. (17) for p and substitut-
ing the result in Eq. (18). Note that Eq. (18) is valid only
for Pt _< 1/2.
It is also interesting to evaluate the power spectral den-
sity Sd(f) for the case of random data with equiprobable
symbols, i.e., p -- Pt = 1/2. For this special case, from
Eq. (19)through (23),
a,(1/2) = 3/8 (26)
a2(1/2, 1/2, q) = (5/8)cos20rfT, q) (27)
a3(1/2,1/2, q) = (3/8)cos2(_fT,)
+ (1/8) cos2(TrfTs _) (28)
a4(112,112,_) = 15(1/2,1/2) = 0 (29)
Where the terms from Eqs. (26) through (29) are sub-
stituted into Eq. (18), the power spectral density for the
asymmetric NRZ random data stream with equiprobable
symbols is
S_(f) = (A2T,/8) [ sin_0rfT')] [3 + 5 cos2(_:T,q)]
L (_fT,) _" J
A' sin:_(2_rfT_ r/) ] cos'(2_rfT, q)]+( [,cos.,:.,.:,-,.)+
continuous spectrum, So(J)
+ A2(O.5q)26(f)
dc component, S_c(f )
+ "4227r2 z_=I_--_C(m, 1/2, rl)5(f-,nR,)
% •
Y
ha .... ics, S_(l)
(30)
Here, from Eq. (24), C(m, 1/2, q)is
C(m, 1/2, r/) -- (1/4)sin2(2m_rr/) (31)
The continuous spectrum S°(f) of Eq. (30) is plotted in
Fig. 2, which illustrates the normalized data power spectra
(i.e., S°(f)/E, here E = A2T,) for several data asymmetry
r/. If BW is defined as the one-sided bandwidth of the
NRZ data stream, then the total data power that lies in
the frequency domain (-BW, BW) can be determined.
Figure 3 shows the functional dependence of BW on the
data asymmetry for 90.3 percent and 89 percent of the
total data power containment. As expected, for a fixed
data rate, the one-sided bandwidth BW increases as q,
the data asymmetry, increases.
III. The Effects of Data Asymmetry on the
Carrier Tracking Loop
The space telemetry signal recommended by the
CCSDS can be expressed mathematically as [1]
ST(t) = V'2Arsin[wct + mTd(t)P(t)] (32)
where AT is the transmitted rms voltage, w¢ = 27rf¢ is
the angular carrier center frequency in rads/sec, mT is the
telemetry modulation index in rads, d(t) is the data wave-
form generated by the binary (+1) NRZ data sequence,
and P(I) is the subcarrier waveform.
The most interesting subcarrier waveforms in space ap-
plications are square-wave for deep-space missions (Cat-
egory B) and sine-wave for near-Earth missions (Cate-
gory A) [1]. For example, the Category B subcarrier wave-
form can be represented by the Fourier series expansion
P(t) = 4_£ cos[(2k- 1)27rfsJ]
zr 2k- 1
k=l
(33)
tIere, f_¢ is the subcarrier frequency in Hz.
If the data sequence d(t) is asymmetric as shown in
Fig. 1 (with equiprobable symbols and A = 1), then the
power spectral density Sa(f) of this asymmetric NRZ data
stream is found in Eq. (18). From Eqs. (32) and (33), it
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+,4 -(T,12) < t < (msl2)
g3(t) (4)
0 elsewhere
: -A -(T,/2) < t < (Ts/2)
g4(t) (5)
0 elsewhere
The Fourier transforms G,(f), G_(f), G3(f), and
G4(f) of the symbols gl(t), g2(t), ga(t), and g4(t), respec-
tively, can be shown to have the following forms:
el(I) = Ae--(j=fT.A)/2 sin(rfTs(1 + A/2)) (6)
Ae(J_rIT, A )I2
G_(f) "- _rf sin(TrfT,(I- A/2)) (7)
A sin( rrfTs )
G3(f) = _rf (S)
G4(f) = -Ga(f) (9)
From Eqs. (6), (7), (8), and (9),
For a purely random source, the transition density pt
can easily be shown to be
p, = 2p(1 - p) (17)
Inserting the terms from Eqs. (6) through (16) into
Eq. (1) and carrying out the necessary mathematics shows
the power spectral density Sd(f) for the asymmetric
NRZ data stream generated by a purely random source
to be
Sd(f ) = (A2Ta ) sin2(Tr fTJ ) [a, (p, ) + a2(p, pt, _7)](TrfT,) 2
sin2(rrfT_ r/) _
+ (A2T,)aa(pt, r]) (;rfTs)
+ ,--¢a2T-s,_sin(TrfT_)(TrfT_?[a4(p'pt'rl) - as(p,p,)]
continuous spectrum, So(J)
+ [2p-(1-
dc component, Sac(J)
GI(0) = lim G,(f) = AT,(1 + A/2) (10)
y_0
G2(0) = lim G2(I) = -ATe(1 - A/2) (11)
1_0
C3(0) = -G4(0) = lim Ga(f) = AT, (12)
y---*0
If p is the probability of transmitting a positive pulse,
i.e., p = Pr{gi(t) = +A}, and pt the transition density,
i.e., Pt = Pr{gi(t) # gi+l(t)}, then Pl, for i = 1, 2, 3, and
4 is given by
Pl = Pr(gi(_) -_- gl(l_)} = ppt (13)
P2 = Pr{gi(t) -- g2(t)} = (1 - P)Pt (14)
pa=Pr(g,(t)=g3(t)}=p(1-pt) (15)
p4=Pr(gi(t)=g4(t)}=(1-p)(1-pt) (16)
where
+ :p---_ c(m,p, ,)_(f - mR,)
rn_l
harmonics, S_, (f )
(18)
a,(pt)=pt(1-pt)[l+2(1-pt)]-p_ (19)
a2(p, pt, r_) = [3pt3 + pt(1 - pt)[1 + 2(1 - 2p)]]
x cos2 (TrfT, r]) (20)
a3(pt, O) = pt(1 + p2t - p,) cos2(rfT,)
+ p3 cos(2rfT, r]) (21)
a4(p, pt, _) = pt(1 - pt)(1 - 2p)[0.5 cos(2rfT, rp
- psin(2rfTso)] (22)
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binary NRZ data used in this analysis employs the first
model presented in [2] (i.e., +1 NRZ symbols are elongated
by ATe 2, relative to their nominal value of T, seconds,
when a negative-going data transition occurs; -1 sym-
bols are shortened by the same amount when a positive-
going data transition occurs; and the symbols maintain
their nominal T_ seconds when no transitions occur). This
article derives an expression for the power spectral density
of an asymmetric NRZ data stream. Using this expression,
the data bandwidth can be measured as a function of the
data asymmetry for a specified transition density.
Based on the derived formula for tile power spectral
density, this article determines the levels of undesired spec-
tral components caused by the data asymmetry that falls
into the carrier-tracking-loop bandwidth and the amount
of telemetry SNR degradation as a function of the amount
of data asymmetry. The threshold level of the undesired
spectral components causing potential interference to the
carrier tracking is characterized by the interference-to-
carrier power ratio (I/C). A general expression for the
I/C as a function of the amount of data asymmetry is
derived.
In 1978, Simon et al. investigated tile effects of data
asymmetry on system performance [2]. Using this tech-
nique, the bit SNR degradations were calculated by eval-
uating the average bit error rate (BER) in the presence
of data asymmetry and then computing the additional bit
SNR required because of asymmetry to produce the same
value of BER when there is no data asynnnetry.
This article develops a simple technique to determine
the amount of telemetry-bit SNR performance degradation
as a function of the amount of data asymmetry for a spec-
ified transition density. The technique presented here uses
all approach entirely different from that presented in [2].
The results obtained by this technique are then compared
with the results presented in [2].
This article begins with the derivation of the power
spectral density for an asymmetric NRZ data stream gen-
erated by a purely random source. That is followed by
an investigation of the effect of the data asymmetry oil
the data bandwidth. Next, an analysis of the effect of
data asymmetry on the performance of the carrier track-
ing loop is given along with a set of curves used to deter-
mine the critical amount of data asymmetry that produces
undesired spectral components, which cause harmful inter-
ference to carrier tracking. Finally, this article develops a
simple technique to assess the telemetry-bit SNR degrada-
tion caused by various values of data asymmetry and then
compares the results obtained from this technique with
the results presented in [2], and the test results taken in
the Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL).
II. Derivation of the Asymmetric NRZ Data
Power Spectrum
Consider a random quaternary source that every T_ sec-
onds transmits a signal from the set {gi(t);i = 1,2,3,4}
with probability Pi. In the following analysis, the signal
is assumed to be generated by a purely random source
where the signal transmitted in a given signaling interval
is independent of those transmitted in previous signaling
intervals. If one defines Gi(f) as the Fourier transforms of
the symbols g/(t), for i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, then
the power spectral density of the random data stream gen-
erated by this source is given by [3]
S(f) = R2lplGx(O) + P2G2(0) + p3G3(O)
oo
+ IpxGl(mR,)+ p2G2(mn,)
rn=l
+ pzG3(mR,) + p4G4(mR,)I2_(f - mR,)
+ R,{pl(1 - Pl)lGl(f)[ 2 + p2(1 - p2)[G2(f)[ 2
÷ p3(1 - pz)lG3(.f)l 2 + p,a(1- p4)lGa(f)l 2}
-- 2R, {PlP2_[G1 (f)G_(f)] + PlP3_[GI(I)G;(f)]
+ PlP4_[G1 (/)G,](f)] + P2Pa_?[G2(f)G_(f)]
+ P2V4N[G2(I)G*4(f)] + pap4N[G3(f)G*4(f)] } (1)
llere, Rs = 1/Ts is the symbol rate (or signaling fre-
quency), the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate, and
N[-] denotes the real part.
It is assumed that the first data-asymmetry model pre-
sented in [2] (see Fig. 1) is used in the following analysis.
For this particular asymmetric NRZ data stream,
( +A -(T,/2) < t _< (T,/2)(1 + A)
gl( / )
0 elsewhere (2)
g2(t)= [-A -(Y,/2) <t_< (T,/2)(1-A)
0 elsewhere (3)L
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The Impact of NRZ Data Asymmetry on the Performance
of a Space Telemetry System
T. M. Nguyen
Telecommunications SystemsSection
The telemetry data asymmetry due to rising and falling voltage transitions can
cause undesired spectral components at the output of a spacecraft transmitter. The
performance of a space telemetry system can potentially degrade because of t]_ese
undesired components. This article derives an expression for the power spectral
density of an asymmetric nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) data stream. This formula is
then used to investigate how the data bandwidth varies with data asymmetry.
At the receiver end, the threshold levels of undesired spectral components that
fall into the carrier-tracking-loop bandwidth are determined by examining the de-
rived spectral density. Further, based on this formula, a simple technique is devel-
oped for the computation of bit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation due to data
asymmetry. The telemetry bit SNR degradations derived using this technique are
compared with results obtained previously and with measurements by the Electronic
Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
I. Introduction
The performance of a space telemetry link will be de-
graded by data asymmetry because of non-ideal rising and
falling voltage transitions. The data asymmetry can cause
undesired spectral components that fall within the carrier-
tracking-loop bandwidth, causing potential interference to
the carrier tracking. In addition, these undesirable spec-
tral components can cause telemetry-bit signal-to-noise ra-
tio degradation. Space telemetry links often operate un-
der imposed bandwidth constraints. When two adjacent
data channels overlap in the frequency domain, the per-
formance of a space telemetry system can be degraded
severely. With these concerns in mind, a communications
engineer is interested in determining the power spectral
density of the transmitted data.
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) recommends the binary NRZ format for space-
craft-to-ground telemetry data [1]. The transmitted bi-
nary NRZ data stream considered in this article is asym-
metric in time with a transition density, Pt, which is less
than or equal to 1. The data-asymmetry model for the
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Fig. 11. Logged NAR data and corresponding system noise temperature model.
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Fig. 12. Transformed A/D data, model, and normalized system noise temperatures.
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PFEC>stat d
PFEC Noise Diode Status (241
Noise Diode Temperatures
Noise Diode Calibration
PFEC>
12:17:31)
RF Ch i RF Ch 2
: 0.223 0.250 Kelvins
: 0.483 0.500 Kelvins
: 1.183 1.000 Kelvins
: 2.089 2.000 Kelvins
: 3.938 4.000 Kelvins
: 9.032 8.000 Kelvins
: 52.382 50.000 Kelvins
: 61.414 58.000 Kelvins
: Calibrated Not Cal'd
Fig. 9. Noise diode status display.
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Fig. 10. Parkes radiometer "Delta" command.
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PFEC>stat m
PFEC Temperature Measurement Status (236 13:27:54)
RF Ch I RF Ch 2
System Temperature : 15.328 15.037
Measurement Resolution : 0.025 0.021
Ambient Load Temperature : 297.860 300.163
System Gain Factor : 12.823 8.983
Gain Factor Age : 00:02:38 00:13:25
Maser Input Noise Temp : 4.05 3.92
System Follow-up Noise Temp : 0.13 0.29
Short-Term Gain Instability : 0.03 0.03
Long- Term Gain Instability : 0.10 0.10
TPR Resolution Uncertainty : 0.013 0.283
PFEC>
Kelvins
Kelvins
Kelvins
nW/Kelvin
Kelvins
Kelvins
dB
dB/hr
Kelvins
Fig. 7. Radiometer temperature measurement status display.
PFEC>stat n
PFEC Radiometer Status (?38 11:55:08)
Parkes NAR Command Mode
Radiometer Operating Status
Radiometer Operating Mode
RF Assembly Detector Mode
: Configuration
: Running on Channel 2
: Total Power
: Linear Response
Integration Time Criteria : Sampling Rate
Measurement Sample Time : I0.0 Hz
Measurement Resolution : 0.030 Kelvins
D/A Maximum Output Temperature : 27.50 Kelvins
D/A Zero-Volt Temperature/Gain : 25.00 Kelvins
D/A Minimum Output Temperature : 22.50 Kelvins
/ 0.500 Kelvins/Volt
Noise Diode Selection
Noise Diode Modulation
RF Assembly Internal Attenuator
: 51.263 Kelvins, Manually
: Automatically Controlled
: -3.832 Volts, Auto-Adjusted
PFEC>
Fig. 8. Radiometer configuration status display.
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PFEC>help n
PFEC Front End Controller NAR Help...
The format for user input is: COMMAND PARAMETER
Cmnd Description
PNAR Set Parkes NAR Command Mode.
NRCV Set NAR Input Source.
NMOD Set Total Power or Noise-Adding Mode.
DMOD Set Square-Law Detector Operating Mode.
DIOD Set NAR Diode Temperature.
DACZ Set NAR D/A Zero-Volt Temperature.
DACG Set NAR D/A Temperature Gain.
NOIS Turn Noise Diodes On or Off.
NATN Set RF Assy Internal Attenuator.
TMAS Set Maser Input Noise Temperature.
TFOL Set System Follow-up Noise Temperature.
GINS Set Maser Gain Instability.
PFEC>
Parameter
[OFF],[CFG],[OPR]
[]],[2],[TRM]
[TPR],[NAR]
[LIN],[DSN] (Debug)
[A]uto,[OFF],[n] Kelvins (NAR)
[A]uto,[n] Kelvins
[A]uto,[n] Kelvins/Volt
[A]uto,[OFF],[ON] (Debug)
[A]uto,[n] Volts (Debug)
[I],[2] [n] Kelvins
[1],[2],[M]onRcvr [n] Kelvins
[S]hort-term [n] dB,
[L]ong-term [n] dB/hr
Fig. 5. Radiometer configuration help menu.
PFEC>stat c
PFEC Configuration Status (237 07:32:]4) Configuration is UNLOCKED
53.36K/MOD---+ 8100 MHz +....NAR
I I I
Horn/RCP..........+....Maser ]....+.........+.......X........RF I
8425 MHz/WB/PM....+...............+ +.......X........ Mon Rcvr
J I
Ambient Load......+....Maser 2....+.........+.......X........ RF 2
I I
ND OFF/OFF---+ 8100 MHz
Local CRT has command locking privileges.
PFEC>
Fig. 6. Front-end configuration status display.
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DOWNCONVERTER OUTPUT
(300-365 MHzl
CHANNEL 1
CHANNEL2_
RF POWER-DETECTOR ASSEMBLY
AMBIENT
TERMINATION
INPUT SELECTOR
VIDEO SWITCH
INPUT CHANNEL
SELECT AND
RELAY TELLTALES
PARALLEL I
DIGITAL
I/O BOARD
I
[
VOLTAGE- I
CONTROLLED
AFTENUATOR
A]-rENUATOR
CONTROL
VOLTAGE
ANALOG t
OUTPUT
C RD
SQUARE-LAW
DIODE POWER
DETECTOR
8086CPU
BOARD
VOLTAGE-TO-
_- FREQUENCY
CONVERTER
TTL PULSE
TRAIN OUTPUT
PULSE-TRAIN
FREQUENCY
COUNTER BOARD
I
J
FRONT-END CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY
Fig. 3. Parkes radlometer RF power detector.
PFEC>help m
PFEC Front End Controller Measurement Help...
The format for user input is: COMMAND PARAMETER
Cmnd Description
YFAC Perform Y-factor Measurement.
GAIN Compute Maser Gain Profile.
PMTR Operate Power Meter.
CCRH Chart CCR Performance History.
SYST Measure System Temperature (NAR).
NRES Set NAR Sample Resolution.
NRAT Set NAR Sample Rate.
DRAT Set NAR Diode Switching Rate.
NSAM Set Number of Resolution Samples.
CALG Calibrate System Gain Factor.
CALD Calibrate Noise Diodes.
DLTA Measure System Linearity Delta.
PFEC>
Parameter
[]1,[2] [L]eft,[R]ight[1],[2]
[M]easure,[C]alibrate
[1],[2] [MMddHHmm] [MMddHHmm]
(],[OFF],[C]ont,[O]isp [n] sec
In] Kelvins
In] HZ
In] Hz (Debug only}
In]
[],[n] nW/Kelvin (CFG only)
[ALL],[n] Kelvins (CFG only)
[S]ky,[A]mbient,[F]ull Range
Fig. 4. Parkes FEC/NAR measurement help menu.
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PARKES
ANTENNA
PEDESTAL PARKES
ANTENNA DRIVE
COMPUTER
'REMOTE'
TERMINAL
I I
CDSCC CONTROL ROOM
'DATA LINK'
TERMINAL
I I R_232
SERIALI/O
BOARD
'LOCAL'
TERMINAL
I I
CCR/
COMPRESSOR
MONITOR
ASSEMBLY
ANALOG
OUTPUT
CARD
_J_
8086 CPU
BOARD
I
I GP-IB
CONTROLLER
CARD
PULSE-TRAIN
FREQUENCY
COUNTER BOARD
PARALLEL
DIGITAL
VOBOARD
i
_
RF DETECTOR
._ ATFENUATION
CONTROL
GP-IB EQUIPMENT
IN TRAILER AND
AERIAL CABIN
RF DETECTOR
PULSE TRAIN
RF DETECTOR
INPUT SELECT
CONTROL
NOISE DIODE
_-- MODULATION
DRIVE
MASER INTERFACE
PANEL MONITOR
AND CONTROL
Fig. 2. Parkes front-end controller assembly.
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I X-BAND ]
FEEDHORN I
AND POLARIZER I
ASSEMBLY ]
_8400-8465 MHz
AMBIENT LOAD/FEEDHORN SELECT .1"
AERIALCABIN i vl WAV=:r.=Hn_: _ | HPSWITCH
AMBIENT I I _;,_= I / CONTROL
[TERMINATIONS _ _ _
RADIOMETER I I I '_
CALIBRATION _I' _I' DIODE | |
SOURCE . s T .... SELECT I I
oo_,_l_-i_o.C_-_o_.l-__o,__o,oo_.o_.o_I"- _ I
AMPLIFIERSI_ I ANDOVENI I '-'_'_-_ I_
I I'_'--'!_ASS_ _ _ I
I UUSLA:_U I MODULATIONI BUSI
PARKES ANTENNA _ I I
---4-+
VOYAGER2 I I PCTA I_ • ......... I 1 I--I =C_CTCt-'rn= ITRAIN I FRONT-END I I ANALOG
BASEBAND'_I'It""I TELEMETRY I I _;,Kc'_L¢ " I I I I "_"_"_;_" _.=,._l_l CONTROLLER _-I.I_-SYSTEM
I PCTA RECEIVER RACK J L FRONT-END CONTROL RACK NO. 2 J
Fig. 1. Parkes front end (radiometer emphasized).
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Table2.DetailofParkesnoise-addingradiometerr solutionperformancesummary
Data block
Sample integration time
1 sec 2 sec 5 sec I0 sec 20 sec 50 sec lOOsec
1 0.384 0.312 0.215 0.162 0.127 0.088 0.060
2 0.351 0.280 0.188 0.140 0.098 0.058 0.042
3 0.377 0.308 0.211 0.156 0.127 0.088 0.067
4 0.459 0.352 0.268 0.189 0.140 0.097 0.076
5 0.389 0.314 0.223 0.166 0.119 0.076 0.046
6 0.374 0.303 0.207 0.156 O. 122 0.079 0.057
7 0.367 0.292 0.192 0.140 0.094 0.058 0.042
8 0.384 0.307 0.216 0.158 0.111 0.077 0,050
9 0.385 0.310 0.208 0.153 0.118 0.058 0.038
10 0.376 0.298 0.212 0.139 0.097 0.063 0.042
11 0.372 0.306 0.200 O. 146 O. 102 0.066 0.037
12 0.366 0.295 0.201 0.142 0.101 0.063 0.046
Total no. data points 20241 10118 4043 2019 1008 399 196
Average resolution, K 0.382 0.306 0.212 0.154 0.113 0.073 0.050
Standard deviation
of resolution 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Ideal performance, K 0.355 0.251 0.159 0.I 12 0.079 0.050 0.036
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Table1.Parkesradiometerspecifications
Parameter Specification
General
Number of receiver channels supported
Signal sources (per receive channel)
Radiometer operating modes
Nominal system noise temperature range
RF detector
Detector dynamic range
Nominal input noise power level
Input frequency bandwidth
Internal attenuator control
Internal attenuator range
Detector operating modes
Noise diodes
Diode selection control
Automatic diode selection criteria
Nominal diode temperatures
Diode modulation control
User-specifiable modulation frequency range
Sampling
Sampling criteria
User-specifiable sample integration time range
User-specifiable sample resolution range
Sample output
Measurement modes
Sample output modes
User-specifiable sample display interval
Samples used in resolution calculation
Analog output
Ouput voltage range
Output resolution
User-specifiable zero-volt noise temperature
User-specifiable noise temperature/voltage ratio
Calibration
Total power radiometer mode
Noise-adding radiometer mode
Linearity measurement points
Two, switchable
Antenna feedhorn;
aerial cabin ambient
termination
Total power;
noise-addlng
15 to 400 K
13.5 dB
-45 dBm
65 MHz
Manual or automatic
0 to 50 dB
Dynamic first-order fit over
subrange of detector response;
static second-order fit over
entire range of detector response
Manual or automatic
<0.1 dB added noise
0.25,0.5,1,2,4,8,50,(50+8) K
Manual or automatic
0.01 to I00 Hz
Integration time;
sample resolution
0.01 to 100 seconds
0.001 to 10 K/sample
Manual single-sample;
continuous in background
Display and analog output;
analog output only
1 to 15 seconds/sample
None or 2 to 100
-5 to +5 volts
2.4 mV (12-bits)
0 to 500 K
0.001 to 100 K/V
System gain factor
Noise-diode temperatures
Feediloru/feedhorn + 50 K;
ambient/ambient +50 K ;
feedhorn/ambieut +50 K
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The FEC design maximized the use of existing front-end
hardware, implemented in 1985 by ESA for the Uranus
encounter, by adding special features and capabilities.
In particular, a new noise-adding radiometer design was
added that departed fi'oua standard DSN design.
Much of the design effort for the NAR focused on per-
formance improvements and operational innovations ne-
cessitated by project requirements. The FEC/NAR per-
formed without problems during the encounter and was
removed from the Parkes antenna in October 1989.
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each data point and add a constant; however, this method
is not sufficient. The problem is that sample resolution is
a function of the system temperature, which not only re-
quires that the mean be normalized, but that the variance
be normalized as well.
The proper conversion equation can be determined by
starting with the equation expressing ideal noise-adding
radiometer resolution performance [5,6]:
where
aT :- theoretical best resolution
T = system temperature during measurement, K
To = noise-diode temperature, K
t = sample integration time, sec
B = noise bandwidth as seen by RF power
detector, Hz
A simplification can be made in this case, where T _ 25 K
and TD = 0.28 K.
Then T/TD >> 1 and the above equation simplifies to
2T 2
ar = To VT" 
For samples taken with a constant integration time, this
can also be expressed as
aT 2
= constant
T 2 To v_'B
This relationship provides the means for properly normali-
zing the mean and variance in the data set, provided an
estimate of the true system temperature is known for every
sample:
T" (T"-
- *TN 2 +TN
where
T[ _ = normalized system temperature sample i
T/' = transformed A/D converter sample i
/_i = mean or "true value" of 7_/ (from model)
TN = mean normalized system temperature
The mean at each point is estimated by modeling the
data using the same method described earlier for convert-
ing the A/D data. Figure 12 shows a half-hour segment
of A/D data that has been converted to its corresponding
system temperature values and plotted, together with its
modeled mean and then after normalization to a temper-
ature of 20 K.
A total of 12 half-hour segments of data, each consisting
of approximately 1700 one-second integrations, were ana-
lyzed for DOY 238. Once each segment had been normal-
ized to a consistent mean and variance, it was reduced to
seven resolution figures corresponding to integration times
of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds. Determining resolu-
tion for one-second integration times was straightforward,
requiring only the calculation of the standard deviation
of each block of points. Resolution for other integration
times required additional manipulation of the data.
To obtain data for longer integration times, it was nec-
essary to average together contiguous groups of one-second
data points. This technique manually duplicates what the
NAR does automatically when integrating for long peri-
ods. One consequence of doing so is that the resulting
block of data is proportionally smaller than the original,
which increases the variance in its calculated resolution.
Each of the half-hour data segments was expanded in
this manner six times to produce a total of seven blocks
of data. Next, the standard deviation of all seven blocks
was calculated for each segment. The resulting twelve val-
ues associated with each integration time were then re-
duced statistically to generate the final performance re-
sults. These results, together with the theoretical curve,
are tabulated in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 13.
Although the Parkes NAR performance curve in
Fig. 13 does not match the ideal peformance curve for
a NAR with equivalent characteristics, it should not be
expected to do so. The data from which this curve was de-
rived were not well-suited for performance measurements,
having been taken during cloudy weather while the an-
tenna was in motion. These conditions will degrade mea-
sured resolution, biasing the performance figures. The ac-
tual performance of the Parkes NAR should lie somewhere
between the measured and ideal curves.
VI. Summary
The Parkes front-end controller was designed as a cost-
effective means of providing a DSN interface for support
by the Parkes antenna during the Neptune encounter.
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results. The conditions under which the data were taken
were, however, significant: poor weather, a moving an-
tenna, and the use of the smallest noise diode, which has
the greatest variance in its calibrated value. These factors
degraded the measured radiometer resolution, unfavorably
biasing the final performance statistics.
C. Parkes Data Reduction
The first step toward reducing the encounter radiomet-
ric data was the transformation of the A/D values back
to the original system temperature values. Fortunately,
while the NAR was operating, the FEC was instructed to
display a system temperature sample every 15 sec on the
three control terminals. Because the "data link" terminal
at the Canberra complex (an IBM PC) was programmed
to log all terminal input/output in a large internal buffer,
these system temperature values were captured, recorded
on disk, and made available along with the A/D converter
values.
This NAR log data set provided the information neces-
sary for reconstructing the original noise temperature val-
ues computed by the Parkes NAR. (The data sets could
not serve as a basis for NAR performance analysis because
14 out of every 15 samples had been lost; contiguous data
were needed.)
Of the three A/D and four NAR log data sets returned
to JPL on disk, only day-of-year (DOY) 238--the day fol-
lowing Neptune closest approach--existed electronically ill
both forms. It is this data set that forms the basis for the
performance figures reported in this article.
Because each A/D data set was produced from a se-
ries of linear transformations (assuming linear responses
from the associated hardware), tile transformation back
to system temperature values was also a linear process:
T[ = mCi+b (i=1,2,3,4,...,n)
where
T[ = transformed A/D converter sample i
(best estimate of the original NAR Ti)
Ci = A/D converter sample i
m, b = transformation parameters
The transformation parameters were determined by
modeling the A/D and NAR log data sets, then substi-
tuting the model parameters into the above equation and
solving. Under more ideal measurement conditions, the
models would be simply the means of the two data sets.
IIowever, because the antenna was in motion during the
track, the varying length of the signal path through the
atmosphere resulted in a constantly changing baseline sys-
tem temperature. This required that a more complicated
model be used.
In the simpler case, the system-temperature model con-
sists of a constant term. Movement of the antenna in-
troduces a second, time-varying component that accounts
for the change in atmospheric signal path length. To sim-
plify calculations, a plane-parallel model of the atmosphere
was used; the relative increase in path length compared to
zenith could then be expressed more simply as the secant
of the zenith angle. Zenith angle can be easily computed
for any time of day using the coordinates of the source,
the antenna, and standard astronomical tables.
The resulting system temperature models are then
G = Cc + Cssec(¢i)
Ti = Vc + Tssec(¢i)
where
Ci, T,. = model values for each data set
Cc, Tc = model constant terms
Cs, Ts = model scaling factors for time-
varying term
¢i = antenna zenith angle at time i
Model parameters were determined for each set using the
least-squares method with the data values as the depen-
dent variable and the corresponding sec(¢i)'s as the inde-
pendent variable.
Figure 11 depicts the NAR log data set for most of
DOY 238 and its corresponding model curve. Imperfec-
tions in the fit indicate other physical processes (primarily
weather) that could not be modeled, but do not signifi-
cantly affect the transformation of the A/D data set. Once
the models were constructed and the transformation pa-
rameters generated, tile entire A/D data set for DOY 238
was converted to system temperature values. Because a
necessary condition for reducing radiometric data to reso-
lution figures is that the set have a constant mean, an
additional manipulation was needed.
One method of normalizing the mean of the system
temperatures would be to subtract the model value from
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Resolving capability depends on several factors: sample in-
tegration time, noise-diode temperature and switching rate
(for NARs), the bandwidth of the detected signal, and the
system temperature itself. As a result, radiometer perfor-
mance is better expressed as temperature resolution versus
integration time for a specified noise-diode temperature at
a normalized system temperature.
In order to collect the data needed for radiometer per-
formance analysis, it is necessary to fix some of the vari-
ables mentioned above. One of them, the system noise
bandwidth, is usually fixed by the hardware. Another in-
volves holding the operating temperature of the system
constant during data taking, preferably at as low a tem-
perature as possible. This is because resolution varies in-
versely with system temperature, and high system temper-
atures (such as those obtained when viewing the antenna
ambient termination) can mask the performance capabil-
ity of a sensitive radiometer. One solution is to switch the
antenna front end to a cold load constructed from a wave-
guide termination immersed in a liquid nitrogen dewar.
(Liquid helium would, of course, be even better.)
For convenience, DSN radiometer performance tests are
usually conducted using a clear sky as a source with the
antenna held steady, preferably at zenith to minimize the
path length through the atmosphere. Under ideal atmo-
spheric conditions, the sky at X-band appears as a con-
stant source radiating at approximately 8.5 K. However,
because the atmosphere contributes to the system operat-
ing temperature, and it is not constant, the system tem-
perature does not stay constant. The most significant con-
tributing factor at frequencies used by the DSN is water
vapor. Unfortunately, even a sky that appears clear may
still contain large, variable amounts of water vapor, mak-
ing this technique only suitable for short test runs at best.
To obtain a thorough picture of radiometer perfor-
mance under a wide variety of operating conditions,
system temperature data need to be collected for several
integration times and, in the case of NARs, using a vari-
ety of noise diodes. Calculating the standard deviation of
each group of measurements yields resolution as a function
of integration time and diode. Reducing all the data and
plotting yields a family of curves that can be compared to
theoretical curves.
Fortunately, the data collection process can be simpli-
fied. By operating the radiometer at the shortest integra-
tion time of interest and taking a large number of samples,
it is possible to integrate groups of samples by hand to ob-
tain data points corresponding to longer integration times.
Data sets can be normalized to any desired system tern-
perature, and performance with other noise diodes can be
inferred from comparison to theoretical curves.
In interpreting a plot of radiometer performance curves,
two things should be examined. The first, of course, is how
closely the measured values compare to the corresponding
theoretical curve. The second is not so obvious: the lo-
cation of the theoretical curve itself. This curve is not a
universal plot true of all radiometers; it is constructed for
the characteristics of that particular radiometer and the
conditions under which the data were gathered. It is en-
tirely possible for a radiometer whose performance curve
lies well above its theoretical curve to outperform a second
system whose performance nearly equals theory.
B. Parkes NAR Performance Data
It is unfortunate that only minimal time was made
available for system performance testing after the final ver-
sion of the Parkes NAR was delivered and installed on the
antenna. Immediately after encounter, the radiometer was
disassembled and returned to JPL along with the rest of
the X-band front-end equipment. As a result, inadequate
performance data were obtained.
However, the Parkes NAR was designed to be used for
spacecraft tracking as well as antenna-pointing calibration;
consequently, the NAR was operated continuously while
the station tracked Voyager 2 throughout encounter week
to provide the Voyager radio science investigators with
baseline system noise temperature data. Although this
type of data is not ideally suited for radiometer perfor-
mance measurements, a method was found to derive from
it a single performance curve for the NAR. The develop-
ment of this method and the final results are described
next.
During the Voyager encounter tracks, the Parkes NAR
was instructed to integrate samples for a period of one
second using the 0.25-K noise diode. The antenna drive
computer, already configured to digitize the NAR analog
output to support antenna pointing calibration, was repro-
grammed to receive the system temperature samples and
record them to floppy disk throughout each track.
These data sets were recorded by the Parkes computer
as raw analog-to-digital (A/D) converter values, not as
operating system noise temperatures. Unfortunately, the
proper conversion factors were not available to reconstruct
the original system temperatures and the continuity of the
data was disrupted by gaps due to tracking update activ-
ities. These factors necessitated additional steps in the
data analysis, but did not impact the accuracy of the final
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tional numeric parameter to the command allowed manual
setting of the temperature of the active noise diode.
An estimate of system linearity and NAR health could
be obtained with a command measuring the additive noise
temperature of a medium-power diode at two different sys-
tem noise temperature levels and comparing the results.
Typically, the radiometer first measured the baseline-
feedhorn system temperature in the TPR mode and then
the temperature with the medium diode turned on. Sec-
ondly, the TPR measured system temperature using the
ambient load with the highest noise diode on and then with
both the highest diode and the medium diode on. The dif-
ferences between the two measurements at each operating
point yielded a derived medium-diode temperature. The
percent difference between the two derived values was re-
ported to the operator as a measure of system linearity
(Fig. 10).
Measurement resolution for a NAR is a function of inte-
gration time, diode temperature, system temperature, and
noise bandwidth. For systems that are not gain-stable,
NAR resolution is also affected by diode modulation rate.
NAILs are gain-insensitive only when individual measure-
ment periods are short enough that the system gain does
not change appreciably during sample integration. For
short integrations, a pair of relative measurements elimi-
nates the effects of a changing baseline power level. Slow
diode modulation rates allow gain instability effects to ap-
pear and degrade resolution. High diode switching rates
cause the controller to spend most of its time on pro-
cessing overhead and very little time collecting data. In
either case, measurement resolution decreases. A diode
switching rate command provided the ability to adjust the
diode modulation rate to obtain the best results (typically
10-15 Hz for Parkes and other DSN antenna systems).
In some cases, it was desirable to manually modulate
the noise diodes or set the RF power-detector attenuator
level. A manual command allowed the operators to force
the diodes to turn on or off, or to return automatic con-
trol to the FEC. Another command allowed the operator
to override the automatic adjustment of the internal at-
tenuator and manually set an attenuation level.
An additional operating mode not normally accessed by
the operator affected operation of the RF power detector.
One of two methods of determining noise-power level with
the detector could be selected. The default mode, referred
to as the "linear" mode, used a second-order transfer func-
tion (based on original measurements of the equipment)
to create a linearized relationship over tile entire detector
operating range. This relationship was between the RF
power entering the assembly and the power reading com-
puted by the driver routines. As a result, the location of
the operating point was not critical; the internal attenua-
tor was always automatically adjusted to center the range
of measurable temperatures within the dynamic range of
the detector, and then held constant until a change in sys-
tem configuration was detected. This type of operation
was critical for TPR mode use because of the large tem-
perature difference between the ambient load calibration
source and the feedhorn source. Without it, the internal
attenuator would have to be adjusted to prevent clipping
or to maintain a constant operating point, either of which
would change calibration baselines and decrease accuracy.
The alternate RF detector operating mode, known as
the "DSN" mode, was simpler and patterned after the
method used by the DSN PPM NAR. This mode could
only be used in conjunction with NAR operation, as it
allowed the detector's internal attenuator setting to be al-
tered, erasing any calibration baseline. The DSN mode
dynamically fit a first-order equation to the detector fre-
quency response, thereby restricting power measurements
to a small, nearly linear region of the response curve. This
was done by adjusting the internal attenuator to maintain
a fixed output frequency for the diode off state prior to
each measurement. Noise power was computed by dynami-
cally fitting a first-order equation to the off measurement
frequency and the detector's internal ambient termination
rest frequency.
IV. Monitor and Control
Because the Parkes FEC was never required to be used
at a Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC), its
command format and monitor displays were not required
to follow DSN CMC/LMC interface agreements and con-
vention. Originally, the FEC was to be connected to the
PCTA; thus, to maintain compatibility, the FEC com-
mand structure and displays were designed to meet PCTA
conventions. When the decision was made not to imple-
ment the PCTA controller link, the FEC became a stand-
alone controller and was connected to the Canberra DSCC
via a modem and data link.
V. Performance
A. Discussion
Probably the most important performance statistic for
judging the quality of a radiometer is the degree to which it
can resolve changes in system operating noise temperature.
Reporting radiometer performance is not, however, as sim-
ple as quoting a measured value of temperature resolution.
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the FEC. The name "square-law" refers to the square-law
diode used by the detector to measure input signal power:
the voltage developed across the diode is proportional
(ideally) to the total power in the signal. This voltage
is translated into a TTL-level pulse train whose frequency
represents signal power; the pulse train forms the output of
the assembly. For the 1989 Voyager encounter, the pulse-
train frequency was measured using a J PL-designed digital
frequency-counter board.
Although the input power-output frequency relation-
ship of the RF detector assemblies was intended to be lin-
ear, in practice it more closely resembled a parabola than
a straight line. The Parkes NAR and the PPM employ dif-
ferent software techniques to counteract this characteristic,
both of which are discussed in the next section. Additional
methods of compensating for this and other front-end non-
linear behaviors are described elsewhere [8].
The RF detector assemblies (Fig. 3) provide two inter-
faces for controlling power measurement: an input selector
switch and an RF attenuator. The input selector switch is
a parallel TTL-controlled video switch used to select one of
up to eight signal channels for measurement. The voltage-
controlled attenuator is needed to adjust the signal level
at the diode and set the desired baseline output frequency.
Attenuation is minimized at -7 volts and increases ex-
ponentially as the control voltage approaches a limit of
+1 volt.
The voltage-to-frequency units in the detectors were de-
signed to output a frequency of 100 Hz with the detector
switched to an internal ambient termination. The maxi-
mum output frequency that could be obtained with the
Parkes unit was 13.7 kHz. As a result, the detector pro-
vided a dynamic range just exceeding the approximately
12.5 dB in input power experienced by the Parkes radiome-
ter during operation. (System temperatures ranged from a
zenith clear-weather value of 20 K to the antenna-ambient-
termination-plus-noise-diodes value of 360 K.) This char-
acteristic allowed the detector to be operated without
changes in the internal attenuator setting, once the proper
operating point was determined and the attenuator set
accordingly. As discussed in the following section, this
characteristic was crucial for maintaining a consistent
calibration baseline.
3. Operation and Calibration. Although the
Parkes radiometer is referred to as a noise-adding radiome-
ter, the term is somewhat misleading: it could be op-
erated as either a noise-adding radiometer (NAR) or as
a total-power radiometer (TPR). In the TPR mode, the
system temperature was derived from measurements of to-
tal RF power in the downconverter band. Therefore, sys-
tem temperature was measured nonintrusively, but was
subject to system gain instabilities and required periodic
recalibration on the ambient load to maintain accuracy.
In the NAR mode, system temperature was derived by
Y-factoring power measurements made with the noise
diodes modulating on and off. This mode reduced sensi-
tivity to gain changes and provided better resolution when
using larger noise diodes, but telemetry was degraded due
to the noise injected into the system.
In the NAR mode, the operator could specify which
noise diode to modulate by entering its temperature as
a parameter. The FEC did not require an exact value;
it would find the closest available diode and inform tile
operator of its choice. The FEC could also automatically
monitor the system temperature and select a diode that
would not increase the system noise temperature by more
than two percent.
In the TPR mode, noise-power measurements were con-
verted into system temperature using the fundamental re-
lationship P = GkTB. The GkB value, referred to in FEC
displays as the "system gain factor," varied with system
gain and had to be calibrated prior to using the TPR,
and periodically thereafter. The FEC performed a sys-
tem gain factor calibration operation only for the maser
channel selected. The automated sequence of events in-
volved selecting the antenna ambient termination as the
signal source for the receive chain, performing a power
measurement with the RF detector, restoring the original
configuration, and then solving for the system gain factor.
Further system temperature calculations used this value
until it was recalibrated at the request of the operator.
Adding an optional numeric parameter to the command
allowed manual setting of the system gain factor value.
Use of the NAR mode also required a calibration opera-
tion. Noise diode reference temperatures can only be mea-
sured in situ, and can vary in value as their environment
changes, so they generally are measured prior to each use.
The process of calibrating the entire noise diode set for the
selected maser channel was automated using a calibration-
transfer technique. This was done by selecting the ant elma
ambient load as the signal source, taking NAR Y-factor
data using the largest noise diode, computing diode tem-
perature from the data, selecting the feedhorn as the sig-
nal source, and measuring the sky temperature using the
newly calibrated large diode. Once the sky temperature
had been measured, each of the remaining diodes was se-
lected for calibration using the sky temperature as a ref-
erence. Once all the diodes were calibrated, the original
receive-chain signal source was restored. Adding an op-
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via coaxial cable, and used to drive a strip-chart recorder
and analog front end on the Parkes antenna computer for
pointing calibration and radio science data collection.
3. Commands. Commands for the FEC were grouped
into menus according to function. Each menu item in-
eluded the command name, a brief functional description,
and a syntactic representation of parameter types. Syntax
and range checking was enforced; individual error messages
explained how to correct command errors. Each group had
a menu and one or more corresponding status displays.
Most commands also responded to a "query," which pro-
duced a one-line status display for the associated function.
FEC menus and status displays that pertained to the ra-
diometer are shown in Figs. 4 through 9.
4. Interfaces. The FEC provided cabling inter-
faces with tile front-end equipment via IEEE 488, parallel-
transistor-transistor logic (TTL) control lines, RS-232
serial communication lines, and 50-ohm coax. The equip-
ment interfaces are described in [1].
B. Noise-Adding Radiometer
It is difficult to describe the NAR on a component level;
it can more readily be conceptualized as a function of the
FEC than as a set of components. Dedicated NAR com-
ponents included the noise diode assemblies (located on
the maser package in the aerial cabin), RF power-detector
drawer (located below the FEC in front-end control cabi-
net no. 2), and its associated frequency-counter board (lo-
cated within the FEC). These components are described
below, along with NAR operation and calibration. A de-
scription of the NAR design before it was implemented is
detailed in [6]; however, several changes have been made to
this design since the report was published. Block diagrams
of the NAR are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
1. Noise-Diode Assemblies. Two noise-diode
assemblies were recovered from the ESA Parkes front-
end system, implemented during the Voyager Uranus en-
counter in 1986. Each assembly consisted of an oven with
three diodes and a power supply. Each diode was capable
of three noise levels, depending on the value of its sup-
ply current. The diode's power supply assembly contained
three independent current sources, one per diode. Any of
the three current levels could be selected through three
relay inputs and monitored with three relay telltales. A
separate TTL-level input for each diode provided instant
switching of the supply current, allowing rapid diode mod-
ulation.
Tile relay inputs, telltales, and modulation-drive signals
were designed to be monitored and controlled by a PPM
through a PPM NAR controller assembly. But, in this
case, the PPM controller was functionally replaced by the
FEC, which controlled the noise diodes with an HP 3488A
switch/control unit (SCU). This unit was a rack-mounted
programmable device that used removable interface cards
to monitor and control various functions. Communication
with the SCU was provided by an IEEE-488 GP-IB stan-
dard bus that connected the FEC with equipment in the
trailer and the aerial cabin.
Two SCU bidirectional digital I/O interface cards were
used by the NAR to drive the noise diode power supply
relays and to sense tile relay tell-tales. Each card pro-
vided sixteen channels programmed for eight bits input
and eight bits output. Although there are potentially nine
inputs and nine outputs for each noise diode assembly,
only seven diode temperatures were standard on the units:
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 50 K. Each card provided indepen-
dent closed-loop diode selection for one of the two maser
channels.
Because diode modulation requires precisely coordi-
nated switching that the SCU cannot provide when us-
ing a remote, shared GP-IB, the SCU was not used for
this purpose. A single modulation signal was transmitted
separately from the trailer on a coaxial cable and used to
modulate all six diodes simultaneously. And because the
project requirements for the NAR were limited to pretrack
calibration support, no attempts were made to provide
the multiple-diode selection and independent modulation
schemes sometimes desired for radio science applications.
Noise output was injected through a waveguide cou-
pler between the feedhorn/ambient load switches and the
maser input flanges. The maser input flange served as
the reference point for calculating system temperatures.
The actual power measurements were made at the PCTA
telemetry receiver input in the equipment trailer.
2. RF Power-Detector Assembly. The Parkes
NAR RF power-detector assembly was a borrowed PPM
8.4-GHz (X-band) prototype square-law detector [7]. Orig-
inally, as described in [6], plans were made to use digital
signal-processing techniques to develop an alternative to
the PPM detector (the digital power meter). This choice
was motivated by the poor linearity of the PPM device,
which results in inaccurate measurements. Because of bud-
getary constraints, however, the RF power detector was
incorporated into the Parkes radiometer design instead.
In typical DSN use, the RF detector is part of a PPM
operated by a PPM NAR controller [4]. However, for
the Parkes implementation, the detector was operated by
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to minimize conflicts in requirements through efficient soft-
ware design, but some trade-off in performance was nec-
essary. Project requirements that limited the design in-
cluded the need to use existing PPM components to save
time and reduce cost and the need to time-share hardware
and software with other front-end functions.
III. FEC/NAR System Description
The Parkes tracking station (designated DSS 49) was
configured for the Voyager Neptune encounter as a two-
channel X-band receive-only system, using two cryogenic
maser amplifiers. The front-end package, which contained
both masers and the microwave feed, was positioned at the
prime feed focus in the antenna's aerial cabin. The NAR
noise-diode assemblies and support equipment were part
of the front-end package. The Voyager telemetry receiver
and associated signal-processing equipment were located
in a double-wide trailer just outside the antenna pedestal.
The associated FEC equipment was divided between these
two locations (see Fig. 1) [2].
A. Front-End Controller
1. Description. The FEC consisted of a nmltibus
computer providing a card cage, power supply, and en-
closure with slides. It monitored and controlled the mi-
crowave electronics in the antenna front end and provided
for two modes of radiometer operation: total-power and
noise-adding. A block diagram of the FEC is shown in
Fig. 2.
The FEC central processing unit (CPU) was a
Multibus-based Intel 8086 single-board computer contain-
ing GP-IB and digital-to-analog (D/A) converter piggy-
back cards. FEC support boards included two ROM
boards, a RAM board, a four-port serial communications
board, a 3- by 24-bit parallel communications board, and
a JPL-built pulse-train frequency counter board. Most of
the hardware interfaces for NAR operation used ports on
input/output (I/O) boards shared with other FEC func-
tions. The only additional hardware added to the FEC
for NAR operation was the D/A converter card and the
pulse-train frequency counter hoard. Monitor and control
signals for the NAR shared the same communications net-
work used by other FEC functions.
The FEC D/A converter provided two analog signals
for NAR operation, the control signal for the RF power-
detector drawer (RF detector) internal attenuator and the
analog system temperature output. A channel on the par-
allel I/O board provided 16 bits for the RF detector in-
put channel select and confirmation telltales as well as tile
diode modulation drive output. Noise diode selection and
confirmation was performed via an IEEE-488 GP-IB in-
terface to an HP 3488A switch/control unit located in the
aerial cabin.
The pulse-train frequency counter board, a standard
PPM design, provided an integrate-and-dump means of
measuring the output frequency of the RF detector drawer
(which is a function of input power). Once instructed to
begin a measurement, the board operated unattended, in-
terrupting the CPU when data collection was completed.
By counting input pulses and system clock ticks simulta-
neously, the board allowed the FEC to collect both timing
and RF power data. Dividing the number of input pulses
by measurement duration yielded average frequency, which
was then further processed to yield input power and sys-
tem temperature, as will be discussed further in Section B.
2. Operation. The FEC was controlled through three
CRT terminals, each able to issue commands and receive
displays. The "local" terminal was located in one of the
front-end control racks in the trailer and was used for front-
end maintenance and testing. It also was used exclusively
for operation of the NAR during spacecraft tracking. The
"remote" terminal was located in the antenna control room
on the third floor of the antenna pedestal and was used
by Parkas personnel to operate the NAR in support of
antenna calibration and X-band radio astronomy observa-
tions. The "data link" terminal was located in the control
room at the Canberra Deep Space Communications Ceu-
ter (CDSCC) and was used to monitor front-end health
and status via modem during pre-encounter periods when
the antenna was not being operated by station personnel.
All three of these terminals were able to send commands
and monitor front-end status at any time, but only one
terminal at a time functioned as the master terminal, pos-
sessing the ability to lock the front-end configuration for
security during actual tracking operations. Tile master
terminal was selected via a switch on the front of the FEC
chassis. All data, commands, and information graphics
could be printed on a local printer.
Radiometer data were made available by CRT displays,
printouts, and via a time-varying analog signal. The dis-
play information (which could be suppressed to prevent
interference with other FEC commands) was copied to
all three terminals for simultaneous display. Printouts
of these displays were made by connecting a printer to
the CRT. The analog output, available at the FEC back
panel, represented system temperature values as voltage
levels. This signal was updated with each temperature
sample computed, transmitted to the pedestal third floor
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(2) Measure system operating noise temperatures using
the Y-factor technique through the automated wave-
guide switches, quartz thermometer, dual traveling-
wave maser (TWM) control assembly, and power
meter.
(3) Measure gain versus frequency of the TWMs, with
storage, retrieval, and display.
(4) Perform remote-controlled, noise-adding radiometer
functions through automation of the noise diodes
and the RF detector power meter during antenna
calibration. Functions included returning a time-
varying analog signal, representing operating noise
temperature, and periodic calibration of the noise
diodes.
(5) Chart performance history, provide status updates,
and generate alarm messages for the closed-cycle
refrigerator/compressor monitor system [3].
(6) Monitor alarms for the downconverters, monitor re-
ceiver, and test signal upconverter, including power
supplies, local oscillator power levels, timing, and
phase-lock conditions.
The overall functions and components of the Parkes
FEC are described in [1], which details the front-end sys-
tem design before it was implemented. This article will fo-
cus primarily on the noise-adding radiometer (NAR) func-
tion of the FEC, since adding this capability comprised a
major design effort during FEC development.
Typically, NARs at DSN tracking stations are imple-
mented in the form of a precision power monitor (PPM)
assembly [4]. But in the case of the Parkes antenna, a
PPM was not installed for the Neptune encounter because
of budgetary constraints. Instead, a new NAR design was
developed as part of the new Parkes front-end controller.
The NAR met all requirements (see Table 1) and func-
tioned without difficulty during the Voyager Neptune en-
counter. The FEC/NAR equipment was removed from the
Parkes antenna on October 2, 1989 and returned to JPL.
II. NAR Requirements
As was mentioned, one of tile functions performed by
tile Parkes FEC was radiometric measurement of the oper-
ating noise temperature of the receiving systems. System
noise temperature data are needed for RF feed focusing,
collection of pointing data, and measurement of baseline
atmospheric effects. All radiometers determine noise tem-
perature by comparing receiver noise level against a cali-
brated noise source. The radiometer most commonly used
in the DSN is referred to as a noise-adding radiometer be-
cause it periodically adds calibrated noise to the signal
during the measurement process [5].
Requirements for the Parkes NAR originated from the
need to calibrate the pointing and focus of the antenna af-
ter the new front-end package was installed. This type of
calibration is performed by pointing the antenna at extra-
galactic radio sources, quasi-stellar objects that radiate at
radio frequencies. The resulting increase in receiver noise
level caused by these radio sources appears as a rise in
noise temperature that is detected and measured by tile
radiometer. Optimum antenna focus and pointing calibra-
tion is achieved by varying equipment positions and other
parameters in the aerial cabin, RF package, and feedhorn
until a peak in system noise temperature is obtained.
During pointing calibration, the telescope makes two
orthogonal sweeps across the catalog coordinates of a star,
digitizing and recording the system temperature as a func-
tion of position. The antenna system computer derives a
Gaussian curve from each sweep, then mathematically con-
structs a model that fits these Gaussian curves to previ-
ously cataloged information on the flux and position of the
star. The difference between the cataloged values and the
center of the sweep is the pointing error. The procedure is
repeated for several combinations of azimuth and elevation
angles to model and systematically eliminate these point-
ing errors. Itowever, these pointing curves are distorted
somewhat by poor gain stability in the receiving system
and also by insufficient NAR sample resolution. The sta-
bility requirement for the Parkes NAR was 0.1 K during
the sampling time (corresponding to a gain stability of
0.02 dB) and the resolution requirement was 0.01 K for
returned samples.
Ideally, the computers that control the pointing and fo-
cusing of tile Parkes antenna would receive a continuous,
instantaneous feedback of system temperature with infi-
nite resolution. In practice, each measurement is limited
in resolution and requires some minimum amount of inte-
gration time before a suitable system temperature sample
can be produced. The Parkes NAR was required to return
samples at a rate of 10 per second or faster, with 20 sam-
pies per second desired. These temperature samples were
to be supplied as time-varying analog voltages sent to the
control room through coaxial cable.
Other constraints limited design options for the Parkes
NAR. Since radiometer sample resolution, sampling rate,
system temperature, noise-diode selection, and system
hardware characteristics are not independent parameters,
they could not be designed as such. Attempts were made
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A new front-end controller (FEC) was installed on the 64-m antenna in Parkes,
Australia, to support the 1989 Voyager 2 Neptune encounter. The FEC was added
to automate operation of the front-end microwave hardware as part of the Deep
Space Network's Parkes-Canberra Telemetry Array. Much of the front-end hard-
ware was refurbished and reimplemented from a front-end system installed in 1985
by the European Space Agency for the Uranus encounter; however, the FEC and its
associated noise-adding radiometer (NAR) were new JPL designs. Project require-
ments and other factors led to the development of capabilities not found in standard
DSN controllers and radiometers. The Parkes FEC/NAR performed satisfactorily
throughout the Neptune encounter and was removed in October 1989.
I. Introduction
The 64-meter Parkes Antenna of the Australian Tele-
scope National Facility (or the Parkes antenna) was tem-
porarily used to enhance X-band (8.42 GIIz) receiving ca-
pability from the Voyager spacecraft during the Neptune
encounter in 1989. The Parkes antenna formed part of
the DSN Parkes-Canberra Telemetry Array (PCTA) and
was outfitted with DSN-compatible hardware, including a
microwave front end, telemetry receiver, data recorders,
and radio science equipment. Much of the hardware was
refurbished and reimplemented from the front-end sys-
tem developed by the European Space Agency (ESA)
for the Uranus encounter in 1986; however, the previ-
ous front-end monitor and control system was replaced
with a new JPL design. (For an overall description of
the design and installation of the front-end system, see
[1,2].) A block diagram of the front-end system is shown
in Fig. 1.
The Parkes front-end controller (FEC) centralized and
automated the monitoring and control of the front-end sys-
tem, tying together equipment located in a NASA trailer
next to the antenna with hardware located in the ante.nna's
aerial cabin. A block diagram of the FEC is shown in
Fig. 2.
The primary tasks performed by the FEC were to
(1) Monitor and control the antenna waveguide switches
and the polarizer drive assembly using a remote
switch/control unit and telltale monitoring.
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Fig. 9. A raw playback Image of Triton received by the VGTA on day-of-year 239 (1989) at 03:59 UT. Data rate
= 21.6 kbps; SSNR ---- 4.2 dB; BER = 5.4 x 10 "5.
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Fig. 8. The Triton image shown in Fig. 7 after de-spike processing.
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Fig. 7. A raw playback Image of Triton, received by the VGTA on day-ol-year 239 (1989) at 01:37 UT. Data rate
= 21.6 kbps; SSNR = 3.4 dB; BER -- 1.7 × 10 `4 .
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Fig. 6. A Neptune Image received by the VGTA on day-of-year 236 (1989) at 04:06 UT. Reed-
Solomon coding; data rate = 21.6 kbps; SSNR ----4.4 dB; BER -----3.7 × 10-5.
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Fig. 3. Voyager data reception by VGTA and PCTA, day*of-year 228 (1989): (a) Reed-Solomon error-correction count,
and (b) symbol SNR.
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Table4.VGTAbit-error-rateperformance
Nominal mldp_ conditions
Data rate 7.2 kbps 14.4 kbps 21.6 kbps
SSNR _6 dB ,,,5 dB ,-_3 dB
Real-time combining BER performance under nominal mldpass conditions
NDPP/MRT a (BER anomaly) 10 -5 2(10-5)/2(10-4) c 2 x 10 -4
CDT/NET b (gap compensation) << 10 -5 2 x 10 -5 3 x 10 -4
>_DOY 165 (timing fix) N/A << 10 -5 2 x 10 -5
Symbol-streazn combining (non-real-time) BER performance under nominal mldpass conditions
MRT a (BER anomaly) << 10 -5 N/A N/A
CDT/NET b (gap compensation) N/A 3 x 10 -s 5 x 10 -4
_>DOY 165 (timing fix) N/A N/A N/A
NDPP/MRT = Neptune Dual Processor Program (Test)/Mission Readiness Tests.
b GDT/NET = Configuration Demonstration Test/Near Encounter Test.
c Greater than GDSCC stand-alone value during NDPP test; the MRT value is higher because
of lower SNR.
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Table 2. Gapped bll error rates _
Reed-Solomon (R-S) Coded Performance
Condition Array SSNR R-S BER
VLA SNR a_ GDSCC SNR 0.0 dB _: 1 x 10 -5
VLA SNR > GDSCC SNR +0.5 dB ,_7 1 x 10 -5
Convolutional Coded Performance
Condition Array SSNR MCD b BER
VLA SNR ,t: GDSCC SNR
VLA SNR = GDSCC SNR
VLA SNR :_, GDSCC SNR
VLA Stand-alone
0.0 dB < 5 × 10 -3
+1.5 < 5 x 10 -5
+0.5 dB < 5 × 10 -3
+3.0 c < 5 x 10 -5
> 0 dB c < 2.5% of GDSCC
> 0dB <1.5 × 10 -2
a VGTA System Requirements and Design, Table C-l, Document 1220-2 (internal document),
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, September 15, 1987.
b Maximurn-Likelihood Convolutional Decoder.
c Domain of BER anomaly.
Table 3. Midpasa SSNR performance •
SSNR, dB
Date
Actual Design Actual DesignSite Site
Performance Performance Performance Performance
DOY 239 GDSCC 0.1 -0.9 CDSCC 0.7 -0.2
VLA 2.3 1.0 Parkes -3.7 -4.0
VGTA 4.2 2.8 PCTA 1.8 1.3
DOY 240 GDSCC 0.3 -0.9 CDSCC 2.25 1.5
VLA 2.1 1.0 Parkes -2.0 -2.3
VGTA 4.1 2.8 PCTA 3.35 3.0
aThe data rate was 21.6 kbps, except for the CDSCC, Parkes, and the PCTA on DOY 240, when it was 14.4 kbps.
The GDSCC and CDSCC used 70-m + 34-m HEF antennas.
1t0
Table1.Twenlyyearsoflelemelryarraying
Mission Date a
Location
Antenna
of
types
antennas
Combiners ¢
Pioneer 8 1970
Mariner Venus-Mercury
(Mercury) Sept. '74
Voyager 1
(Jupiter) Mar. '79
Voyager 2
(Jupiter) Jul. '79
Pioneer 11
(Saturn) Sep. '79
Voyager 1
(Saturn) Aug. '80
Voyager 2
(Saturn) Aug. '81
International Cometary
Explorer (Giacobini-Zinner) Sep. '85
Voyager 2
(Uranus) Jan. '86
Voyager 2
(Neptune) Aug. '89
Spain 26-m + 26-m
U,S. 64-m + 2 (26-m)
U.S. 64-m -{- 34-m
U.S. 64-m T 34-m
U.S. 64-m T 34-m
All DSCCs 64-m + 34-m
All DSCCs 64-m + 34-m
All DSCCs 64-m + 34-m b
Spain/U.S. 64-m + 64-m
Australia/Usuda 64-m + 64-m
Spain 64-m + 34-m
U.S. 64-m + 2 (34-m)
Australia 64-m + 2 (34-m_
+ Parkes 64-m
Spain 70-m + 2 (34-m)
U.S. 70-m + 2 (34-m)
+ VLA 27 (25-m)
Australia 70-m + 2 (34-m)
+ Parkes 64-m
Passive BB
R&D BB
RTC
RTC
RTC
RTC
RTC
Passive BB
SSRC R&D
SSRC R&D
RTC/BBA
RTC/BBA
RTC/BBA
+ LBC
+ SSRC R&D
RTC/BBA
RTC/BBA
+ VLBC
+ SSRC
RTC/BBA
+ LBC
+ SSRC
a Listing of month and year indicates encounter period.
b The Spain and U.S. 64-m antennas a/so combined dua| channels with passive BB.
¢BB = Baseband (symbol-modulated subcarrier).
LBC = Long Baseline Combiner (baseband at ,,_300 kin).
RTC = ReM-Time Combiner, first version (baseband at ,,,30 kin).
RTC/BBA = Operational RTC--part of BBA (Baseband Assembly).
SSRC = Symbol-Streaxn Recording and Combining (non-real time).
VLBC = Very Long Baseline Combiner (baseband at ,_1,000 kin).
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C. Bit-Error.Rate Performance
Table 4 lists the bit-error-rate performance for the
VGTA under several typical conditions and as a function
of time as the system was optimized. (The successive im-
provements were described under the "VGTA Test and
Operations" section.) The domain 36 of the anomalous
BER is noted in Table 2, which summarizes the design
expectation. Final performance met or exceeded the ex-
pectation in all respects. 37
The symbol-stream performance was initially equiva-
lent to that achieved with the gap power-level compensa-
tion of the real-time system. The implication here was that
the symbol-combiner-to-decoder interface level was more
gap-tolerant than the equivalent real-time path, where the
demodulator-synchronizer intervened. Performance of the
symbol-stream mode was expected to be improved at high
data rates with the VLA timing fix, as was the real-time
data mode. Once the encounter period began, the real-
time reliability was so high that no playbacks were fully
processed. Data for this period are indicated "N/A" in
Table 4.
time image of Neptune received about midpass on the day
before encounter. As expected with the full Reed-Solomon
coding, the image is error-free. The convolutional bit error
rate of 3.7 x 10 -5 at the time of the image is somewhat
greater than the 2 x 10 -5 average value of Table 4. It is
well within the typical variance of the decoding process.
Figure 7 is a raw playback image of Triton, taken early
in the encounter pass and played back two days later,
where the elevation angle effects at Goldstone, together
with the VLA data gap, are degrading the bit error rate to
1.7 x 10 -4. In the original glossy photograph, perhaps two
dozen errors are seen in the dark part of the field. Figure 8
is the same image after "de-spike" processing, a smooth-
ing algorithm used in the Multimission Image Processing
System. No hits are visible, and the apparent resolution
is undegraded. These two figures show that tile system
performed in the worst-case mode (convolutional coding
only) with minimal visual bit-error impact. Comparable
images taken before the fixes indicated in Table 4 show
considerable visual degradation. And finally, Fig. 9, show-
ing a segment of Triton, is again a raw playback image,
taken at about midpass. A few hits are visible.
PCTA bit-error-rate performance was statistically
equivalent to the prevailing bit SNR (SSNR + 3 dB) and
therefore was not monitored in detail, other than through
the routine operation of the Voyager Project correction
count plotters (Figs. 2 and 3).
D. Imaging
Figures 6 through 9 illustrate the final performance of
the VGTA at 21.6 kbps, the most sensitive rate, both in
margin and format. Figure 6 is the fully encoded real-
3s High data rates and SNI:_, with significant VLA contribution.
3rS. Howard, "GDSE Final Test Report for the Near Encounter Teat
(NET): Final Evaluation of Interagency Array Support," JPL IOM
Voyager-GDSE-89-033 (internal document}, Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory, Pasadena, California, July 27, 1989.
VII. Conclusion
The successful implementation and operation of the in-
teragency telemetry arrays permitted Voyager 2 spacecraft
operation at 21.6 kbps for the full view period when Voy-
ager was over Goldstone and Canberra, with the usual
DSN 90-percent weather confidence (approximately 2 dB
margin) as well as weather diversity for more catastrophic
conditions, at all data rates. Together with tile expan-
sion of the 64-m antennas to 70 meters, interagency ar-
raying doubled the science-data return from the Voyager-
Neptune encounter.
It was further demonstrated that, for a special ¢_vent,
the resources of diverse agencies could be melded success-
fully and with high operational reliability.
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link indicated losses of 0.1 dB or less, within the absolute
uncertainty of the estimators. Observations of Voyager
made at the VLA (independent of telemetry performance)
during the early test phase would corroborate a stronger
Voyager signal than predicted.
Subtracting this inferred 0.5 dB from the average
Parkes residual of 40.3 dB suggests a shortfall in Parkes
G/T of 0.2 dB, which is consistent with a reported typical
system temperature of 23.5 K versus the design value of
22 K. 33 The reported antenna gain of 71.6 dBi at a 45-
degree elevation angle is consistent with the baseline de-
sign value of 71.2 dBi at the Voyager elevation angle.
Similar reasoning suggests G/T actuals of +0.3 dB for
CDSCC (70-m antenna + 34-m HEF antenna) and of
+0.6 dB for GDSCC, as compared with the respective de-
sign values, a4'35 These deltas are partially explained by
the known pessimism in tile gain values for the 34-m ttEF
antennas in the referenced documents. A further consid-
eration in this analysis may be differing star-calibration
references used by the VLA and the DSN.
The typical indicated combining loss was 0.2 dB, which
was the design goal but which was subject to the uncer-
tainty of three simultaneous estimators. Losses of 0.1 dB
or less were observed under closely controlled preshipment
tests at JPL.
B. Weather Diversity
Tile estimated SSNR of tile combined signal at each
complex was made available in real time to the Voyager
Project, where it was plotted in conjunction with the
bit error count as derived from the Reed-Solomon error-
correction process (see Figs. 2 and 3). Tile bit error rate
call be approximated by dividing tile count by the bit rate
times 48, the averaging time in seconds.
One of the virtues of arraying geographically separated
sites is the protection offered against iuclement weather.
Figure 2 shows tile performance for DOY 222 for most
of the U.S. and Australian viewing period. The pass be-
gan with severe weather-caused degradation at Goldstone,
such that for approximately two hours the VLA stand-
alone signal was processed at the data rate of 14.4 kbps.
The saturated correction count in that period reflects the
33 PCTA System Requirements and Design, Update.for Neptune En-
counter, Document 1200-2A (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 15, 1988.
34 Ibid. [Reference is to entire document.]
35 VGTA System Requirements and Design, Document 1220-2 (inter-
hal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 15, 1987.
1.5 x l0 -2 error rate of the gapped VLA data stream. As
this signal format was fully coded, no data degradation
was suffered. The full array of VLA + 70-m antenna +
34-m antenna was resumed for most of the pass after the
weather cleared.
Shortly before the handover to Australia, the space-
craft sequenced to a data rate of 21.6 kbps, with expected
PCTA performance. About three hours later, rain at Tid-
binbilla took the system below the SSNR threshold of 0 dB,
yielding uncorrected bit errors in the playback data as well
as exceeding the Reed-Solomon error-correction threshold.
Unfortunately, the Parkes contribution was insufficient to
maintain adequate margin.
A few days later, as shown in Fig. 3, margins were
maintained throughout, despite very severe weather at the
VLA. The rise of correction rates at both ends of the Gold-
stone pass reflects the effect of the low elevation angle on
the Goldstone SNR during the VLA data gaps in the man-
ner expected. The SSNR shows a higher short-term vari-
ance than appears in Fig. 2, owing to the shorter inte-
gration times of the estimates. Figure 4 repeats the first
half of Fig. 3(b), showing in more detail the constituent
SSNRs. With a threshold of 0 dB, the Goldstone array
(bottom trace) could have supported reception alone for
about three hours (during midpass). On the other hand,
the VLA alone would have supported real-time imaging for
all but about one hour, although the unprotected playback
data would have been severely impacted. With Goldstone
and the VLA working together, support was 100 percent
throughout, as evidenced by tile low correction count of
Fig. 3(a).
Figure 4 is taken from plotted data generated at Gold-
stone in real time. To provide visibility into the arraying
operation, such plotting capability was implemented for
each combining site. Four-color plots were generated, in-
dicating tile estimated SSNR of each complex and of the
combined data stream, as well as the computed ideal sum
of individual streams. Because the plots were updated sev-
eral times per minute, they provided operations personnel
with an immediate visual indication of the arraying oper-
ations' status. They also served, as indicated by Fig. 4, as
an efficient means of after-the-fact engineering analysis.
Finally, Fig. 5 plots the VGTA performance on en-
counter day, with the several data rate changes. Weather
and performance were fiawless. By comparing the several
traces, it was readily possible to distinguish between site
anomalies and spacecraft maneuvers, which occurred at
about 05:40 and 06:20 hours UT (Earth receive time).
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bit too late. The 280 psec or so of full noise, but no co-
herent VLA signal, was being bridged at the lower rates,
but not at 14.4 kbps and higher. As was the case with
the dropouts (discussed above), this had been a negligible
SNR effect for astronomy. The NRAO proposed a succinct
plan to fix the problem, complete with fallback plans to be
used in the event of an unforeseen problem. By mid-June,
with the fix, 3° the 21.6-kbps BER was as modeled. The
playback errors would be minimal, as initially expected!
As noted above, VLA and DSN operations personnel
had been heavily involved in the final stages of implemen-
tation and testing. Operations staffing consisted of two
dedicated DSN personnel at each site, in addition to shift
operators, all of whom were experienced in VGTA opera-
tions prior to the encounter phase. During critical opera-
tions, supporting specialists were available at the VLA and
at Goldstone on short notice. Operations planning and
other considerations, including intersite voice and predict
transmission, are discussed elsewhere. 31
From January through May 1989, a number of mission-
readiness tests were performed to check the overall system
preparation and the operating procedures. These tests also
constituted the final training opportunities for the opera-
tions personnel in all their areas of responsibility, includ-
ing items such as preparing the configuration files that
controlled the VLA, monitoring the VLA performance,
maintaining the operational status of the JPL equipment,
transmitting data to Goldstone for combining, and mak-
ing backup recordings of the data stream. These tests
were successful and led naturally to delivery of the first
committed Voyager data late in the spring of 1989.
A tribute to the thoroughness of the system testing is
that it uncovered shortcomings early enough to enable cor-
rective actions far enough ahead of the critical tracking
periods to provide the confidence and the assurance that
the data reception during encounter would be successful.
Vl. Telemetry Performance
Three fundamental measures of performance used to
characterize the arrays were
(1) front-end G/T, referenced to known radio sources
(2) symbol signal-to-noise ratio (SSNR)
so A simple wiring change at each antenna.
3z Operations Planning far the VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Array, Doc-
ument 1220-8 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, October 1988.
(3) convolutional decoding bit error rate, measured as
the error-correction rate in the Reed-Solomon de-
coding process
Two other measures were the estimation of the carrier-
to-noise-density ratio and of the bit signal-to-noise ratio.
These estimations were considered secondary, especially in
the VGTA case, wherein the gapped signal caused errors
of as much as one dB and more.
The front-end G/T was discussed in Section III; tlle fol-
lowing paragraphs summarize the telemetry performance.
A. SSNR Performance
The first function of the symbol-stream recorders (see
Fig. 1) at each site was baseband demodulation to detect
symbols for recording. The demodulators also measured
SSNR by means of "split-symbol moment estimation." In
addition to serving the recording function, these demod-
ulators thus provided the primary real-time performance
data type. Similar units were a part of the standard pro-
cessing stream and therefore provided a measure of the
combined SSNR. The accuracy of the estimates was de-
rived from calibration (at CTA 21) against the symbol
error rate of a known sequence. With averaging, this ac-
curacy, over the range of interest, was 0.1 to 0.2 dB. Ta-
ble 3 presents typical performance at midpass for both ar-
rays on two different days of the year (DOY) in 1989. As
indicated, both arrays typically employed the 34-m high-
efficiency (tlEF) antennas at each DSCC; they occasion-
ally included the 34-m standards, whose contribution was
normally not required.
The VLA's observed performance typically exceeded
that set out in the baseline design s-_ by the factor of
26 (available antennas)] = 0.7 dB
which, subtracted from the average residual in Table 3
of -t-1.2 dB, yields an inferred positive residual of 0.5 dB
for the received Voyager signal, assuming that the pointing
loss, combining loss, and receiver losses were nominal: 0.2,
0.1, and 0.4 dB, respectively. Calibrations of the intersite
32 VGTA System Requirements and Design, Docuraent 1220-2 (inter-
hal document), .let Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 15, 1987.
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Solomon error-correction threshold as regards the partially
gapped data stream. The model and simulations were
verified.2S
After months of intensive strip-chart and triggered
scope monitoring of the VLA signal output and of the
detected carrier, the cause of the dominant dropout was
diagnosed and fixed in September 1988 by a single charac-
ter correction in the operating-system code. A number of
other, smaller spikes and keyboard-induced anomalies con-
tinued and were gradually abated before committed Voy-
ager operations began.
Installation of the majority of the JPL equipment at
the VLA and at Goldstone occurred in 1988. As each
of the major assemblies was completed, it was subjected
to system testing in the engineering lab and the CTA 21
test facility before being shipped to its final destination
for integration and on-site system testing, as outlined in
the VGTA System Test Requirements document. 26 These
tests included validation of most of the functions that had
been exercised in the monthly test periods at the VLA,
as well as validation of the complete Goldstone arraying
configuration.
Monthly tests done late in 1988 continued with a va-
riety of goals. Training of DSN operations personnel be-
gan, and procedures were developed for use during the
encounter period. Software features of the new VLA com-
puter system, including system status displays designed
specifically for JPL use, 27 were iterated monthly. Observa-
tions of the spacecraft were made on a regular basis. Tests
frequently involved varying tile number of active antennas
being combined so that typical encounter SNRs could be
simulated with the prevailing data rate and understand-
ing of the system throughput could be confirmed. Tests
of radio-frequency interference caused by J PL equipment,
particularly the satellite transmitter that shipped data to
Goldstone, were made to determine the level of caution
that was needed during normal astronomical observing.
As 1989 began, there were still unfinished VLA soft-
ware tasks and several continuing anomalies. As planned
in 1987, a suite of tests was developed and performed on a
25S. Howard, Evaluation o] VLA-Goldstone Telemetry Array Per-
formance During the NDPP Test, 1988, Document D-6112 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
December 17, 1988.
26 VGTA System Test Requirements, Document 1220-6 (internal doc-
ument), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Novem-
ber 1, 1987.
27 VGTA System Requirements and Design, Document 1220-2 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 15, 1987.
monthly basis; these tests followed the regular VLA soft-
ware updates. Since freezing the VLA system for nine
months was an unacceptable option, this set of tests served
to verify that performance was proper in all items relevant
to Voyager tracking. Relatively minor software changes
were made for JPL purposes, in addition to other changes
for astronomical use prior to the three-month software
freeze for the encounter period.
One of the most significant continuing problems was
the "anomalous BER, ''2s which occurred at high SNRs
and had convolutional bit error rates (BERs) an order of
magnitude or two higher than the model and early sim-
ulations would indicate. 29 As noted above, this would
not degrade the Reed-Solomon threshold significantly, but
the playback portion of the 21.6-kbps frame would be hit
with more errors than expected. Immediately following
the NDPP test, Voyager analysts made the discovery that
all the errors were occurring during a gap--furthermore,
at the end of the gap. Because the early simulations were
performed at somewhat lower SNRs, which were nearer
the system design point, it was not clear whether or not
the problem might have been overlooked in the simula-
tions. Consequently, while the system was being otherwise
finalized, simulations were renewed at both CTA 21 and
Goldstone, concentrating on the effect of the drop in total
power level (as well as in SNR), during the gap, upon the
DSN telemetry string.
By early 1989, a gap-triggered gain changer (gap power-
level compensator), located between the baseband com-
biner and the decoder, was producing ideal performance at
7.2 kbps--again, the highest currently available rate. The
opportunity to check performance at 14.4 and 21.6 kbps
was awaited with high expectations as the encounter phase
approached. But, alas, the compensation was not very
effective at rates above 9.6 kbps. The system would
fully meet requirements in the predominant Reed-Solomon
mode, while the _Ihybacks, although not meeting full ex-
pectation, would be processable and scientifically useful.
Final acceptance of the VGTA system was based upon suc-
cessful tracking of the Voyager 2 spacecraft., combining of
the baseband and symbol-stream data at Goldstone, and
delivery of the data to the _%yager Project, thus demon-
strating that performance was within specifications.
Continued vigilance with the strip-chart recorder paid
off spectacularly in May. One small oddity led to the real-
ization of a timing problem immediately following the gap.
The antenna phase switchers were being turned back on a
2s First noted during the NDPP test at 14.4 kbps.
29 S. Howard, op cit.
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Because of the high reliability requirements imposed on
the equipment, redundant recording channels were imple-
mented at all four sites. The option to record both the
local and remote signals at Goldstone and at Canberra
was designed into the assemblies. The ability to play back
and combine existed at all sites, thus permitting self-test
at each site as well as operational combining at Goldstone
and at Canberra. This test feature was used extensively
during test and training periods.
To record symbols, standard DSN demodulator-
synchronizer assemblies were incorporated into the de-
sign so as to remove the subcarrier. This also provided
the ability to make symbol SNR estimates at the VLA
and at Parkes as well as estimates of the baseband com-
biner inputs and output, which gave a measure of the real-
time system performance. To assure valid recordings, the
symbol-stream equipment also made SNR estimations dur-
ing recording, as well as upon playback and combining.
While limited system test time did not permit resolu-
tion of some operability problems, bit-error-rate perfor-
mance met expectations (see Section VI). Very little oper-
ational experience was gained, as the excellent reliability of
the real-time system obviated the need (and hence the op-
portunity) to exercise fully the backup system during the
encounter phase. In any case, tile benefits and advantages
of symbol-stream recording were well demonstrated.
V. VGTA Test and Operations
Monthly tests were performed at the VLA from mid-
1985 through mid-1989. As described earlier, these tests
concentrated on radio-frequency performance and array
phasing in the period from 1985 through 1987. Late in
1987, these tests began to include more examination of the
VLA back-end system and the DSN telemetry equipment.
The term "back end" refers generally to the central control
room electronics (intermediate-frequency channels, corre-
iator, summers) and the on-line computer system (antenna
control, autophasing, monitoring).
Following tile Voyager-Uranus encounter in 1986, some
of the Parkes arraying equipment was temporarily installed
at the VLA, together with a DSN convolutional decoder
and recording equipment, to get a sample of the "real"
data gap to confirm the simulations described earlier. By
late spring of 1987, recordings were made of the decoded
Voyager data stream at 7.2 kbps, the highest rate available
during the cruise phase. These recordings were returned
to the Voyager Project for analysis. Since intersite com-
munications and Goldstone combining were not available
at that time, the stand-alone data stream was evaluated
because it was the best available first look at the true gap
effect. Results were comparable to the modeled 1.5 × 10 -_
error rate. The first look at combined data and at the
encounter data transmitted at rates of 14.4 and 21.6 kbps
would await the Voyager Neptune Dual Processor Program
(NDPP) tests.
Late in 1987, as part of an ongoing NRAO activity,
the VLA on-line computer system was upgraded. The
new computers, which were faster and had more mem-
ory, provided more flexibility and power in a variety of
tasks for controlling and gathering data from the array.
They also had none of the crashes that were common to
the old computers, which had significant communication
problems among a number of processing units. However,
as with any new system, there were significant hurdles to
be overcome. Much of the test time during the first half
of 1988 was devoted to finding bugs in the system and
checking new features that had been added.
Perhaps the most significant bug encountered was tile
signal "dropout," first observed in December 1987 with tile
new telemetry receiver and the new on-line system. These
outages showed a variety of characteristics, but typically
lasted on the order of one second. The typical occurrence
rate was every 10 to 15 minutes. Although such glitches
are tolerable for radio astronomers since they cause only
a slight degradation in SNR, they would cause large gaps
in telemetry streams.
Before the operating-system bug causing these drop-
outs was found, tile Voyager NDPP tests were supported
at the VLA in July 1988. These tests involved five Voy-
ager tracks in which both tile VLA and Goldstone par-
ticipated, both to support checkout of the spacecraft en-
counter mode and to perform a preliminary evaluation of
the VLA-Goidstone array. Although the dropouts were
a major embarrassment during the NDPP test, the test
objectives were met by minimizing the number of tasks to
be performed by tile operating system, thus keeping the
signal outages to a tolerable level.
While tile overall arraying system was not as yet in a
mature state, the NDPP tests served to validate several
key performance factors, including the effective G/'F (in
telemetry terms) of the then-existing 20 VLA antennas at
8.4 Gltz, 24 the quality of the satellite data link, anti tile
real-time signal combining at Goldstone [25]. A specific
objective of one test period was the validation of the Reed-
24 The antennas were outfitted at the average rate of nine per year
from 1986 to the end of 1988.
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for an outboard static-delay unit in the VGTA Very Long
Baseline Combiner.
As related elsewhere in this article, power-level com-
pensation during the VLA gap was required to optin_ze
the bit error rate. Since the output data power level of
the combiner resulted from summation of the VLA and
Goldstone signals, the drop in data level during the gap
depended upon the actual signal-to-noise ratio difference
between the two complexes. Compensation was added im-
mediately following the combiner and was synchronized to
the gapped waveform. Several values of gain were pro-
vided. The level was set for a compromise between a con-
stant noise power level for the demodulator-synchronizer
and a constant signal power level for the decoder.
To meet reliability requirements, a backup combiner
and compensator were operated in parallel with the op-
erational equipment. In the event of problems with the
on-line combiner, the backup combiner could be selected
from the control terminal through appropriate commands.
E. Test-Signal Generation
For the Uranus encounter, tile test-signal generator
(TSG) provided test signals at baseband and at 315 MItz.
This made testing possible at the inputs to the receiver,
the combiner, and the recording equipment as well as mod-
ulation of the X-band signal generator at Parkes for testing
the complete system. Tile capability to add noise to the
appropriate signals was incorporated into the TSG so that
testing could be done at anticipated signal-to-noise levels.
Ranges of SNR and power were designed to simulate en-
counter levels and provide =t=10-dB margins. IIaving two
baseband channels permitted dynamic sinmlation of the
differential signal delay in combiner testing.
For the Neptune encounter, the TSG was modified to
provide baseband signals only, with associated noise. The
315-Mllz and the 18.75-Mtlz signal-generation capability
was built into the receivers, along with a minimal modu-
lation capability, to permit stand-alone testing of the re-
ceivers.
A major change in the test-signal generation came
about because of the use of the satellite link between the
VLA and Goldstone. No longer was it practical to send the
test signal from Goldstone to the VLA, inject it into the
receiver, and then return the demodulated baseband back
to Goldstone for combining, data reduction, and perfor-
mance evaluation; this would require the use of a two-way
satellite link. To save such costs, the TSGs at Goldstone
and Canberra were modified to be synchronized to those
at the VLA and at Parkes, respectively, through the use
of 1 pulse per second (pps) timing signals derived from
stable frequency and timing standards at all four sites.
Also incorporated into the system design was the ability
to measure the time delay between sites through the use of
the 1-pps signals, as was required for baseband combiner
initialization. Knowledge of intersite timing offsets was
maintained through the Global Positioning System (GPS).
The requirement of 1 psec, to facilitate tape playback
alignment, was readily met. An added feature was the
ability to generate convolutionally coded data so that the
VGTA/PCTA equipment could conduct self-test through
the convolutional decoders.
To further simulate the signal received at the VLA, the
test-signal generator in the VLA receiver was capable of
creating the 1.6-msec gap in the data. This capability
made possible testing of the gap effect on the performance
of the receiver, the baseband combiner, and the symbol-
stream recording and combining. A gap simulator was also
provided at Goldstone to allow gap performance testing on
a stand-alone basis. This capability proved very valuable
during the evaluation of the gap power-level compensation.
F. Symbol-Stream Recording and Combining
The backup recording identified in Fig. 1 was deemed
necessary to achieve the required reliability of 98 percent
for the added equipment at each site, including the com-
munication link, by permitting post-pass playback of the
tapes at Goldstone or Canberra. During the Uranus en-
counter, PCTA baseband recordings were made by utiliz-
ing modified Mark III Data Acquisition Terminals (DATs).
Use of the DATs was justified largely on the premise that
most radio astronomy facilities already had such devices,
which could be simply and quickly accessed for arraying
purposes without impairing VLBI usage.
In the meantime, development work was under way
at JPL to demonstrate the feasibility of symbol-stream
recording and combining. This approach offered several
advantages, iucluding a lower recording density require-
ment (because the subcarrier had been removed), permit-
ting the use of standard computer-compatible tape. The
equipment would also prove to be simpler and more reli-
able than the complex adaptations necessary to utilize the
DATs. By 1986, a demonstration of the symbol-stream ca-
pability had been accomplished [24] and a plan developed
to utilize this technique for both the VGTA and PCTA at
Neptune encounter. 23
23H. Cooper, VGTA/PCTA Symbol-Stream Recording and Combin-
ing Subsystem (SSRC) Plan (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Callfonfia, June 2, 1986.
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routines that vectored the interrupt to the desired "C"
routine and then performed the required end-of-interrupt
operations. Several other problems were solved by using
special utility programs [22]. A large benefit of the "C"
language was that it resulted in a 20-percent decrease in
code size with a 50-percent increase in speed.
B. PCTA X-Band Front End
Arrangements were made with the European Space
Agency (ESA) to borrow the dual-maser X-band front end
that had been shared at Parkes for the Voyager-Uranus
and Giotto-Comet ttalley encounters. This consisted of
a CSIRO-designed feedhorn, JPL-supplied waveguide as-
semblies, and ESA-procured traveling-wave masers of JPL
design. Reimplementation for the Neptune encounter in-
cluded an extensive refurbishment of the maser amplifiers,
and new monitor and control equipment based upon stan-
dard DSN designs [4]. Custom features included remote
monitoring of cryogenic functions to Tidbinbilla to facili-
tate maintenance during unattended periods and a noise-
adding radiometer for antenna-pointing calibrations.
The Parkes telemetry implementation was coordinated
with the Radio Science open-loop recording installation,
sharing facilities and the X-band front end [23].
C. Telemetry Receiver
The same basic receiver that was used for the Uranus
encounter was also used for Neptune. Owing to the in-
creased space loss (3.5 dB), the increased Doppler velocity
change (350 kHz versus 120 ktIz), and the increased ac-
celeration (75 Hz/sec versus 9 ttz/sec) at encounter, some
design changes had to be made in the receiver to accom-
modate the received signal.
The receiver was originally designed to operate at the
Parkes facility in Australia, receiving an input signal at
about 315 MHz that had been down-converted from X-
band. This design was again employed for use at Parkes;
however, at the VLA, the interface from the VLA re-
ceiver to the DSN receiver was made at a frequency of
about 18.75 MHz. To accommodate this interface, an up-
converter was designed to accept the 18.75-MIIz signal and
provide a signal at 315 MIIz for input to the receiver.
The VLA was fixed-tuned for each pass at a frequency
placing the received spectrum within special 8-Mttz band-
pass filters within the available 0-MHz to 50-MHz pass-
band. The frequency of 18.75 MHz was chosen with con-
sideration for aliasing of the VLA sampling response as
well as of the following up-conversion process.
The acceleration rate of 0.9 IIz per second at Uranus
allowed the existing 10.8-Hz loop bandwidth to be used.
A bandwidth of 21.6 IIz was added for use at the Neptune
encounter. This bandwidth provided the best compromise
between loop SNR and acceleration capability. The in-
creased Doppler change during encounter made it manda-
tory to program the first local oscillator of the receiver.
This was done by inputting discrete ramps into the local-
oscillator synthesizer. The ramp rate was determined by
sampling the phase error in the loop and then applying the
ramp to maintain this error at less than a preset amount.
For the Uranus encounter, predicted frequencies were
input in the standard DSN format. 22 Since that format
bore little relation to the Parkes receiver configuration
and because of the added operational needs at the VLA,
requirements were placed on the DSN Network Opera-
tions Control Center (NOCC) Support Subsystem to gen-
erate predictions for all interagency sites at the X-band
received "sky" frequency. The VGTA/PCTA receiver ac-
quisition design was modified to operate principally in this
mode. Other options were provided, including the use of
actual VLA/Parkes interface frequencies. These changes
greatly facilitated operating procedures and improved ac-
quisition times. Given any of the input options, the re-
ceiver would automatically acquire the spacecraft signal
upon command.
D. Very Long Baseline Combiner/
Long Baseline Combiner
The function of the baseband combiners included
(1) ephemeris-driven differential delay to time-align the
two baseband signals
(2) cross-correlation of the two to measure the residual
error in alignment
(3) loop closure to track out this error
(4) summation of the two data streams, after appropri-
ate weighting according to the prevailing input .qNRs
The combiners for Neptune were basically the same as
at Canberra for the Uranus encounter, with the addition
of more static delay at Goldstone to take into account
the satellite-link delay from the VLA, an increase to four
times the dynamic delay range for the longer VGTA base-
line, and adjustment of the loop parameters, primarily to
accommodate the lower input SNRs of the PCTA. The
combiners for the two arrays were essentially identical but
22Track synthesizer frequency (TSF) and Doppler frequency.
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Throughout the implementation, system reliability was
given special attention. Not only were the existing and the
new equipment scrutinized, but spares, mean time to re-
covery, and operational procedures were studied. It was
not at all clear that some 30 antennas could be confi-
dently and repeatedly sustained and operated, given tile
diverse geographical and organizational aspects of the ar-
ray. NRAO studies [18] identified areas in need of addi-
tional sparing; the NRAO also planned modes of operation
so as to achieve maximal redundancy. For example, all
four VLA intermediate-frequency channels were included
in the Voyager-encounter design to support spacecraft fail-
ure modes resulting in left-circular polarization and to
provide a spare channel for each polarization of the 27
antennas--108 channels.
In aiming for a 98-percent availability of the VLA
common system, the provision of on-site primary power
and the additional lightning protection described above
were critical factors. Examples of sparing actions were
the provision of a spare on-line computer to support
the multi-computer upgrade that the NRAO was concur-
rently (1986-87) undertaking and of a JPL-supplied "hot
backup" rubidium frequency standard. Redundant on-line
equipment was provided for virtually all the Goldstone ar-
ray equipment as well as for all of the telemetry equipment
at the VLA, with the exception of the receiver, which was
fully spared and of a well-proven design.
All of these preparations, as well as the proficiency of
tile NRAO and DSN operations personnel at the VLA and
Goldstone and of the special support personnel standing
by at both sites, paid off handsomely. Several measures of
the availability of the VGTA and PCTA arrays reported
by the DSN were all in excess of 99 percent of tile data
reaching the ground. As for the VLA signal to the DSN
interface, for the 40 passes from April 26 through Septem-
ber 28, 1989, the availability was 99.959 percent, with 25
antennas available 99.989 percent of the time [19].
IV. Implementation
The JPL implementation manager, functioning as a
task manager ill the line organization, had budgeting,
scheduling, and reporting responsibilities for both the
VGTA and PCTA implementations of the JPL subsys-
tems. This included planning and scheduling coordination
with both the NRAO and CDSCC, as well as project en-
gineering functions for the VLA facilities augmentations
ill which J PL was involved. The overall VGTA implemen-
tation was covered in one internal document, 19 with the
JPL subsystems detailed in another. 2°
For the VGTA, the VLA-Voyager preparation manager
and the Central Development Laboratory (CDL) manager
had responsibility for work undertaken by the NRAO. hn-
plementation by the NRAO included design, fabrication,
scheduling, installation, testing, training, and operations
according to the Management Plan for the VLA-GDSCC
Telemetry Array Project 21 and the VLA Implementation
Plan, VLA-Goldstone Telemetry Array [20]. The CDL
plan for the low-noise front ends is given in [21]. Instal-
lation into the VLA system was achieved with minimal
disruption to mechanical and electronic systems, mainte-
nance, upgrades, and observing schedules. The VLA ob-
serving schedules included normal testing of X-band as a
standard VLA observing band, and periodic VGTA perfor-
mance testing, as well as testing of the operational teleme-
try reception from Voyager.
The principal design changes for Neptune encounter,
applicable to both the VGTA and PCTA, are briefly out-
lined below as an update to [2].
A. JPL Software
The PCTA Uranus-encounter implementation used in-
tegral microprocessor computers to perform all of its con-
trol and monitor functions. While tile assemblies all
ran ROM-based firmware, the array controller contained
floppy disk drives that ran the operating system. The
PCTA software, written in Pascal, was developed in the
array controller. While this software/firmware system
worked, it had many difficulties. The Pascal compiler
errors were numerous, and much time was spent finding
workarounds for them.
Since nmch of tile software and firmware had to be mod-
ified for the VGTA Project, IBM PCs were employed ms
tile control terminals to enable Microsoft "C" to be used
as the programming language. Several problems were suc-
cessfully solved so that the IBM PC/"C" language could
be used in conjunction with the 8086 multibus system used
in most of the hardware assemblies. Real-time interrupts
were handled through the use of simple assembly language
19Project Implementation Plan for the VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Ar-
ray, Document 1220-7 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory, Pasadena, California, November 15, 1987.
20 H. Cooper, VGTA/PCTA lmplem__ntation Plan (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Japuary
20, 1987.
_1 hlanagement Plan for the VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Array Project,
Document 1220-1 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, March 15, 1985.
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F. VLA Facllltles Augmentatlon
Electrical power reliability and the addition of real-
time communications capability to transmit the data to
the Goldstone Communications Complex were facilities
changes anticipated in the VGTA Management Plan. De-
terioration of the on-site power-distribution cables, as well
as the need to increase the level of lightning protection,
became additional challenges for the J PL-NRAO manage-
ment team that were not envisioned at the outset. Each
issue was resolved and the facilities were augmented to pro-
vide the level of reliability and service necessary to support
the required availability figure.
VLA site personnel reported experiencing commercial
power outages and fluctuations during summer thunder-
storms or high-wind conditions associated with winter
storms. The VLA site was instrumented in 1985 to de-
termine the extent of the outages. With only one year of
data, it became clear that the commercial power regularly
dropped below 100 volts, a condition below the operating
limits of the JPL electronic equipment to be used during
encounter. Weather data correlated well with the frequent
voltage transients and outages that occurred during in-
clement weather conditions.
DSN-standard power quality was required at the VLA
site to support the encounter. An operational power sys-
tem was located in Idaho and purchased in 1987 for the
VLA application. The installation at the VLA was de-
signed and installation completed in 1988 as a cooperative
effort between the VLA facilities organization and JPL's
Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section. 15'16
The shortcomings of the existing commercial power sys-
tem were overcome by installing two diesel-engine-driven
generators, each rated to deliver 1,400 kW. Although one
generator alone can normally supply the total power re-
quired, the two generators operated in parallel, each at
50 percent of rating. If a problem should cause automatic
shutdown of either of the engine generators, the remain-
ing generator would be fully capable of carrying the total
power load of the site. This is the established mode of
operation throughout the DSN, and it is referred to as
"spinning reserve" mode.
The insulation on the direct burial cables that dis-
tribute power throughout the VLA site was gradually de-
is j. Dorman, Very Large Array Power System Facilities, Voyager-
Neptune Encounter--1989 Implementation Plan (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Febru-
ary 11, 1987.
16 JpL-VLA Equipment Transfer Agreement For the VLA Power
System Facilities (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, January 31, 1989.
teriorating, precipitating shorts to ground. Depending on
the short location, as much as a whole arm of the "Y"
could be taken out of service until the short was located
and the faulty cable section was replaced. The one to two
days to repair the fault were clearly in excess of the al-
lowable mean-time-to-repair goal supporting the required
availability figure. Special funding was obtained to re-
place the aging cables to the limit of "Y" utilization by
the Voyager support configuration [17]. Replacement was
completed in 1988.
Lightning struck on July 5, 1988! Evidence indicated
that lightning entered the control building through an un-
protected whip antenna, damaging several computers and
disrupting telephone service. The adequacy of lightning
protection was reviewed by an JPL/NRAO team, repre-
sentatives from the Langmuir Laboratory for Atmospheric
Research, and the Kennedy Space Center Lightning Safety
Committee. 17 In addition to existing lightning rods on
the control building, a lightning air terminal system above
both the control building and satellite link terminal was
recommended. Line suppressors and filters on all power,
control, and data lines as they entered the control building
or satellite terminal were to be added. The VLA facilities
organization carried out the recommendations.
Lightning does strike twice. A videotape of the con-
trol building during a violent thunderstorm in August 1989
suggests that the newly installed lightning air terminal sys-
tem intercepted a direct lightning strike and protected the
installation without a detectable power surge or damage
to equipment.
G. System Availability
While an interagency array availability requirement of
80 percent was imposed for the PCTA Uranus-encounter
configuration, the favorable experience for that encounter
led to an implicit design goal on the order of 90 percent
for the entire VGTA for the Neptune encounter. By ap-
plying the 98-percent requirement at both the VLA and
Goldstone to the added telemetry-processing equipmet_t at
both sites, by setting a similar goal for the VLA "common"
system, and by working to a goal of 99 percent for 25 out
of the 27 VLA antennas on-line, an overall design exi)ec-
tation of 92 percent was established, subject to potelLtial
additional autophasing losses during bad weather, xs
1;' R. Perley and K. Bartos, "Assessment and Recommendations Con-
cerning VLA Site Lightning/Grounding Protection," JPL [OM
3330-88-018 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, t)a_-
dena, Califomfia, August 23, 1988.
18 VGTA System Requirements and Design, Document 1220-2 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 15, 1987.
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spurious emissions within the band or at subharmonics
thereof. However, frequency coordination procedures can
prevent RFI from fixed transmitters that share the 8400-
MHz to 8450-MtIz frequency allocation. 3PL and NRAO
frequency coordinators can also manage to control, or
at least limit, RFI from spurious emissions in this band
through knowledge of, and coordination with, operators
of potential emitters. At the VLA, frequency coordina-
tion with the White Sands Missile Range and several Air
Force bases eliminated potential RFI from fixed and air-
borne transmitters during Voyager operations.
Radio astronomy requires wideband receivers, so the
NRAO designed the tlEMT front ends with instantaneous
bandwidth from 7.9 to 8.9 GIIz, which means the gain
and noise performance degrade slowly below and above
this range. Consequently, very strong signals in the 7.5-
to 9.5-GHz range could interfere with the Voyager signal
through gain compression or intermodulation in the wide-
band VLA front end.
ated in the lower portion of C-band, and in the Ku-band if
the satellite operated in the upper portion thereof. Thus,
the lower portion of C-band and upper portion of Ku-band
were to be avoided in selecting the satellite transmitter fre-
quencies. The actual frequencies used were in the C-band
at 6.385 GHz (primary) and 6.345 Gltz (backup).
This selection of frequencies presented no direct inter-
ference potentials for any of the VLA bands, ttowever,
the fourth harmonics of these did fall close enough to the
Ka-band to cause the NRAO to impose effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) limits on the level of maximum
transmitter radiation in the band from 24.50 to 24.70 Gltz.
The limits imposed were -7 dBW maximum total power
in any 500-Mtlz band, with the satellite antenna to be lo-
cated at least 150 meters from the nearest of the VLA an-
tennas. Through the use of a fourth-harmonic filter in the
output of tile high-power transmitter, the estimated EIRP
was -9 dBW with a transmitted power level of 750 watts
at C-band.
Coordination with the nearby Langmuir Laboratory
for Atmospheric Research of the New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology (NMIMT) and with the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) avoided
a potentially serious RFI problem during the two months
around Neptune encounter. During joint NMIMT and
NCAR radar measurements of thunderstornas, NCAR flew
its airborne 9.4-GIIz radar at distances adequate to avoid
damaging the VLA IIEMT front ends. Both organizations
ceased emitting during tile hours of VLA preparation for
and reception of Voyager telemetry. Earlier tests had con-
firmed that the NMIMT 9-Gliz fixed radar, located at
a 10,000-foot elevation and 43 km from the VLA center,
would not damage the VLA IIEMT front ends.
Much closer to home, 3PL and NRAO eliminated spu-
rious RFI emitters located at the VLA. Most notably,
the exciter in the 6.3-Gltz transmitter of the communica-
tions satellite link to Goldstone produced spurious emis-
sions within several of the VLA radio astronomy frequency
bands and at subharmonic frequencies.
From the beginning, the NRAO had expressed concerns
about radio interference originating from an Earth station
transmitter located in the vicinity of the 27-antenna array.
The VLA frequency bands ranged from P-band through
Ka-band, covering the frequency range of 0.3 GlIz to 24.0
Gtlz; satellites operate in either C-band (5.925 to 6.425
Gllz) or Ku-band (14.0 to 14.5 GIIz).
Examination of the above bands showed the potential
for direct interference in the Ka-band if the satellite oper-
Although concerns about the direct interference had
been resolved, the effects of exciter reference frequencies
of 329.53125 and 321.03125 Mllz remained questionable.
Computations of possible interfering harmonic frequencies
showed the potential for interference in several of the VLA
bands.
Shortly following the transmitter installation, testing at
tlle transmitter for spurious radiation levels showed that
indeed there was potential for interference in both P-band
(90 era) and L-band (18 to 21 era). Although some tests
were conducted by normal VLA observation with favorable
results, it was not feasible to scan the number of poten-
tial interfering frequencies with sufficient sensitivity in a
reasonable period of time. The NRAO therefore conser-
vatively imposed restrictions on the use of the transmitter
"during all scheduled VLA observing at P-band and at
L-band in spectral line mode and for long integration con-
tinuum observations."
Since this restriction imposed hardships on the abil-
ity to test and maintain tile VGTA, fiirther studies were
conducted with the view of RFI shielding of the exciters.
These studies concluded that additional shielding of at
least 30 dB was required over the range of frequencies
from 300 MIIz to 1.4 GIIz. Such an enclosure, with cer-
tified compliance to specification, was installed, yielding
the confidence to remove the exciter operating restriction.
This significantly enhanced the reliability and operating
convenience of the link by permitting continuous opera-
tion during the summer mouths of weekly, and then daily,
Voyager passes.
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andtheReed-Solomonthresholdprovedto bewithinthe
1/2dBmodel.1°The"betterthantheory"conclusionfor
all theseresults,includingthe ungappedbaseline,cast
somedoubtuponthecalibrationand,hence,upontheva-
lidity of theresults.Thisdiscrepancyof a fractionof a
decibelwaslaterresolvedasamisinterpretationofthean-
alyticalmodelwith respecto the Reed-Solomoncoding
overheadfactor.
Oneresultof thissimulationactivitywasgreatercon-
cernat JPL regardingtheexpectedimpactof thedata
gapupon VGTA performance. On one hand, some Voy-
ager planners learned of the gap for the first time, and on
the other, the VGTA Project discovered that, while all of
Voyager's Neptune data rates were doubly encoded, one-
third of the 21.6-kbps frame was without Reed-Solomon
protection. This segment consisted of uncompressed play-
back data from Voyager's tape recorder and was a prime
consideration in the encounter data-recovery strategy. It
was somewhat reluctantly accepted that there would be
some snow 11 in the playback images (which were inter-
laced with error-free real-time images), depending upon
Goldstone SSNR during the gap. Evaluation of actual per-
formance would await the VLA stand-alone recordings of
1987 and the Neptune Dual Processor Program (NDPP)
tests of 1988, discussed in Section V. Table 2 summarizes
the results of modeling and shnulation.
D. Satellite Communications Link
The long VGTA baseline led to consideration of a satel-
lite communications link for transporting the telemetry
data in real time from the VLA to Goldstone. A terrestrial
microwave link in Australia for the Uranus encounter had
performed exceptionally well, with less than 0.1 dB data
degradation attributable to the microwave link. Based
on the PCTA link performance, it was expected that a
"video" satellite link would perform as well as tile terres-
trial microwave link had in Australia.
To verify the performance of a video link, the RCA
Earth station located at Goldstone was used to make
round-trip measurements to and from a domestic satellite.
This link was normally used for space shuttle video trans-
missions. Tests were conducted to determine tile round-
trip time delay, the square-wave frequency response, the
amplitude response, and the noise spectral density of the
passband from 0.1 MHz to 7.0 MHz.
_oS. Howard, The VLA-Goldstone Telemetry Array (internal doc-
ument), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Febru-
ary 5, 1987.
11 Bit error rates in the range of 0.001 to 1 percent.
Additional testing was conducted by sending simulated
telemetry data from Goldstone Signal Processing Center
(SPC 10), via a fiber-optic link, to DSS 16 (the 26-m
antenna) for transmission to the satellite and return to
SPC 10, then measuring data degradation in terms of bit-
error-rate performance. Results showed degradation to be
less than 0.1 dB, 12 which had also been experienced in
Australia. With DSS 14 (a 70-m antenna) simulating the
VLA, DSS I5 (a 34-m antenna) simulating DSS 14, and
with the RCA satellite link at DSS 16, the Voyager 2 space-
craft was tracked to demonstrate system performance.
Based on these results, a VGTA system requirements
document 13 was developed and a contract awarded for a
fully redundant link to include both dedicated transpon-
ders and Earth stations at each site. While the contractor
resolved initial start-up problems of reliability and oper-
ability, extensive testing was conducted to determine link
performance. After adding special 4.5-M]Iz low-pass nine-
pole elliptical filters at both ends of the link to optimize
the frequency response, expected results were obtained,
with degradation of less than 0.1 dB. 14
Because of the exposure to the New Mexico elements,
particularly the wind, the VLA transmitting antenna was
securely mounted on a concrete pad to ensure stability.
The remainder of the equipment was housed in a trans-
portable trailer. At Goldstone, the receiving antenna was
also securely mounted on a concrete pad. The remain-
der of the equipment was housed within the SPC 10 com-
munications facility. Link operating frequencies and sit-
ing considerations at the VLA were analyzed for possible
radio-frequency interference with VLA operations.
E. Radio-Frequency Interference
Radio-frequency interference (RFI) could impact the
reception of Voyager telemetry at any receiving site at any
time, and while not specifically identified as a design issue,
RFI was closely related to the IIEMT low-noise amplifier
(LNA) use and to the presence of the satellite communi-
cations transmitter.
Interference can occur from authorized emissions in or
adjacent to the deep space frequency band, and also from
12 S. S. Kent, "RCA Satellite Voyager Simulated Data Test Results,"
JPL IOM 3393-8%51 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena, Callfortfia, March 31, 1987.
i3 VGTA System Requirements, VLA-Goldstone DSN Intersite
Communications, Document 1220-5 (internal document), Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cafifornia, August 1, 1987.
24 S. S. Kent, "VGTA SATCOM Test Results of 10/19/88," JPL
IOM 3393-88-118 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Paaadena, California, October 26, 1988.
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The X-band aperture efficiencies of the antennas
equipped with the JPL-designed feedhorn [13] were mea-
sured via VLA single-dish observations of radio sources
of known flux density. Antenna sensitivities were found
to be 0.110 K/jansky, giving aperture efficiencies of 0.02
+ 0.03 [14]. These results combined with the system tem-
perature measurements yielded an estimated zenith value
of 49.7 dB/K for the gain-to-system-temperature (G/T)
ratio of an individual antenna. At a 30-degree elevation
angle, which would be characteristic of Voyager for tile
greater part of each day's pass, the total value of G/T
would be 62.7 dB/K for 27 antennas added in phase. This
result includes approximately 1 dB of loss resulting from
quantization and the data gaps (discussed below) at the
VLA. By comparison, a DSN 64-m antenna would have a
G/T of 58.0 dB/K at the same elevation, so the HEMT-
equipped VLA was predicted to be "worth" nearly three
64-m DSN antennas.
B. Phasing 27 VLA Antennas
A key point glossed over above is that the 27 VLA an-
tennas had to be summed in phase with one another. Ran-
dora relative phases of the antennas would have reduced
the VLA gain by approximately 7 dB--far more than the
margin for receiving Voyager telemetry. Instrument phases
change slowly, and extra path delays in the system are
calibrated and subtracted out in real time. tlowever, the
fluctuating troposphere causes independent phase varia-
tions along the paths from the spacecraft to each indi-
vidual antenna. This process can cause the antennas to
lose phase coherence with one another and must be cor-
rected by means of observations of a point radio source--in
this case, Voyager. A correction is made in near-real time
by determining the antenna phase adjustments that max-
imize the cross-correlated amplitude for the point source
on each baseline. To "phase" the VLA during Voyager
observations, a minimum broadband signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) on the Voyager signal was necessary for each cross-
correlation. Early tests [7] showed that such a procedure
was viable, and extensive tests and simulation refined the
system design [15].
The NRAO's replacement of the VLA computers in late
1987 was a key ingredient in the signal combining, as it al-
lowed the phase-determination procedure to make use of
information on all 351 baselines of the VLA simultane-
ously, rather than to use only the 20 baselines to a single
reference antenna. The enhancements in SNR achieved by
means of both the computer improvements and the HEMT
amplifiers were critical to the combining process. They al-
lowed shorter integration times on the Voyager spacecraft
to determine the phase adjustments; shorter integration
times meant more rapid feedback in the error-correction
process. This, in turn, meant that the dynamic tropo-
sphere could be tracked even in the severe summer thun-
derstorms characteristic of the VLA location. During poor
weather, the SNR takes a double hit. Increased system
temperatures during thunderstorms make it more difficult
to get enough SNR to determine the phases; at the same
time, the phases fluctuate more rapidly, so the shortest
possible integration time is desirable. Use of the IIEMT
amplifiers, rather than FET devices, was instrumental in
keeping the signal-combining procedure robust even in the
worst weather experienced during the encounter period.
C. VLA Data Gap
Received signals at the antennas are returned for pro-
cessing to the central electronics area by means of a buried
waveguide system. Monitoring and control of tile anten-
nas, including the front-end electronics, are accomplished
by time sharing through the same path. The resulting data
interruption of 1.6 msec every 5/96 of a second was of im-
mediate concern during initial planning. Studies were un-
dertaken as early as 1982 to determine whether Voyager's
concatenated coding scheme could tolerate these data gaps
[6]. The Voyager data rates ranged from 4.8 to 21.6 kilobits
per second (kbps), with convolutional inner code of rate
1/2, length 7, and Reed-Solomon outer code. Findings
were that while the error rate on the inner code could be
as high as about 1.5 percent at high SNR for the VLA sig-
nal processed in a stand-alone mode, the error-correction
capability of the outer code would yield error-free per-
formance comparable to standard performance, with less
than 1 dB penalty. Tile projected design would perform
somewhat better, at a typical symbol SNR (SSNR) of 3 dB,
with equal contributions being made by the VLA and the
Goldstone complex in the combining process. In this case,
the convolutional bit error rate (BER) would be on the or-
der of 0.001 percent, with an error-free threshold penalty
of about 1/2 dB. Follow-up analysis was reported in [16].
Given confidence that the concatenated coding would
bridge the gap, the VGTA Project went forward, undertak-
ing a hardware evaluation of the gap effect, beginning late
in 1985 and continuing through most of 1986. This eval-
uation consisted of a simulation of the partial]y gapped
data stream processed through the telemetry system at
the DSN Compatibility Test Area (CTA 21), followed by
Reed-Solomon decoding and evaluation by the Voyager
Project ground data system. Convolutional decoding re-
sults confirmed the modeling within statistical tolerances, v
9 S. S. Kent, "VGTA Gap Testing at CTA 21," JPL IOMs 3393-86-
22, 23, 33 (internal documents), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasa-
dena, California, March 1986.
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preparations and operation. As eventually implemented,
the X-band became the VLA's most sensitive observing
band; it has seen significant use in astronomy applica-
tions, including several experiments with the Goldstone
Solar System Radar. Some further insight into the man-
agement aspects of the VGTA Project is provided in [9].
The on-site engineering, installation, test, and opera-
tion of the Parkes-Canberra array were managed, as they
were for the Uranus encounter, by the staff at the CDSCC
of the Australian Space Office of the Department of In-
dustry, Technology and Commerce, in cooperation with
the Parkes (CSIRO) staff.
I!1. System Design
A high-level block diagram of the VLA-Goldstone sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 1. The essential elements are
(1) X-band (8.4-GHz) reception at the VLA and Gold-
stone
(2) total spectrum combining of the 27 VLA signals
(3) carrier demodulation to baseband at both sites
(4) Earth-satellite data transmission to Goldstone
(5) standard baseband arraying of two or three antennas
at Goldstone
(6) baseband combining of the two subarrays (VLA and
GDSCC) at Goldstone
(7) convolutional decoding and signal processing, and
data transmission to JPL
(8) symbol-stream recording at both sites to back up the
real-time system
(9) symbol-stream playback and combining at Gold-
stone
More detailed diagrams and descriptions are availablefi
The Parkes-Canberra system configuration was similar, 7
except that Parkes had a single aperture and the terres-
trial microwave rather than the satellite link was used. A
radio science open-loop recording system shared the DSN
facilities and front-end system at Parkes.
In concept, both telemetry systems closely resembled
the Uranus encounter configuration. Several sections of
6 VGTA System Requirements and Design, Document 1220-2 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 15, 1987.
r PCTA System Requirements and Design, Update ]or Neptune En-
counter, Document 1200-2A (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 15, 1988.
this article describe in some detail the peculiarities of the
VLA configuration, and the "Implementation" section out-
lines most of the changes in the telemetry-processing sub-
systems that were new for Neptune encounter. The follow-
ing synopses describe the outcome of several VGTA design
issues identified in the formal review of 1987. 8 Each topic
represented either a potential show-stopper or a decision
point in the implementation path.
A. VLA Front-End Design
Several of the design issues pertained to the front-end
or radio-frequency performance of the VLA as adapted
to Voyager needs. In particular, they concerned the low-
noise amplifier, figure of merit (G/T), and the VLA signal-
combining (autophasing) efficiency.
The baseline plan for the VLA 8.4-GIIz systems uti-
lized cooled FET receivers on each of the 28 (27 in use,
plus one spare) VLA antennas. The first three receivers
installed in 1984 and 1985 were FET systems as described
in [10]. However, during this period, the technology of
low-noise high-electron-mobility transistor (ItEMT) am-
plifier systems was developing rapidly. These receivers of-
fered the promise of a significant improvement in system
temperature for the VLA antennas when the antennas op-
erated in this band. A cooperative program among the
NRAO, JPL, General Electric Co., and Cornell University
had begun in 1984 to develop HEMT devices for several
applications. Tests of tlEMT amplifiers on the VLA, be-
ginning in 1986, confirmed an improvement of 30 percent
in overall system noise temperature, corresponding to an
increase of 1.5 dB in the expected overall sensitivity of
the VLA [11]. Because of this substantial improvement,
all VLA antennas were ultimately equipped with IIEMT
amplifiers for the Neptune encounter.
The performance of the individual VLA antennas was
investigated extensively from 1985 to 1989. This was a
critical component of monthly tests at the VLA site. The
performance of both FET- and IIEMT-equipped antennas
was tested via observations of natural radio sources; the
results of these tests played a major role in the decision to
utilize HEMT amplifiers. Tip-curve measurements made
in late 1986 and early 1987 showed that average zenith
system temperatures were 45 to 50 kelvins for the FET
devices and 30 to 35 kelvins for tile ItEMT amplifiers. An-
tennas equipped with IIEMTs later in the project showed
even better performance, as lower-noise amplifiers became
available [12].
S VLA-Goldstone Array Formal Review (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califomtia, July 1987.
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was just in the process of contracting with the CSIRO
to use Parkes in support of the Giotto mission to Comet
ttalley. Fortunately, the Giotto configuration at X-band
(8.4 GItz) was compatible with Voyager's, and arrange-
ments were made to share equipment and spacecraft-
tracking time from late 1985 through the January and
March 1986 encounters with Uranus and Comet Halley,
respectively.
The Parkes-CDSCC Telemetry Array (PCTA) was
thereby able to collect Voyager telemetry data at Parkes,
transmit it in real time to the Canberra Deep Space Com-
munications Complex (CDSCC) over a new microwave
link, and combine it with the local DSN signal for improved
data quality. Special recording capability was provided at
each site so that data could be recovered at a later time in
the event of outages of the real-time system. Following the
Uranus encounter, the microwave link remained in place
for cooperative use in astronomy and Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI). The addition of Parkes to the Aus-
tralian DSN complex 1 yielded an increase of approximately
50 percent in the CDSCC's reception capability for Uranus
encounter [2]. 2
Meanwhile, in 1982, the interagency array studies iden-
tified the Very Large Array (VLA), near the Continental
Divide in New Mexico, as a means of meeting the Nep-
tune encounter reception needs. 3 This premier radio as-
tronomy facility, operated by the National Radio Astron-
omy Observatory (NRAO) and sponsored by the National
Science Foundation (NSF), consists of 27 antennas, each
25 m in diameter [3]. Configured in a "Y" arrangement
with a 20-kin radius, the array functions primarily as an
a-stronomical mapping instrument with resolution compa-
rable to that of optical telescopes. As was the case for
the Uranus encounter, auglnentation of tile DSN in any
given longitude (i.e., in Australia or the United States)
would improve the data return for the total encounter by
permitting data playback at a high rate from the Voy-
ager tape recorder when the spacecraft was in view of the
most sensitive (i.e., the arrayed) complexes. The VLA sig-
nal would combine with that of the Goldstone DSN com-
plex to form the VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Array (VGTA),
more than doubling the Goldstone Deep Space Commu-
nications Complex (GDSCC) capability, consisting of a
] At the Canberra site, the 64-m antenna was locally combined with
one 34-m antenna.
2 PCTA System Requirements and Design, Including Subsystem Re-
quirements, Document 1200-2 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, April 15, 1984.
3 j. W. Layland, D. A. Bathker, D. W. Brown, 1R. 12. Clauss, and
C. E. 14.otdhase, Potential VLA/DSN Arrayed Support to the Voy-
ager at Neptune (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, May 12, 1983.
70-m and one or two 34-m antennas. The PCTA would
be reinstated to help maintain the global communications
capability with Voyager [4]. 4 In addition, for the Neptune
encounter, the DSN was upgraded with a new 34-m an-
tenna at the Madrid complex, and each of the DSN's 64-m
antennas was enlarged to a 70-m diameter.
Early DSN experience in telemetry arraying including
the early planetary encounters of the two Voyager space-
craft has been summarized [5]. Table 1 outlines the array-
ing occurrences of that period, as well as the configurations
for the more recent Voyager encounters.
II. Project Management
Early planning, studies, and tests in 1983, which were
based upon initial visits to the VLA and on an exchange
of letters between the directors of the NRAO and JPL in
1982, led to an effective project start in 1984 [6-8]. Even
though 1984 was a year of heavy activity at JPL in prepa-
ration for the Uranus encounter, including the PCTA im-
plementation, the first test of a single antenna at 8.4 GIIz
with a prototype front-end installation was accomplished
in December. JPL supplied the feedhorn, and NRAO's
Central Development Laboratory at Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, provided the cooled field-effect transistor (FET) low-
noise amplifier, with other front-end electronics supplied
by the VLA Electronics Division. By early 1985, a Mem-
orandum of Agreement between the NSF and NASA, as
well as a Management Plan for a joint JPL-NRAO VGTA
Project, had been signed, s The JPL TDA Engineering
Office would have responsibility for the overall planning
and management of the project, supported by implemen-
tation/preparation managers in JPL and the NRAO. An
operations manager within ,IPL's TDA Mission Support
Office and DSN Operations Office would be appointed.
The project was charged with the design, implemen-
tation, and operation necessary to deliver 40 spacecraft
passes of arrayed support for the Voyager-Neptune en-
counter. At least 40 more lnonthly tests were conducted
from late 1984 through early 1989. As compensation to the
NRAO and the radio astronomy community, NASA agreed
to fund permanent X-band (8.4-GItz) installations on all
28 VLA antennas (this included a spare), as well as to bear
all direct costs attributable to the VLA's Voyager-related
4 PCTA System Requirements and Design, Update .[or Neptune En-
counter, Document 1200-2A (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 15, 1988.
s _lanagement Plan for the VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Array Project,
Document 1220-1 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, March 15, 1985.
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The reception capability of the Deep Space Network (DSN) has been improved
over the years by increasing both the size and number of antennas at each com-
plex to meet spacecraft-support requirements. Ilowever, even more aperture was
required for the final planetary encounters of the Voyager 2 spacecraft. This need
was met by arraying one radio astronomy observatory with the DSN complex in
the United States and another with the complex in Australia. Following a review
of augmentation for the Uranus encounter, both the preparation at the National
Radio Astronomy (NRAO) Very Large Array (VLA) and the Neptune encounter
results for the Parkes Canberra and VLA-Goldstone arrays are presented.
I. Introduction and Background
In August 1989, 12 years after launch, the Voyager 2
spacecraft encountered the planet Neptune and its moons.
Imaging of the planet and the surface of Triton, the largest
of the moons, ranked high on the list of experiments to be
conducted over the several months surrounding closest ap-
proach. However, the steadily weakening signal received
from the spacecraft as it receded from Earth tended to slow
the rate at which images could be received by the Deep
Space Network (DSN) and hence to reduce the quality and
quantity of imaging data. Over the years, encoding modi-
fications aboard Voyager 2 had been accomplished and the
ground reception capability had been steadily imprmed to
regain communications capacity.
One approach was temporary augmentation of the
DSN's own antennas at the Deep Space Communications
Complexes around the world with suitable radio a._tron-
omy facilities. Beginning in 1981, studies were undertaken
to identify, and negotiations to prepare, suitable candi-
dates for tile upcoming encounters with Uranus and then
distant Neptune [1]. The first to receive serious att(_ntion
was the Parkes Radio Telescope in Australia, operated by
tile Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Or-
ganization (CSIRO). The European Space Agency (ESA)
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tracking of radio sources. In its present design, the reflec-
tor can follow a zero-degree declination source for about
one hour (4- 30 minutes) around its meridian transit by
moving the focal feedhorn along a track from west to east.
Tracking time increases in proportion to the secant of the
declination. (The OSURT has a parabolic-shaped fixed re-
flector; it can track radio sources only about half the time
that the NRT can.) The mobile feed is implemented by
mounting the feedhorn and low-noise amplifiers in a small
building, or shed, that rides on the track. The building is
called a "chariot."
To limit spherical aberration in tile system, the center
of curvature of the spherical reflector has been set at a
distance of 100 m behind the plane reflector. Furthermore,
the spherical mirror is only illuminated over 200 m in the
east-west direction. Also, the four outermost elements in
the movable reflector are displaced slightly backwards to
increase the electric path for rays striking the edges of
the spherical reflector. This correction is analogous to the
Schmidt correction used in optical systems.
The surfaces of the reflecting elements are made of
1.2 cm of welded mesh fixed on stretched cables. The root-
mean-square accuracy of the surface is 4- 0.5 cm from the
nominal surface. The movable reflector can be positioned
within 4- 0.1 minutes of arc from a fixed reference.
Table 1 gives various parameters for the telescope and
some pertinent information on the presently available re-
ceivers and back ends. Figure 2 shows the current sensi-
tivity of the telescope in circular polarization receive mode
at 21 cm wavelength.
II. Potential Use of the NRT for
SETI Observations
Tile general problem of searching for signals originating
from extraterrestrial intelligence involves choosing search
directions, frequencies, modulations, and sensitivities. De-
tailed studies carried out by several science working groups
in the United States [1,2] reached the consensus that
(1) the microwave window (1-10 GtIz) is a logical and
promising spectral region for interstellar communications,
(2) both directed (target) searches and wide-area sky
searches should be used, and (3) high-sensitivity tele-
scope systems equipped with high-resolution multinfillion-
channel spectrum analyzers should be employed in the
searches. Heidmann [3] suggested that the Nan_ay ra-
dio telescope could be successfully used with the NASA
megachannel spectrum analyzers currently under develop-
ment. The use of the NRT for SETI was considered with
these factors in mind.
The NRT is the third largest radio telescope (after
Arecibo, in Puerto Rico, and just after Effelsberg, in Ger-
many) in existence; its effective area is equivalent to a
circular aperture of 94 m. Table 2 compares the sensi-
tivity of the NRT with other radio telescopes that have
been considered for use by NASA: Arecibo, Green Bank,
Ohio State, and all of the Deep Space Network 70-m and
34-m antennas. The sensitivity is given relative to that of
Arecibo.
The NRT can track radio sources over approximately
80 percent of the sky, extending from -38 ° declination up
to the north pole. The telescope is able to track radio
sources for an hour or more, and to scan large areas of the
sky.
The NRT is inherently a broadband design, with an
upper frequency cutoff near 5 GIIz, determined by the
accuracy of the reflecting surfaces. The primary opera-
tional frequency range of the telescope, 1-3 GlIz, is in the
frequency range considered to be ideally suited for SETI
searches. Figure 3 shows the spectral utility function for
SETI, which represents the frequency for maxinmnl utility
for interstellar communications. This function is the recip-
rocal of the free-space and quantum-noise temperatures of
the background, multiplied by the square root of the fre-
quency, to account for the minimum allowable bandwidth
(see Figure 1.1, page 3 in [2]). The normal range of op-
eration of the NRT is at the very best part of the entire
microwave spectrum. As a result, the NRT shows great
potential for use in SETI observations.
The NASA SETI program consists of a target-search
mode and a sky-survey mode. This bimodal strategy is
intended to cover a wide range of possibilities. The tar-
get mode assumes that other solar systems are similar to
ours, and that intelligent life may form on planets around
solar-like stars. The target-search strategy is to apply the
highest possible sensitivity to detect putative radio signals
coming from the direction of the nearest solar-type stars.
The NRT is well suited to carrying out a target search be-
cause it has access to a large number of solar-type stars
and it can track sufficiently long to enhance sensitivity. It
has been estimated that over 500 F, G, or K stars within
100 light-years from the Sun call be examined with the
NRT. Special galactic and extragalactic objects can also
be included ill a target search program.
The utility of tile NRT for targeted search work has
already been demonstrated. A collaborative search pro-
gram these last years carried out by two of the authors
(F. Biraud and J. Tarter) has concentrated on solar-type
stars that lie beyond the declination limits of the Areeibo
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telescope. These observations have used the existing 1024-
channel autocorrelator to achieve a spectral resolution of
50 Hz over a bandwidth of 3 Mttz centered around the
molecular hydrogen (HI) line and lines of the hydroxal
radical (OH). Real-time reduction of the signals has not
been possible, but efficient software has been written for
the off-line computing system to allow the data taken on a
given star to be completely analyzed before that star rises
again. This capability and the generally favorable envi-
ronment at Nanqay within the protected radio astronomy
bands enhance the efficiency of the observations. Previ-
ous non-real-time targeted searches required the antenna
to be directed "off-source" for significant amounts of time
to guard against false identification of interfering signals.
At Nan_ay the percentage of time spent off-source can be
reduced.
The sky-search mode allows for the possibility that in-
telligent life may exist in directions that we are not able to
identify at the present time. The strategy is to search for
radio signals over large areas of the sky. The small beam
size of the NRT makes this strategy difficult, but not im-
possible, to carry out. Used as a transit instrument, the
NRT can map approximately a 1/3 degree strip of sky in
24 hours at 21 cm, and can map the entire sky at a single
frequency in 270 days. This is prohibitively long for the
NRT, which is primarily devoted to astronomical work.
The time required to map the sky in a specified frequency
range can be shortened by
(1) raster scanning tile telescope beam in the sky
(2) employing a multifrequency feed system
(3) enlarging the telescope beam by underilluminating
the primary mirror
Raster scanning can be achieved by rapidly moving the
chariot (which holds the feedhorn) along the hour-angle
scan track and/or by moving the flat reflector in a stepped
or continuous motion. Raster scanning can easily reduce
the survey times by factors of from 2 to 3, and perhaps up
to 10.
The spherical reflector of the NRT permits a multibeana
feed to be used with different declinations. Its availability
on the NRT should allow timesharing of a large spectrum
analyzer with several different feeds to speed up a search.
Using this approach, survey times could probably be de-
creased by factors of from 2 to 3.
Increasing the size of the telescope beam defeats the
purpose of using the large collecting area of the NRT;
therefore, it is not an attractive alternative. However,
there may be interesting combinations involving multiple
beams and receivers and a single-spectrum analyzer that
permit the NRT to perform a sky survey at sensitivities
that exceed those contemplated by the NASA SETI pro-
gram. These possibilities are especially attractive at fre-
quencies around 1.0 GHz, and deserve further studies.
Note that the NRT is particularly well suited to carry
out surveys limited in space or frequency for which high
sensitivity is desired. Particularly interesting examples
are high sensitivity searches in the galactic plane, and
searches in the water-hole region (1.4-1.7 GHz). The high-
sensitivity galactic plane searches could be associated with
searches for interesting galactic objects such as fast pul-
sars.
Finally, the NRT is very well suited for mounting an off-
axis focal feed and receiver system. Such an off-axis system
could be used 24 hours a day without interference to ongo-
ing astronomical programs. While the declination of the
search would be restricted by the astronomical program
in progress at the time, the choice of frequencies could be
freely determined by the requirements of SETI. This ap-
proach may not be the best use of the large NASA spec-
trum analyzer, but it could be implemented with other,
less expensive, automated signal processors. This "com-
mensal," or parallel detection strategy, is very attractive
and has already been implemented to some degree with
the SERENDIP system at the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) [4]. SERENDIP is more restricted
than what is proposed here for the NRT, because that sys-
tem must accept not only the direction on the sky but, in
addition, the frequency that has been chosen by the prin-
cipal telescope user. Nevertheless, the project has been
judged to have scientific merit, and has received funding
from NASA. If it can be demonstrated that the parallel
search at Nanqay could significantly increase the volume
of multidimensional space that can be investigated (e.g.,
in some interesting parameters such as frequency coverage,
sensitivity, or repetition period for pulsed signals) there is
a good possibility of obtaining NASA funding.
III. Potential Upgrades for the Nan(;ay
Radio Telescope
While the NRT itself has significant potential for SETI
observations, a number of improvements are necessary in
order to take full advantage of the system in carrying
out an efficient SETI program. In particular, an effi-
cient SETI search must operate with the highest sensitivity
available, and with the largest nmltichannel spectrum an-
alyzers available. NASA has designed and built prototype
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spectrum analyzers for SETI with upwards of one million
channels. These analyzers increase the search speed that
is possible over existing analyzers by a factor of more than
10,000.
The discussion that follows focuses on a number of po-
tential improvements to the NRT that will make it com-
patible with the new class of spectrum analyzers with up
to ten million channels which will become available over
the next five years. This discussion is not intended to be
exhaustive. It is the result of several meetings held be-
tween the authors of this article and the engineering staff
at the NRT. Additional work is necessary to define and
prioritize the upgrades.
A. Aperture Efficiency
The current peak aperture efficiency of the telescope,
operating in circular polarization at 21 cm wavelength, is
only 45 percent. This yields a sensitivity of 1.1 K per jan-
sky (1 Jy = 10-26 W/(m2Hz)). It should be possible to
increase the efficiency to 55 percent or more. Some work
will need to be done to determine where the losses are orig-
inating from. Potential sources of losses are the reflecting
surfaces, the illumination pattern on the primary surface,
or possibly losses in the feedhorn that show up as aperture
efficiency losses because of the calibration procedures that
are being used. Preliminary discussions indicated that the
Schmidt correction was optimized for 9 cm wavelength,
but could be changed for longer wavelengths, to provide
a maximum in the aperture efficiency of between 18 and
21 cm.
Additional increases in aperture efficiency can also be
accomplished if the optics of the telescope are transformed
from prime focus to a system employing a carefully shaped
secondary reflector. In addition to providing increased
bandwidth, a Gregorian reflector might also improve aper-
ture efficiency by altering the illumination pattern of the
primary mirror. Increased bandwidth and aperture effi-
ciency cannot be achieved independently, but some opti-
mum can be found that offers improvement in both pa-
rameters.
B. System-Noise Temperature
Current system-noise temperatures in the 18- to 21-cm
band are between 40 and 50 K. It should be possible to
lower these temperatures by 25 percent or more by using
lower noise receivers while decreasing the ground spillover
using well-designed feeds, and by lowering the apparent
temperature of the ground using reflecting screens. Plans
already exist to erect additional rows of screen mesh on
the ground in front of the spherical reflector.
The parameters, system-noise temperature and aper-
ture efficiency, are not independent, and they should be
optimized in such a way as to give the maximum sensi-
tivity for the telescope. This condition implies that the
ratio of system temperature to aperture efficiency should
be minimal.
C. Broadband Focal-Plane Feeds
A focal-feed system that spans 1-3 GHz is needed for
SETI observations. The feeds should have an instan-
taneous bandwidth of at least 40 MIIz to take advan-
tage of the NASA target-mode spectrometer, and 30 Mllz
to take advantage of the NASA sky-survey spectrome-
ter. The current feed system is limited to narrow ranges
(--d50 MHz) around 21, 18, and 9 cm wavelengths. A
Gregorian feed mounted a few meters behind the present
feedhorn might facilitate the construction of a wideband
feed system.
D. Broadband RF and IF Receivers
Broadband, low-noise receivers to cover tile 1-3 GIIz
spectral range will be needed.
E. Spectrometers
Large multichannel spectrometers will need to be used
in conjunction with the NRT in order to make efficient
searches. Spectrometers currently under development in
the United States for the NASA SETI program have more
than 10,000 times tile number of channels used in conven-
tional radio astronomy spectrometers, such as those with
1,000 channels currently in use at the NRT. Tile possibil-
ity of using such a NASA spectrometer at the NRT should
be investigated.
F. Chariot
Since SETI instrumentation would compete for space
in a chariot, it is necessary to consider the ways in which
a chariot can be used. There are a nnmber of possibilities
for SETI.
First, it seems reasonable that SETI could share a char-
iot with radio astronomy by providing its own receivers.
A disadvantage to this approach is that installation time
would probably be needed to switch back and forth be-
tween radio astronomy and SETI.
A second concept is for SETI to provide a chariot ded-
icated to SETI observations to be parked out of the way
when not in use. This dedicated-chariot concept would
alleviate most interruptions to the radio astronomy oper-
ation.
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A third concept is to use a stationary chariot for SETI,
located either at one end of the track or elsewhere (e.g.,
above the track). This concept is interesting because the
telescope could be used on a noninterference basis, nearly
full time; however, it would at the same time greatly re-
strict the types of SETI programs that could be pursued.
Ill particular, the fixed-chariot concept would rely on other
programs for determination of the flat-mirror position, and
hence the declination of the scans. As a result, target-
mode observations could not track radio sources and would
be restricted to those sources which pass through the
declination setting. Similarly, the sky-survey observation
would be restricted in declination. A further drawback for
the fixed-chariot concept is that the receivers would not
be available for radio astronomy.
An existing chariot, formerly used by the Centre Na-
tional d'Etudes des T_l_communications (CNET) for iono-
spheric research, could possibly be used for either the mov-
able, dedicated system, or a fixed system.
G. Telescope Tracking
Probably no modifications will be necessary to the
tracking or pointing system. IIowever, if a fast declination
scanning mode of SETI observations were contemplated,
it would be necessary to evaluate the limits set by mechan-
ical and electrical aspects of the system.
H. Computer System
Tile current computer system is adequate to drive the
telescope for SETI observations; however, it is somewhat
out of date and there are plans to require funding to re-
place it. Additional computers will be needed for on-line
data analysis. These will be provided as part of the NASA
spectrometers, and will be connected to the on-line NRT
computer via a standard serial port.
IV. Radio-Frequency Interference
As at any other radio astronomical site, the radio-
frequency interference (RFI) level is a matter of concern.
It should be monitored in order to track its possible ori-
gins, and hard-copy records should be kept for use in ne-
gotiations with the corresponding transmitter operators.
In this respect, it is interesting to note that the Nanqay
Observatory has already started such monitoring with a
dedicated dish. This should be strongly supported.
As a matter of fact, SETI, with its sophisticated signal-
recognition procedures for data analysis, has tile potential
to reject most RFI; one way is to use Doppler shifts which
extraterrestrial sources would not share with most terres-
trial or even orbital transmitters.
Unfortunately, an increase in RFI level is expected; if it
does occur, more efficient ways to distinguish RFI will have
to be contemplated. One powerful way is to differentiate
between Doppler shifts created by nearby moving trans-
mitters (e.g., airplanes and satellites) and extraterrestrial
sources. In the case of the NRT, a second element is cur-
rently being considered for conventional radio astronomy
work. It may be a single dish, at least 30-40 m in diame-
ter, located about 1 km from the NRT itself. Its interest
for SETI RFI problems is plain. The need to use an in-
terferometer for SETI may prove so compelling that some
funds will need to be invested to make this possible.
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Table1.Nan;ayradiotelescopetsatures
Physical paraxneters
Plane reflector: Width 40 m
Length 200 m (east-west)
Height of elevation axis above ground 21 m
Spherical reflector: Height
Length
Radius of curvature
Distance between
reflectors 460 m
Total weight 7000 tons
At focal plane 100 m = 20 °
Latitude 47 ° 22 _ 48" N
Longitude 8 mln 47.4 sec E
35 m
300 m (east-west)
560 m
Performance parameters
Declination coverage
Hour-angle coverage
Collecting area
Aperture efficiency
Beam width
Tracking speed
Pointing accuracy
Sensitivity
-38 ° to + 90 °
4-35 minx secant (declination)
7000 m 2 maximum
(decreasing north of 35 i declination)
45% at 21 cm; 20% at 9 cm; 10% at 6 cm
,,_20 x 41 at 20 cm
2 cm/sec nominal
4-0.5 I
1.1 K/Jy at 21 cm; 0.5 at 9 cm; 0.25 at 6 cm
Instrumentation
Receivers
Wavelength, Frequency, Bandwidth, System temperature,
cm GHz MHz K
21 1.4 150 40
18 1.6 150 45
9 3.3 300 65
Back ends
Autocorrelator a:
Channels
Bandwidth
Resolution
Digitization
1024 (4 X 256, 2 X 512, or 1024)
6.4 MHz maximum
Down to 50 Hz
7-level (2 bits + sign) with weighting table
* Designed by F. Biraud and D. A. Cesarsky.
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Table2.Relativesensitivitiesofradiotelescopes
Radio telescope Diameter, System noise Aperture
m temperature, K efficiency Sensitivity
Nan_ay (now) 94 40 0.45 0.131
Areclbo 213 30 0.50 1.000
Green Bank 93 70 0.47 0.077
Ohio State 53 200 0.45 0.008
DSN 70 m 70 21 0.50 0.129
DSN 34 m 34 21 0.48 0.035
Notes: Sensitivity equals diameter squared times efficiency, divided by temperature, relative
to Areclbo.
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